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Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attention:

Reference:

Gentlemen:

Mr. R.G. Page, Chief
Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch
Division of Fuel Cycle & Material
Safety, MSS

NBC License SNM-23

Please find enclosed eight copies of the Ekvironmental
cal Survey of the Texas Instruments Complex", dated 20

Report "Radiologi-
July 1982.

This submittal is being made to:

Request termination of NRC License SNM-23 as issued to Texas
Instrumentes Incorporated (TI).

Demonstrate that the sampling and analysis of the study areas have been
carried out in conformance to 10 CRF requirements.

Present measurements and analytical methodologies used to analyze Texas
Instruments' water and soil samples. This includes calculation methods,
counting techniques, instrumentation and quality assurance plan.

Document the conclusion that contaminated material was disposed of only
in the study area presented. This has been verified by discussions with
employees involved with the Nuclear fuel production including the Health
Physicist.

If you desire additional information, please contact Francis J. Veale Jr.,

at (Tel. 617-699-1804).

Sincerely

Q7 LIZ,.s .,,..

F.L. Sherman
Manager HFIR Project

8209200393 820729
POR ADOCK 07000033
C PDR

CCt Bob Mossman
Tom Burkhalter

Francis J. Veale, Jr.
Manager Environmental Ehg., AttleboroZ 1 4 ,
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INTRODUCTION

A study of radionuclide migration was conducted on the grounds of Texas

Instruments in Attleboro, Massachussetts. The radiological survey

consisted of shallow and deep well sampling, and soil analysis on and

around the disposal site. Map I shows the arrangement of the newly

drilled shallow wells.

The dump site is located between the grounds of the present day

Buildings 11 and 12, as indicated in Figure 1.

In previous years the site was responsible for the production of

nuclear fuel for commercial power facilities and the United States

Naval reactor program during the 1950's. According to the records of

the Industrial Hygienist, the physical state of the contaminated

material was in solid form, predominately metal trash and some

non-metallic trash, which was contaminated with the radionuclide U-235

as U308. There are no indications from past records or conversations

that any waste fuel was disposed of at Texas Instruments by burial.

A portion of the burial site was uncovered in August of 1980 by

construction workers while digging a trench. Texas Instruments sorted

out the contaminaced material and contained it in eleven 55 gallon

drums for shipment to a nuclear waste disposal site in South Carolina.

Nineteen wells were driven around the disposal area. One core boring

was taken in an acid wash treatment area, and four core borings were

taken in the disposal area. The nineteen wells were identified as #1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28. The

core borings from the acid wash treatment area was designated as B-11A,

and the remaining core borings were identified as B-12, B-13, B-14, and
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B-15. The already existing deep wells wre identified as #ID, 2D, 3D,

4D, 5D9, 7, 8D, 15D, 16D, 18D, 19D, 20D, and CP (Coopers Pond). Please

refer to Map 3t

Commencing in December of 1981, samples were taken directly from the

dump site as soil cores, water samples from the perimeter and deep

wells were also acquired. Often these well sites were re-sampled which

makes the data statisticall,- more valid.

Also included in the report are the results of an aerial radiological

survey of the Texas Instruments Industrial Complex and surrounding

area. This survey was conducted in June of 1981 by the Remote Sensing

Laboratory of the United States Department of Ehergy.
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A series of wells were driven around the burial site. The first set of

wells was a series of perimeter wells, approximately 50 feet from the

actual disposal area. The second set was a series of perimeter wells

approximately 150 feet from the dump site. Finally, there was a set

of pre-existing deep wells randomly placed throughout the grounds of

Texas Instruments for industrial water consunmtion in its manufacturing

processes. The loqtions of all wells are found on the enclosed maps.

Map 1 marks only the shallow wells driven purposely for this study. Map

2 marks only the deep wells that existed prior to this investigation.

Map 3 contains markings of both shallow and deep wells,

and also the locations of the soil borings.

All well samples were drawn by the groundwater pump except for deep

well numbers ID, 3D, and 7D. iD, 3D, and 7D are production wells and

were sampled at the well head spigot. Please refer to the I.E.A. manual

(Procedures and Equipment for Groundwater Monitoring) for information

on the groundwater pump.

Refer to the radiological analysis report of C.E.P. contained in this

report to find all details involved in the analytical methodology and

its quality assurance plan.



The December 15, 1981 shallow well sampling data is shown on Table 1.

It appears that all wells except 7 and 9 had significant levels of

contamination. It is possible that some well to well cross

contamination took place during the drilling process or was induced by

surface water runoff, migration, or intrusion of water from one well to

another. Be-sampling these wells after several repeated evacuations of

each test hole to minimize the effects of any previous cross

contamination events was performed.

The results of the second set of tests are found on Table 2. Several

factors may relate to this data.

1. Surface runoff was present in large volumes over test well one.

Water was ponded up to a depth of about two inches for a 12-15

foot radius around the well. Depth of the water above the well

was 2-3 inches.

2. There appeared to be a large amount of suspended solids present

in some of these samples even after evacuation and recharge. It

was our preliminary opinion that most of the radiochemical

activity present was associated with the suspended solids.

Therefore, an analysis of all the samples was performed after

filtration through a 0.45 micron filter.

As shown in Table 3, after filtration the gross Alpha and gross Beta

concentrations were markedly low in comparison to the non-filtered

analysis.

It can be seen that the majority of the radiochemical activity is in

suspension as shown on Figures 2 and 3. These graphs compare the
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January 1982 data with that of the filtered data# In all cases in

both Alpha and Beta concentration, the filtered samples are markedly

lower than the non-filtered data.

The results of the re-sampling of shallow wells #21, 22, 23, 24, 25,

26, 27, and 28 are shown included with the deep well data sampled in

May of 1982. Please refer to Table 6.

An isotopic scan was performed on well samples 1 and 27 for they

showed the highest concentration of gross Alpha and Beta in the

previous non-filtered analysis. The results of this scan are shown in

Table 4.

As can be seen in Figure 4, the perimeter wells 50 feet from the

disposal area indicate a higher level of radiochemical concentration

than do the perimeter wells 150 feet from the burial site. The figure

appears to indicate the possibility that the radionuclide material is

migrating slowly in both a Southwesterly and Southeasterly direction;

with higher values found in the Southwestern direction. This is

evidenced from the data on wells 1 through 5 and wells 25 and 27. Both

wells 25 and 27 are in a Southwestern direction from the burial site.

Wells 25 and 27 have values of 306 +/- 102 and 3063 +/- 763 pCi/liter

respectively. It should be noted that there does not appear to exist

any clear migratory flow. Most of the contamination appears to be

located relatively close to the disposal site, as will be shown in the

deep well data which contains very low levels of radiochemical

activity.

The soil borings ranged from 7 +/- 6 to 600 +/- 37 pCi/liter in Alpha

activity. The gross Beta concentration in all samples was 0 +/- 5

pCi/liter. This data is found in Table 5. The core B-11A was taken in
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a past industrial acid wash (treatment) area of building 10. The

results of this core analysis (7 +/- 6 pCi/liter gross Alpha and 0 1/-

5 pCi/liter gross Beta content) reinforces the initial premise that no

radionuclide material was deposited in this area of the TI complex.

This area is designated 11A on Map 3 which is enclosed within the

report. The other four soil borings were taken within the dump site

(refer to Map 3). All bores were extracted by means of the EPA

Leachatic Extraction procedure which is listed in appendix II on page

33127 of the May 19, 1980 Federal Registration. In the test the PH was

adjusted and maintained at 5.0 with acetic acid.

The results of the deep well analysis show low levels of radiochemical

activity (Table 6). It was suggested that the deep wells be re-sampled

due to a probable improper purging of the wells. The June 1982

sampling of the deep wells shows a decrease in radionuclide

concentration (Table 7). Once again, it was recorinended that a few of

the wells (19D, 1D, 2D, 5D) be re-sampled. Please note (Table 9). The

July data also shows a very low level of radiochemical activity.

In data reported by C.E.P., the gross Alpha and Beta concentration is

separated into suspended and dissolved. The deep wells all show low

levels of concentration.

To be assured of no cross contamination in the deep well sampling, the

following technique was performed. After a well was sampled the ump

used to obtain the well sample was flushed for 30 minutes with fresh

water. After this duration of flushing, a sample of the flush water

was taken. This flush sample was filtered through a 0.45 micron filter

and analyzed for gross Alpha and Beta. As can be seen in Table 8, the

flush samples all have extremely ?.ow concentrations of radiochemical
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activity. Thus, it appears that no cross contamination was present in

this set of samples. The same technique was performed on the July 1982

samples and as shown in Table 9, there was no radiochemcial activity

detected in t.he flush sample of 5D. This is representative of the

other three wells analyzed in this set of samples.

Enclosed in the report is a hydrological map of the Attleboro area

where Texas Instruments is located. The TI facility is marked on this

map at latitude N-41 degree, 56', 451" and longitude W-71 degree, 16',

30". As can be seen, TI is located in an area on which very small to

moderate supplies of groundwater can be obtained. Thus there appears

to be no danger of the disposal area being located over any principal

aquifers.



DIS•. SSION

The results of the surface wells indicates that higher concentrations

of low level radiochemical activity are found around the perimeter

wells 50 feet from the disposal area. After investigation of the

shallow well locations, it can be noted that most of the activity is in

a Southwestern movement, but there exists no clear migratory pattern of

these radionuclides. It has been observed when wells were driven that

there exists a clay boundary at a depth approximately 5-10 feet •elow

the topsoil. Previous boring records as well as environmental stLdies

prove this observation. This appears to hinler any rapid vertical

movement of the material from this area.

It is possible that perhaps the reason for the levels of concentration

which were found in the 150 foot perimeter wells, is that years before

during construction of Building 12, some of the material in the dump

site was pushed out by bulldozers in order to grade the area. It is

known that this area was subjected to heavy machinery in previous

years. Perhaps very little migration has taken place over the years and

the movement can be attributed to bulldozing of the soil in this area.

There appears to be very low radiochemical activity in the deep wells.

In the (1ata reported by C.E.P. the dissolved levels of concentration

are higher than the suspended levels in the deep wells. Whereas the

re-sampled shallow wells in this data show a higher suspended level of

concentration than the dissolved. This appears to be due to the

inability of the radionuclide material to enter the deep wells in the

suspended form. Any migration of this radiochemical activity to the

deep wells appears to be limited to the dissolved state. It should be

noted that the deep wells are still considered low as compared with
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values found in IOCFR20. 10CFR20 appendix B, p20-18, Table II, column

2 lists the water limits above natural background as 3X10 .5 uCi/ml.

Since our data is reported in pCi/liter, a simple conversion can be

made in order to compare limits with our datat

3X10 -5 u Ci/mi. 1000 ml 106 pCi
..... . .... = 30,000 pCi/liter

11 luCi

NRC position paper SECY 81-576 dated Oct. 5, 1981 gives for disposal

option #1 (no restriction on the method of burial) for enriched Uranium

(soluble and insoluble) a maximum permitted concentration of 30 pCi/gii

of soil. However, it should be realized that our data and results are

reported in the volumetric term of liters.

All results of radiochemical activity at Texas Instruments complex in

Attleboro, Mass. are acceptable in accordance with the above limits

given by the NRC.
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TABLE I OONCENTRATION OF RADIONUCLIDES
IN DECMWER 14, 1981 SAMPLES

GROSS ALPHA
(PCI/LITER)

BETA MINUS
K-4o

(PCI/LITER)

MOTAL
URANIUM

(UG/LITER)

GROSS ALPHA
- URANIUM

(PCI/LITER)SAMPLE I.D.

1

2

230

288

4-

+

36

47

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20

2

1

43 + 221

97 + 34

43+ 29

2

10 + 7

3

59 + 80

11+ 6

less than 3

less than 3

2100 + 48

17 + 13

less thar. 3

less than 3

less than 3

less than 3

less than 3

less than 3

100

240

620

20

130

1.7

1

1.0

13

2.8

79

64

1795

268

59

2

12

2

235

11

2



TABLE 2 OONCEINTRATION OF RADIONUCLIDES
IN JANUARY 27-28, 1982 SAMPLES

GROSS ALPHA
(PCI/LITER)

GROSS BETA
(PCI/LITER)SAMPLE I.D.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

21

23

24

25

26

27

28

4430

202

97

905

550

182

23

44

less

189

149

54

306

61

3063

65

+ 1717"

+ 47

+ 39*

+ 144"

+ 121

+ 46

+ 19

+ 22

than 2

+ 92'

+ 88

+ 35

+ 102f

+ 35*

+ 763'

+ 36

2240

142

81

925

1186

185

16

38

24

250

114

69

299

35

2923

87

94

6

6

23

26

7

3

3

3

12

9

4

14

3

107

5

* HIGH STATISTICS DUE TO LARGE AMOUNTS OF SOLIDS.



TABLE 3 REPEAT ANALYSIS PERFORMED ON FILTEED
PORTIONS OF JANUARY 1982 SAMPLES

GROSS ALPHA GROSS BETA
SAMPLE I.D. (PCI/LITER) (PCI/LITER)

1 less than 2 less than 3

2 less than 2 less than 3

3 2 10 + 2

4 15 + 5 10 + 2

5 5+ 4 4+2

6 less than 2 less than 3

7 less than 2 less than 3

9 less than 2 less than 3

10 less than 2 less than 3

21 less than 2 5 + 2

23 less than 2 3 + 2

24 less than 2 less than 3

25 less than 2 4 + 2

26 less than 2 4 + 2

27 6+ 4 3+2

28 less than 2 less than 3



TABLE 4 ISOTOPIC SCAN
(PCI/LITER)

WELL 1

WELL 27

URANIUM 234

11.5 + 2.0

29.9 + 2.5

THORUrM 228

1.4 + 0.8

URANIUM 235

5.2 + 1.4

3.8 + 0.9

THORUIM 230

3.9 + 1.3

URANIUM 238

57.9 + 4.5

52.0 + 3.3

THORUIM 232

2.7 + 1.1WELL 1

WELL 27 13.5 + 1.7 9.6 + 1.4 9.5 + 1.4



TABLE 5 RADIOACTIVITY ANALYSES OF
SOIL B0RINGS AND CORE SAMPLES

GROSS ALPHA)
(PCI/LITER)

GROSS BETA
MINUS K-40
(PCI/LITER)

TOTAL
URANIUM
(M/1)CORE I.D.

B-11A

B-12

B-13

B- 14

B- 15

6

0+5600 4- 37

40 + 8

0.002

0.859

0.00,1

0. 024

0.015

204 + 45

232 + 47

0+5



ADDRESS

MIY
ATTENTION

INVOICE NO,

• alm.. Slti fril ~I I Ji|.9 ll...

34 Forest St.
Attleboro, MA 02703
Frank Veale
205098

IEPORT of
BNAY&SIS

TABLE 6 CO]g.NWRATZON OF RADIONUCLIDES IN MAY 1982

SAMPLES RECEIVED 5/4/82 iCUSTOMIER ORDER NUMBER

TYPE OF ANALYSIS Water

Sample
Identification

#20
250 ft.

Type of
Analysi s
Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Total
pCi/li ter
34± 9
31 ±4

Suspended
pCi/liter

Dissolved
pCi/liter

#4D
Deep Well

#5D
200 ft.

Grab

Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross

Al pha
Beta

Al pha
Beta

8 3
3 2

14 ± 5
5 2

21 ± 5
14 ± 3

#7D
Deep Well Grab

#8D
200 ft.

#16D
300 ft.

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

22
16

±-11
_+6

#21

#22

#23

#24

#25

#26

Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross

Alpha
Beta

Alpha
Beta

Alpha
Beta

15
13

97
56

- 8*
-3

+ 36*
-5

15 ± 4*
10 ± 2

6±4 <'24-c2

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

<2<3

Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross

Alpha
Beta

Alpha
Beta

112 ± 38*
59 ± 5

23 ± 10*
57 ± 8

9
3

- 6*
-2

'2
3±-2

,APPROVIED BY

5/25/82 /,.: es J. Mueller, President
PAGE I OF 2 PAGE

c,ontrols for Environmentol Pollution, Inc.
1.0 BOX 6351 * 1929; Rmmmn . Ci,. E l-.... Aml.... tVet
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A0OMEBS
* CITY

AtTNYION
INVOICE NO

A 0 ;1561s0 1.1 UUs M FlU1.b I li

34 Forest St.
Attleboro, MA 02703
Frank Veale
20,5098

REPORT 01
ANALYSII

1AMPLE!, RECEIVED 5/4/B2 14, LU.Tr'iEi40OtfrF NUMBEAS l 2 4 .5, #7A, and 1 ,

.TYPE• OF ANAL.YSIS Water

Sample
Identification

Type of
Analysis

Total
pCII i ter

027

#28

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Suspended
pCi/liter

92 ± 36*
5±-2

157 ± 42*
128 ± 6

Dissolved
pCi/I/iter

28 ± 8*
129 - 11

7±2Gross
Gross

Al pha
Beta

*These samples are being analyzed for isotopic uranium and reported by June 4, 1982

Sample #2D, #40, #5D, #7D, and #160 wt
contamination during collection.

... .. .

11 be resampled due to possible cross

.L;,.iiu•V~ t' ) _______ ______________________

5/25/82 .- aines J. Mueliler, President
PAGE 2 ,)F 2 PAGE

;ontrcro,3 rcr' irvrvrr~rtati 2c0'ut;or' InC.

I-0. Box 5351 * 1925 Rosina q .antA C. Fit 011--



ADDRESS 34 Forest StreetCITYAttleboro, MA 02703
ATTENTioNFrank Veale

INVoICE N0206172 TABLE 7 CONCENTRATION OF RADIONUCLIDES IN
JUNE 1982 SAMPLES

IEFORT 01
ANALYSIS

FSAMPLES AUCEIVUO6111/82 C1Y.T'.E0 CrDEP 9jUUE Requisition # 525814

TYPE OF ANALYSISWater

Sample
Identi ficatton

Type ofAnaly5 i s pCA /i/,i te r

# ID

# 2 D 250 ft.

# 3D

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Alpha
Beta
Al pha
Beta

Alpha
Beta
Al pha
Beta

Alpha
Beta
Al pha
Beta

Al pha
Beta
Alpha
Beta

Alpha
Beta
Al pha
Beta

Al pha
Beta
Al pha
Beta

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Di ssol ved)
(Dissolved)

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Dissol ved)
(Dissolved)

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Dissolved)
(Dissolved)

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Dissolved)
(Dissolved)

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Dissol ved)
(Dissolved)

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Dissolved)
(Dissolved)

7+3
<3
<2
<3

<2
<3

10 +4
<3

<2
<3
<2
<3

<2
<3

8+3
<3

<2
<3

16 + 4
<3

# 4D

# 5 D 200 ft.

# 7 0 Grab 2
3
6+3
3+2

tlow-'am" Wd
6/22/82 Jaes J. ,.lueller, PrE.sident

"PAGE I OF 4 PAGE

ontr'c~ to- Envircnrnentai Pollution~. Inc.

0. Box 5351 * 1925 Rosins e Santai Fe, New Mexico 87502



CUSTOMER iexas 4nstruments
ADDRESS 3 4 Forest Street

cITYAttleboro, MA 02703
ATTENTION Frank Veal e

INVOICE tO 206172

REFORT 0
ANALYSII

'SAMPLES AECEIVtV6/11/ 8 2 1CUSTCMER ORDER NUMBER Requisition 4 525814

T'PE OF ANALYSIS Water

Sample
Identi ficatlon

# 8 D 200 ft.

# 150 275 ft.

Type of
Analysis pCi/li ter

# 16 D 300 ft.

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gros s
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gros s
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Al pha
Beta
Alpha
Beta

Al pha
Beta
Alpha
Beta

Al pha
Beta
Alpha
Beta

Al pha
Beta
Al pha
Beta

Alpha
Beta
Al pha
Beta

Al pha
Beta
Alpha
Beta

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Dissolved)
(Dissolved)

(Suspended)
S uspended)
Dl ssol ved)

(Dissol ved)

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Dissolved)
(Di ssol ved)

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Dissolved)
(Dissolved)

(Suspended)
2 Supsended)
Dissolved)

(Dissolved)

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Di ssol ved)
(Dissol ved)

2
3
2
3

2
3
2
3

2
3
2
3

2
3
2
3

# 18 Grab

# 19 D <2
<3

17 + 4
<3

<2
<3
<2
<3

# 20 D

... ............. -

imMI'MIC"Em"
Qw- ::.- a

hmmw.mm aw w,
:ci-trois f o- Envi-ormental Pollution. Inc.

9.0. 13ow 5,190 . 1011; - I---- ' - - .. .

•",PfO'/L 3Y

6/22/82 Jame•"J. Mueller, President
P4GE 2 OF 4 PAGE



ADOFIEss35 Forest Street
CITYAttleboro, MA 02703

ATTENTIONFrank Veale
INVOICE N0206172

EFORET O1
,IALYSIS

SAMPLES. nECEIVEr.6/11/82 LUSTC'.IER ORDER. NUMBER Requisition # 525814

TYPE OF ANALYSISWater

Sample
I dentification

Type of
Analysis pCi/lI ter

CP Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Alpha
Beta
Alpha
Beta

Al pha
Beta
Al pha
Beta

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Dissol ved)
(Dissol ved)

(Suspended)
(Suspended)
(Dissol ved)
(Dissolved)

<2
<c3
<2
23
<2
<3
<2

< 3

Effulent .005

.4-

3fltrcts En' fvir-onmTent~a Pcyutior,, Inc.

0. Box 5~351 * 1925 Rosina - Santa Fe. New tMexico 87502

6/22/32
Z

Jaie-s- J. Mueller, President
PAGE 3 OF 4 PAGE



,USTOMER lexas Instruments
ADORESS 34 Forest Street

CITY Attleboro, MA 02703
ATTENTION Frank Veale

INVOICE No 206172 TABLE 8

1E116T010
ANALTSIS

FLUSH SAMPLES FOR CROSS
(%nMTh1IMTMAT'TAWM (tiJ1l(' TM TTt 100) %Y~v

Uluw

SAMPLES RECEIVED 6/11/82 CUSTC".IER 0!DE: N.UMBER

TYPE OF ANALYSIS Filters

Sampl e
Identi ficati on

Type of
Analysis

pCI/Total
Fi I ter

Flush Sample After # 3

Flush Sample After # 5

Flush Sample After # 8

Flush Sample After # 16

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

<0.5
< 0.3

< 0.5
< 0.3

< 0.5
< 0.3

1.0 + 0.4
0.8 +70.3

ont~rats fo- Ernvircnmerltal Ptiluticn, Inc.

0. Box 5351 9 Me;fn.n - L---- C.- %'-.--

s, -.

6/22/32 James j. M.!ueller, President
PAGE 4 O)F 4 ,AGE



ADDRESS
I CITY

ATTENTION
INVOICE NO.

34 Forest Street, Bldg. 10-6
Attleboro, MA 02703
Frank Veale
207040 - TABLE 9 ."C

REPORT I
ANALYSI,ONCENTRATION OF RADIONUCLIDES' INJULY 1982 SAMPLES

SAMPLES RECEIVED 7/2/82 CUSTOMER ORDER NUMBER Requisition #525970

TYPE OF ANALYSIS Water

, Sample"
Identification

#190

Date
Collected

6/30/82

6/30/82

Type of
Analysis pCi/I i ter

£

410

#2D
@ 250 ft.

#5D

pCi/filter

6/29/82

6/29/82

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross

Gross
Gross

Aiphi (Suspended)
Beta (Suspended)
Alpha (Dissolved)
Bef'a (Dissolved)

Alpha (Suspended)
Beta (Suspended)
Alpha (Dissolved)
Beta (Dissolved)

Alpha (Suspended)
Beta (Suspended)
Alpha (Dissolved)
Beta (Dissolved)

Alpha (Suspended.)
Beta (Suspended)
Alpha (Dissolved)
Beta (Dissolved)

Alpha
Beta

'C

'C

'C

'C

2
3
14 5
4_2

2
3
2
3

2
3
2
3

2
3
11 - 4*
9 -2*

Filter Flush
Sample After
#50

None Detected
None Detected

*Verified by reanalysis

"antr'ols for' Environmnental Pollution, Inc.

P.D. Box 5351 -, 1925 Rotina - Santa Fe. New Memorn JR74flj

,,RO tTD8 4,•. Mueller, President

7/9/82 PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE
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a 0LM inaustrili C7 Lnvironmental Analysts, Inc.
P.O. Box 626 * Essex Junction, Vermont 05452 e 802-878-5138

12 January 1982

Frank Veale
Texas Instruments
34 Forest St.
Attleboro, MA 02703

Dear Frank:

Transmitted herewith are the results of analyses of water samples taken
at your site Uecenber 15, 1981. Samples are identified as per the number
put by Texas Instruments next to each test well. Please note that well
number 3 was dry and no sample was available. In addition to the above,
well fifteen was sampled.

We are still awaiting receipt of an additional two core samples prior to
performing EPA leachate extraction and alpha and beta analyses.

Method of Analysis

All samples were analyzed for gross alpha radiation as per Prescribed
Procedures for Measurement of Radioactivity in Drinking Water, EPA
0Ocument 600-4-80-032 (August 1980). A copy of this manual was left with
you and Mike Mitchell on our last visit there when the samples were taken.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has published Primary Drinking
Water Regulations for Radioactivity under the Safe Drinking Water Act,
(Pub. L. 93-523). These proposed maximum contaminant levels limit the con-
centrations of natural and man-made radioactivity in drinking water supplies
and set forth the proposed monitoring and measurement requirements.'

Recognizing the need for a collection of analytical methods that can be
used for measuring each of these radionuclides in drinking water, the Radio-
chemical.,lethods SeiLion, E1Cvi ror1l"0iLdl ilouiituririy and Support Laboratory-
Cincinnati, and the Quality Assurance Division, Environmental Monitoring
Systems Laboratory-Las Vegas, have brought together methods from a variety
of sources for the analysts and technicians having responsibility for the
analysis of drinking water supplies.

Offices and laboratories located in: Essex Junction, Vermont
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina
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As will be evident from the Method Capabilities section of the manual,
Appendix A, the sensitivity of each of the procedures complies with the
promulgated limits. The determination of the standard deviations in the
counting rate is given in Appendix B, and the formulae for determining
the necessary counting time for the required detection limit are indicated
in Appendix C. These operator-tested procedures have been selected from
a number of radiochemical methodology collections, (1-5) and can be utilized
for routine analysis. Several of them have already been published as"standard reference methods" by recognized standard-setting organizati.ns
such as ASTM and APHA.

Factors considered in selecting these procedures for inclusion in this
laboratory manual were procedure tinw, method capabilities, and reliability.
In those cases where modifications were deemed essential, additional steps
such as scavenging or other purification techniques have been included in
the procedures. The precision and accuracy of each method as determined
from collaborative test results or replicate single laboratory test results,
are included at the end of each procedure.

Beta minus Total Gross Alpha
Gross Alpha K-40 Uranium minus Uranium

Sample I.D. pCi /liter pCi/liter ug/liter pCi/liter

1 138 t 27 .3 100 79
1 A 120 ±26 .3

2 206 58 <3 240 64
2 A 188 _ 47 <3

4 2162 + 204 2059 + 35 620 1795
4 A 2043 221 2100 48

5 280 * 41 18 ±10 20 268
5 A 297 34 17 ±13

6 136 28 <3 130 59
6 A 143 29 <3

7 <2 .3 1.7 <2
7 A .,2 .3

8 12 t 11 3 <1 12
8 A 10 + 7 <3
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Sample I.D.

9
9A

10
10 A

1515 A

Gross Alpha
pCi/1.iter

<2
<2

243 t 91
259 + 80

13 + 5
11 ± 6

Beta minus
K-40

pCi/li ter

<3
<3

<3
<3

<3
<3

Total
Urani um
ug/l i ter

1.0

13

2.8

Gross Alpha
minus Uranium

pCi/liter

<2

235

11

It is evident that all wells except 7 and 9 have significant levels of
radiochemical contamination. It is possible that some well-to-well cross
contamination took place during the drilling process or was induced by
surface water runoff, migration, or intrusion of water from one well to
another. It would perhaps be prudent to consider resampling these wells
after several repeated evacuations of each test hole to minimize the
effects of any previous cross contamination events.

We shall begin analysis of the soil cores as soon as they are received and
will forward that data to you in a follow-up letter.

Very truly yours,

INDUSTRIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSTS, INC.

_ /l

Frederick T. Doane
Senior Scientist

FTD/ph



K1"i.I
Inoustrial Y I:nvlronmentol Analysts, Inc.
P:O, Box 626 0 Essex Junction, Vermont 05452 o 802-878-5138

3 February 1982

Mr. Frank Veale
Mail Stop 10-4
Texas Instruments
34 Forest St.
Attleboro, MA 02703

Dear Frank:

Transmitted herewith are the results of radioactivity. analyses-." the
soil borings.and core samples supplied to us by your office. The
sample identification is as indicated by T.I. personnel on the sample
container.

Each group of samples consisted of multiple containers. As per your
instructions, equal portions of sample were taken from each container
to form a single composite for the analysis procedure.

Prior to analyses for radiochemical parameters, each composite was sub-
jected to the 24 hour extraction procedure outlined in the Mry 19, 1980
Federal Register, Volume 45, Number 98, pages 33127 through 33133. As
per that procedure, the final leachate volume is adjusted to exactly
20 times the initial weight of sample.

Core
Identi fication

B-l1-A

B-12

b-13

B-14
B-15

Gross Alpha
p•p cocuri es/li ter)

7_±6

Gross Beta -
Potassium 40

(picocuries/liter)

0+5

0+5

0+5

Total
Uranium(mg/l)

0.002

0.859

0.001

0.024

0.015

600

40

204

232

+ 37
+8

+ 45

+ 47

0

0

+

÷

5

5

Offices and laboratories located in Essex Junction. Vermont
Research Triangle Pork. North Carolina
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If we may be of further assistance to you in this matter, please let us

know.

Very truly yours.

INDUSTRIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSTS, INC.

Frederick T. Doane
Senior Scientist

FTD/ph
Enclosures

cc: Mike Mitchell



im %u.ju3Li iu% r..i lmvi u iiletrnlui mnuly5ts5, InC.
P.O. Box 626 * Essex Junction, Vermont 05452 * 802-878-5138

24 February 1982

Frank Veale
Texas Instruments
Mail Stop 10-4
34 Forest St.
Attleboro, MA 02703

Dear Frank:

Transmitted herewith are the results of analyses of water samples taaken
at your site during our sampling activities of 27-28 January 1982. These
samples were analyzed for gross alpha and gross beta activity. Procedures
utilized were from the following sources:

1) Prescribed Procedures for Measurement' of Radioactivity in
Drinking Water - EPA-600-4-80-032, August 1980 - Method
900.0

2) Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Waste-
water, 15th. Edition, 1980 - Method 703, page 574.

Wells 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10 which had previously been sampled on
December 15, 1981, were resampled after evacuation and recharge. Well 8
was frozen solid and could not be utilized.

In addition to the above, Wells 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28 were evacu-
ated and sampled after recharge. Well 22 was crooked and could not be
evacuated or sampled.

Production Wells 1, 3,.and 7 were
daily operation.

Offices and laboratories located in:

sampled at the well head during normal

Essex Junction. Vermont
Research Triangle Park. North Carolina
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Sampl e
Identi fi cati on

Gross Alpha
pCi/liter

Gross Beta
pCi/liter

1
2

3

4

5

6

7
9

10

21

23

24

25

26

27

28

1B

3B

7B

443C

202

9;

90E

55c

182

2:

44

189

149

54

30(

61

3063

65

1+

<2

7.+

1.+

1+

3+

r2

<2

<2+

1717*

47

39*

144*

121*

46

19

22

92*

88*
35*

102*
35*

763*

36*

2240 +

142 +
81 +

925 +

1186 +

185 +

16 +

38 +

24 +

250 +

114 +

69 ±
299 +

35 +

2923 +

87 ±
<3

<3

<3

94

6

6

23

26

7

3

3

3

12

9

4

14

3

107

5

*High statistics due to large amounts of solids.

Several factors are of interest as they may relate to the above data.

1) Surface run-off was present in large amounts over test
well one. Water was ponded up to a depth of about two
inches for a 12-15 foot radius around the well. Depth
of water above the well was 2-3 inches.

2) There appears to be a large amount of suspended solids
present in some of these samples even after evacuation
and recharge. It is our preliminary opinion that most
of the radiochemical activity present is associated
with the suspended solids. We have therefore, started
an analysis of all of the above samples after filtration
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2) (continued)

through a 0.45 micron filter. This data will be for-warded to you within the week. It is our understand-
ing that these analyses will be charged to another
purchase order to be coming to us from your office.

In addition to the above, we have sent samples 1 and 27 to an outside lab-
oratory for isotopic analyses. We expect that data to also be available
this week.

If we may be of further assistance to you in this matter, please let us
know.

Very truly yours,

INDUSTRIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSTS, INC.

Frederick T. Doane
Senior Scientist

FTD/ph

cc: Mike Mitchell
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Industrial & Environmental Analysts, Inc.
P.O. Box 626 e Essex Junction, Vermont 05452 0 802-878-5138

8 March 1982

Frank Veale
Texas Instruments
Mail Stop 10-4
34 Forest St.
Attleboro, MA 02703

Dear Frank:

Transmitted herewith are the results of additional analyses of water
samples taken at your site during our sampling activities of 27-28
January, 1982.

As per our discussion, repeat analyses were performed on filtered
portions of the samples that were reported to you in our letter of 24
February 1982.

Procedures utilized were from the following sources:

1) Prescribed Procedures for Measurement of Radioactivity
in Drinking Water - EPA-600-4-80-032, August 1980 -
Method 900.0

2) Standard Mlethods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater, 15th. Edition, 1980 - Method 703, page 574.

Well 8 was frozen solid and could not be sampled.
and could not be evacuated or sampled.

Well 22 was crooked

Offices and loboratories located in Essex Junction, Vermont
Research Treinole Pnrk Nnrth Cnrnihnn
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Analytical Data

Gross Alpha Gross Beta
Sample Identification pCi/liter pCi/liter

Well No. 1 <2 -3

2 <2 <3

3 2 10 *2

4 15±5 10 2
5 5+4 4*2

6 <2 -3

7 <2 <3

9 <2 <3

10 <2 '3

21 :2 5 ± 2

23 <2 3 t 2

24 <2 -3

25 ,2 4 t 2

26 <2 4 t 2

27 6+4 3*2

28 ,2 <3

Isotopic Scan

In addition to the above an isotopic scan was performed on wells I and 27.

The results of this scan are as follows:
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Uranium
234

11.5 ± 2.0

29.9 ± 2.5

Uranium'
235

5.2 ± 1.4

3.8 . 0.9

Uranium•
238

57.9 + 4.5

52.0 t 3.3

Thorium
228

1.4 + 0.8

13.5 ± 1.7

Thorium
230

3.9 f 1.3

9.6 ± 1.4

Thori urn"
232

2.7 1.1

9.5 . 1.4

Wel I 1

Wel 1 27

If we can be of any further assistance to you in this matter, please let us know.

Very truly yours,

INDUSTRIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSTS, INC.

Frederick T. Doane
Senior Scientist

FTO/ph

cc: Mike Mitchell
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Procedures and Equipment
for Groundwater Monitoring

I[•1M
SPECIALISTS IN THE MEASUREMENT
AND MANAGEMENT OF GROUNDWATER
CONTAMINATION

industrial & environmental analysts, inc.



A Basic Principle

In many respects, groundwater monitoring is an infant science, spawned by recent recognition of the
seriousness of groundwater contamination problems and the need for quality data to support effective
remedial actions. This newness is no excuse for poor sampling techniques, as the principles of valid physical
science are as applicable to new fields as to the older disciplines. Among the most relevant of these principles
to groundwater monitoring is: The integrity of laboratory samples must be carefully protected. Water samples
are the raw materials from which analyticai conclusions, water quality diagnoses, and eventually policy
decisions, are made. Any tendency for the techniques or apparatus of sample collection to alter or degrade
the information content of groundwater samples must be eliminated or carefully controlled.

A corollary of this principle is that the selection of proper procedures and techniques for groundwater
monitoring is a critical element in any monitoring program. lEA produces a line of high-quality sampling
equipment to assist the groundwater monitor to satisfy the most stringent requirements.



Sampling Procedures

Establish Representative Well Conditions
Because of materials introduced by well construction, the contents of a new well are not representative of
the aquifer to be monitored It is necessary to achieve an equilibrium between the contents of the well and
the surrounding aquifer before representative sampling can begin. Pumping from the well until an acceptable
rate of change in sample contents is achieved typically requires removal of many well volumes of water.
This procedure ii also effective in removing cr- tamination introduced by improper sampling methods.

As with any aspect of groundwater monitoring, it is important to conserve well construction cost where
possible without compromising the validity of sample data. One technique for conserving drilling costs
in multiple horizon sampling situations is the use of several wells, each screened at a different depth. in a
single large borehole Care must be taken to effectively isolate the sampling horizons if this approach is
to be cost effective

Newly constructed monitoring wells requite
put ipnlq to stabhwize weal conronis tEA field
personnel dedicate tubing to each well and use
a steam-cleanable pump to prevent transfer of
contaminants betwoAn 1-iic



Samule coltecr•Ocn and transfer or)eiationls
. car be daqjums to sample quality lEA

".-' • uses a surface-aclujfed sample collector
that puts vi'tttially no vac:tJurn on the
sample and iievolves no contact with
tubinq From ri-silt, collection until of is
sealed if) the shipment bottle the sample
coritacts only the collector, lEA can
provi(de sample collectors in a variety of
materials to veiet special requiremenlS
Stainless steel sinker is used in deep
immers ion conditions to overcome tubing
ho. k an c

Preserve Representative Well Conditions

Even alter the contaminants introduced by well construction have been purged improper sampling can
introduce new contamination. This is most commonly caused by contaminants carried from well to well

on sampling equipment Such "cross-contamination" can be prevented by

a) dedicating sampling equipment to individual wells, or
b) effective cleaning Of equipment to be used on multiple wells

In IEA's experience, a mixture of these approaches is the most cost effective means of controlling cross-
contamination. For each part of the sampling system, the difficulty of cleaning must be weighed against
the cost of dedicated equipment. Because tubing for sampling and pump actuation is relatively inexpensive
but difficult to clean, dedication of tobing to individual well• is the preferred method of preventing tubing-
borne cross contamination. A properly designed pump. co' ),ed with effective cleaning procedures, avoids

the high cost of dedicated pumps.



Establish Analytical Controls Where Alteration of Well
Contents Cannot Be Prevented

Despite •he most stringent practices, well construction and sampling are likely to introduce some extraneous
materials In some cases these materials are irrelevant to analysis and can be ignored In cases where they
affect the analysis. the effects can be quan'ilied and the analysis results corrected for them.

:It is also possible to "lose" materials ti the sampling procedure and equipment. Improper handling of
dissolved organics can cause them to .1e stripped or purged before reaching the sample bottle. Such
materials can also be lost to adsorption .ýn the sampling equipment Such losses can be controlled by
proper selection and use of equipment and by analytical controls.

The materials of which the lEA pump is constructed (stainless steel, teflon. vyton) Ailuw only trace or
undetectable levels of possible contaminants to enter the sample To permit ext- mely stringent control
and quantification of any pump-introduced contaminants, lEA provides a certifit,..e of chemical analysis
with each serial numbered pump This certificate documents the absence or negligible levels of all parameters
listed in the Safe Drinking Water Act and Priority Pollutant Consent Decree. State of the art analytical
techniques are used as the basis of this documentation A sample of ultrapure 18 megolim resistivity water
is circulated through the pump for two hours, a period which far exceeds the ten to thirty second pump-to-
sample contact time experienced in actual sampling applications. The water is then analysed by gas
chromatograph. grapnite furnace atomic absorption, and gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer
techniques.



Pump Design

IEA's experience as a groundwater consulting company has convinced us that a pump engineered for valid
results in the field and in the lab must have several key design features

" easy and complete cleanability
* gentle treatment of volatile organics to prevent purging or vacuum stripping them from samples
" versatility in source of pumping energy to permit convenient use under a wide range of field conditions.

The basic principle behind these design requirements is that the pump is one part of an expensive monitoring
program, and that the pump should enhance productivity of all elements of the program. This approach
dictated several instances of increasinq the cost of the puimp in pursuit of a mor, cosi-eifective overall
program.

* Quick connect fittings are used on all air supply and sample :-illection tines.
" The pump control panel will operate for up to 48 hours on a ft Ily charged 12-volt motorcycle battery.

An optional feature permits operation from either 120 volt ac- ir a NiCad power pack fully contained
in the panel.

" Air for energizing the pump can be supplied by compressors (ga :)line, ac or dc powered) or compressed
air tanks In low-lif t pumping situations, or in high-lift, low yield ;ituations. the pump can be effectively
actuated by a hand poweied pump

" The lEA control panel allows the "compression' and fill" strokes of the pump to be separately timed.
This deqiee of "tunability" allows pump settings to be selected to optimize either on pumping time
or on air consumption, depending on field circumstances.



A High-Quality Sampling Instrument

The lEA pump is constructed of stainless steel and teflon, with a vyton bladder. The top and bottom ends
are tapered to minimize snagging in the well bore. Hose sets are supplied with a stainless steel lifting cable,
and the pump has a massive lifting bail built in to the top. The pump intake valve is protected from clogging
by a stainless steel screen. The screen will pass, and the pump will handle, fine suspension of silt and clay.
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ABSTRACT

An aerial radiological survey was conducted over the Texas Instruments (TI) industrial complex in
Attleboro, Massachusetts, during thL' "eriod 15 through 23 June 1981. The survey was flown at an altitude of
46 m (150 ft) by a heiicopter coitair.,,, twerty sodium iodide detectors.

Gamma ray data were collected over a 4b 1.m2 (approximately 16 square miles) area centered on the
complex by flying north-south lines spaced 76 m. (250 ft) apart. The processed data indicated that detected
radioisotopes and their associated gamma ray Lxposure rates were generally consistent with those
expected from normal background emitters. Exteral exposure rates were generally less than 11
microroentgens per hour (pR/h) except for one location identified in this report.

The survey of the TI industrial complex was requested by the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and was conducted by the United States Department of Energy's (DOEs) Remote
Sensing Laboratory (RSL). The RSL is operated for DOE by EG&G, an independent contractor.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The United States Department of Energy (DOE)
maintains a Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSL) to
provide a state-of-the-art remote sensing
capability for use at all sites of interest to the DOE
and other government agencies where
authorized by the DOE. The RSL is operated by
EG&G under the direction of the DOE Nevada
Operations Office as part of an integrated
contract. One of the major functions of the RSL is
to manage an aerial surveillance program called
the Aerial Measuring System (AMS).

Since 1958 the AMS and its predecessor, the
Aerial Radiological Measuring System (ARMS),
have continued a nationwide effort to document
the radiological character surrounding specific
sites of interest. These sites include nuclear
power plants. nuclear waste dumps, and research
and development laboratories where radioactive
materials may be used. The AMS has the
capability of performing large area radiological
mapping, highI altitude aerial photography,
multispectral photography, multispectral aerial
scanning, and airborne gas and particulate
sampling. The survey operations are conducted
at the request of federal or state agencies and by
direction of the DOE.

The aerial radiological survey of the Texas
Instruments industrial complex and surrounding
area in Attleboro, Massachusetts, was requested
by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2.0 NATURAL BACKGROUND
RADIATION

Natural background radiation originates from the
decay of radioactive elements present in the earth
and from cosmic rays entering the earth's
atmosphere from space. The radioactive
elements present in the earth are uranium and its
decay products, thorium and its decay products.
and radioactive potassium. Natural terrestrial
gamma radiation originates from the decay of
these elements. Local concentrations of these
nuclides typically produce radiation levels
ranging from 1 to 15 pR/h within the United
States.I The natural terrestrial radiation levels are
dependent upon the geologic and topographic
character immediately surrounding the point of
interest.

One member of each of the uranium and thorium
decay chains is a noble gas (radon) which can
both diffuse through the soil and be transported
in the air to other locations. Therefore, the level of
airborne radiation depends on the
meteorological conditions, the mineral content of
the soil, and soil permeability, etc., existing at
each location at a particular time. Typically, the
airborne radiation contributes from 1 to 10% of
the natural background radiation levels.

Cosmic rays, the space component, interact in a
complex manner with the elements of the earth's
atmosphere and soil. These interactions and the
cosmic rays themselves produce an additional
natural source of radiation. Radiation levels due
to cosmic rays vary with elevation and
geomagnetic latitude. Typical levels in the United
States range from 3.3puR/h in Key West, Florida to
7.2 pR/h in Flagstaff, Arizona.'

3.0 SURVEY SITE

The Texas Instruments industrial complex is
located in the northeast section of Attleboro,
Massachusetts, bounded by Pleasant Street
(Route 123) to the north and the New York, New
Haven, and Hartford Railroad to the south. The
majority of the complex is engaged with non-
nuclear related metallurgy. A portion of Building
10 (Figure 1) within thecomplex was dedicated at
the time of the survey to the fabrication of 23SU

enriched fuel plates for research reactors and
also for the National Bureau of Standards. In the
past, fuel for naval reactors was alsolfabricated
on site.

4.0 SURVEY PROCEDURES AND

EQUIPMENT

4.1 Operational Support

A Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm (MBB) 80-105
helicopter (Figure 2) was used for this survey.
The aircraft carried a crew of two along with a
fourth generation version of a lightweight
specialized data recording apparatus called the
Radiation and Environmental Data Acquisition
and Recording (REDAR IV) system. One gamma
ray detector pod was mounted on each side of the
helicopter. Each detector pod contained 10
sodium iodide (thallium activated) crystals, 12.7
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cm in diameter and 5.1 cm in height. The
detectors were calibrated with americium-241 (60
keV) and sodium-22 (0.511 and 1.27 MeV) gamma
ray sources. Normalized outputs from each
detector were then combined for each array In a
10-way summing amplifier. The outputs from
each array were matched and combined in a two-
way summing amplifier. Finally, the signal was
adjusted in the analog-to-digital converter so the
calibration peak appeared in a pre-selected
channel of the multichannel analyzer.

Figur, 2. MESSERSCHMITT8-OLKOW.sLOHM 80.105
HELICOP TER WI TH DE TEC TOR PODS

The data acquisition and recording system
contained five microprocessor controlled
subsystems used in the collection of survey
information. The first, a control subsystem, was
responsible for collecting, at 1-second intervals,
gross count, live time, spectral, and aircraft
position data. Additionally, the first
microprocessor sent the data to the tape
subsystem every 4 seconds for recording.
Spectral data were collected in two memories
which operated in a time-share mode (i.e., one
memory collected data while the other was being
read). The second microprocessor controlled the
display subsystem, which collected and
formatted the data for display on two cathode-ray
tubes aboard the aircraft. The third
microprocessor controlled the tape subsystem,
composed of the processor and a dual digital
cartridge recorder. The system recorded four 1-
second blocks of data on magnetic tape every 4
seconds. Each data cartridge contained
sufficient magnetic tape for approximately 1 hour
of data collection time. The fourth
microprocessor controlled the steering indicator
subsystem used to aid the pilot in flying straight,

predetermined flight lines. The fifth
microprocessor controlled a special usage
subsystem not used during this survey.

4.2 Aircraft Positioning

The helicopter position was established with two
systems: a trisponder microwave ranging system
and a radar altimeter. The trisponder master unit,
mounted in the aircraft, interrogated two remote
transceivers which were mounted in an
appropriate geometric configuration several
kilometers outside the survey area. By measuring
the round-trip propagation time between the
master and remote units, the master unit
computed the distance to each. These distances
were recorded on magnetic tape each second
and in subsequent computer processing were
converted to position coordinates and scaled to
fit an aerial photograph.

The radar altimeter aboard the helicopter
similarly measured the time lag for the return of a
pulsed signal and converted this to aircraft
altitude. For this survey, altitude accuracy was = 1
meter or 3%, whichever was greater. These data
were also recorded on magnetic tape so that any
variations in gamma ray signal strength caused
by altitude fluctuation could be accurately
compensated.

4.3 Survey Procedures

The survey area covered approximately 40 km 2

(16 square miles) and was centered on the Texas
Instruments industrial complex. An aerial
photograph was used to define the area of the
survey. Area coverage was obtained by flying 85
parallel lines approximately 6 km (4 miles) long,
spaced at 76 m (250 ft) intervals, at an altitude of
46 m (150 ft) above ground level (AGL). and at a
ground speed of approximately 65 knots. Before
proceeding to the survey area and again upon
returning from the area, water lines were flown
over Narragansett Bay at survey altitude and
speed to monitor the non-terrestrial background
(i.e., airborne radon, natural emissions from the
aircraft, and cosmic radiation).

Ground-based measurements were made in the
survey area with a pressurized ionization
chamber. Surface and profile soil samples were
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taken at each location where ion chamber
measurements were made.

4.4 Data Processing Equipment

The data recorded on the magnetic tape cartridge
by the REDAR IV during the survey were
processed in the field with the Radiation and
Environmental Data Analyzer and Computer
(REDAC) system. The mainframe of this system
was a 16-bit Data General NOVA 840 computer
system mounted in a mobile data processing
laboratory (Figure 3). An extensive inventory of
software and supporting equipment was
available for detailed data analysis.

then multiplying the results by an empirically
derived conversion factor. It should be noted that
the terrestrial exposure rate was indeed
normalized to 1 meter above the ground, but only
as averages over a large area. Aerial systems
average radiation levels over an area whose
diameter may be five to ten times the survey
altitude, depending on the actual gamma ray
energies involved and the source distribution
with depth. For activity fairly uniformly
distributed over large areas, such as typical of
natural background radiation, the agreement
between ground-based readings and those
inferred from aerial data is generally quite good.
Because of the large area averaging property of
the airborne system, however, localized
anomalies will appear to be spread over a larger
area with a lower activity than actually exists on
the ground. Therefore. for localized anomalies.
grOund-based measurements will not agree very
well with the aerial results. The aerial data.
therefore, simply serve to identify the existence of
such anomalies. Ground surveys are required for
more accurate definition of their spatial extent
and. intensity.

The aerial data were processed specifically for
the 185.7 keV gamma ray from 23SU using a
special spectrum stripping technique which
suppresses normally occurring variations in
natural background radiation. No anomalies of
23sU were found. The minimum detectable
activity (MDA) for 23sU in the TI survey was 0.5
jCi/im2 for a surface distribution and 6 mCi for an
exposed point source. These detection limits
assume no shelf-shielding. The MDA'value for a
surface distribution assumes the activity was
spread over an area of approximately 0.2 km2
(8X 10-2 square miles) or larger. Although there
was more than 6 mCi of 235U Inside Building 10 at
the time of the survey, the attenuating property of
the building and self-attenuation were sufficient
enough to completely shield the 185.7 keV
gamma ray of 235U from the airborne platform.
Figure 5 is a spectral plot of the data taken over
the Texas Instruments complex and is typical of
natural background for the Attleboro area.

The only anomaly found in the survey area was
located approximately 2.7 km (1.7 miles) west-
northwest of the Texas Instruments complex.
Spectral analysis of the data revealed a
photopeak at 740 keV (Figure 6). Located at the
center of the anomaly was the firm Gamma
Diagnostics. Inc. NRC Regicn I confirmed that

Figure 3. MOBILE COMOUTER PROCESSING
LABORA TORY

Additional processing was performed at the
Remote Sensing Laboratory in Las Vegas,
Nevada, with a 16-bit Data General ECLIPSE
S/130 computer system.

5.0 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The results of the aerial survey are shown in
Figure 4 as isograms of exposure rates. The
isograms represent a sum of terrestrial exposure
rates as inferred from aerial data and the cosmic
ray exposure rate (3.7 pR/h) as reported by
Lindeken et al.'

The terrestrial exposure rate was estimated by
extracting the non-terrestrial contribution from
the gross count rates over the survey area and
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Gamma Diagnostics had several curies of the
gamma source "9Mo, which emits a 740 keV
gamma ray.

Ground-based measurements were made at four
locations within the survey area (Figure 4). At
each location, a measurement was made with a
high pressure ionization chamber and soil
samples were taken. The soil samples were

analyzed at the RSL in Santa Barbara, California,
and an exposure rate at the 1 m AGL was
estimated. The techniques used for the
measurements and analyses are described in
Reference 2. The results of the ground-based
measurements are reported in Table 1. The
exposure rates at 1 m AGL inferred from aerial
data over the respective ground measurement
locaiions are also reported in Table .1.

1.0
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0~
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*-1 .. S 1.0 1.5 e.0 e.5 1.0
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Figures. BACKGROUND GAMMA RAY SPECTRUM
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INSTRUMENTS INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

.. 0 4.5 1.0 1.1 2.O

ENERGY (MEV)
e.6 3.0

FigureS. GAMMA RAY SPECTRUM INDICATING THE
PRESENCE OF "Mo

Table 1. Comparison of Results from Aerial
and Ground-Based Measurements

Exposure Rate
(/jR/h at 1 meter)

Ion Soil Aerial
Location', Chamber Analysis2 Data'

1 10.3 9.8 8-11

2 10.0 10.6 8-11

3 10.2 10.6 8-11

4 9.6 9.3 1 8-11

'Refer to Figure 4.

Inclucdes cosmic i y contribution of 3.7 ,R/h.
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injtroduction

This document has been prepared by Controls for Environmental Pollution, Inc.,

(CEP), as requested by Frank Veale of Texas Instruments, Inc., Attleboro,

Massachusetts.

The following discussion will include; analytical methodologies used to analyze

Texas Instruments, Inc's water samples, calculation method, counting techniques,

instrumentation and quality assurance plan.

1.0 Analytical Methods

The analytical methods used in this program are methods that have been

studied collaboratively and found acceptable. Methods were selected for the

analysis of these water samples, on the basis of those methods which would

provide the most precise and accurate results. Interferences associated with

the analyses have been removed chemically. CEP possesses sufficient

information about the chemistry of these waters to make the needed

corrections.

1.1 Radiochemical Methodolo2y

1.1.1 Gross Alpha and Beta (Total)

A 1.0 liter of aliquot of water is evaporated to dryness and

transferred to a weighed planchet. The Gross Alpha and Gross

Beta radioactivity is measured by counting the planchet in an

internal gas flow, proportional low background counter (Beckman

Wide Beta 11) which has a sixty percent beta efficiency using

Strontium, Yttrium-90 and forty percent alpha efficiency using

Plutonium-239. The self-absorption correction was performed on

all samples which is based on mg/cm 2 of dissolved and suspended

-I-



solids collected on planchet.

1.1.2 Gross Alpha and Beta (Susnd!d)

A 1.0 liter of the sample is filtered using a 0.45 micron filter

(millipore type), and the filter and suspended material is placed

on a two-inch stainless-steel planchet. The Alpha and Beta

activity is determined using a thin window, low background, gas

flow proportional counter (Beckman Wide Beta 11) which has a

sixty percent efficiency using Strontium, Yttrium-90. The self-

absorption correction was performed on all samples which is

based on mg/cm 2 of material filtered.

1.1.3 Gross-Alpha and Beta (Dissolved)

The filtrate from Section 1.1.2 above is evaporated to dryness.

The sample is plancheted on a two-inch stainless-steel planchet

using dilute nitric acid, and counted on a thin window, low

background, gas flow proportional counter (Beckman Wide Beta

I1), having sixty percent efficiency using Strontium, Yttrium-90.

The self-absorption correction was performed on all samples

which is based on mg/cm 2 of dissolved solids collected on

planchet.

1.1.4 Isotopic Uranium (U-234, U-235, U-238)

A suitable aliquot is spiked with a standardized Uranium-232

solution. The sample is purified by passing the solution through

an ion exchange resin column. The elutriate is evaporated and

electroplated onto a stainless-stcel disc. The counting of



the sample is performed on a surface barrier detector utilizing a

multi-channel analyzer (Northern Scientific). The Uranium

recovery is determined from the Uranium-232 spike recovery.

2.0 Nuclear Instrumentation

2.1 Beckman Wide Beta U Low Background Gas Proportional System

(Simultaneous) Gross Alpha and Gross Beta

The Beckman Wide Beta 11 two-inch planchet counting system has an

average of 2.5 cpm Beta background and 0.1 cpm Alpha background.

The detector has a sixty percent efficiency for Strontium-90 and forty

percent for Plutonium-239. This system has been designed for

simultaneous alpha and beta counting. The system sample capacity is

one-hundred samples.

2.2 Alpha Spectrometry Systems (Isotopic Uranium U-234, U-235, U-239)

One Alpha Spectrometer consists of four silicon surface barrier

detectors contained in a vacuum chamber and connected to a Northern

Scientific multi-channel pulse height analyzer. The second

spectrometer consists of eight silicon surface barrier detectors

contained in separate vacuum chambers and is connected to a second

Northern Scientific Spectrometer.

3.0 Activity Determinations

Analytical detection limits are governed by a number of factors including:

3.1 Sample Size

The sample size is taken based on the numerical data one wishes to

obtain which can describe a particular situation and which can be



interpreted as a basis for possible action. The sample size has to be

representative and provide for accurate analysis of the entire process is

invalid.

3.2 Counting Efficiency

The fundamental quality in the measurement of radioactive substance is

the number of disintegrations per unit time. As with maest physical

measurements in analytical chemistry, it is seldom possible to make an

absolute measurement of the disintegration rate but rather it is

necessary to compare the sample with one or more standards. The

standards determine the counter efficiency which may ther be used to

convert sample counts per minute (cpm) to disintegrations per minute

(dpm).

3.3 Background Count Rate

Any counter will show a certain counting rate without a sample in

position. This background counting rate comes from several sources: 1)

natural environmental radiation from the surroundings, 2) cosmic

radiation, and 3) the natural radioactivity in the coun:-=r material

itself.

The background counting rate will depend on the amount of :hese types

of radiation and the sensitivity of the counter to the radiaticn.

3.4 Background and Sample Counting Time

The amount of time devoted to counting background depe-ids on the

level of activity being measured. In general, with low le%el samples,

this time should be about equal to that devoted to counting - -3rnple.'



3.5 Time Interval Between Sample Collection and Counting

Decay measurements are useful in identifying certain short-lived

isotopes. The disintegration constant, or its related quantity, the half-

life, is one of the basic characteristics of a specific radionuclide and is

readily determined if the half-life is sufficiently short.

3.6 Chemical Recovery of the Analytical Procedures
"4

Most radiochemical analyses are carried out in such a way that losses

occur during the separations. These losses occur due to a large number

of contaminants that may be present and interfere during chemical

separations. Thus it is necessary to include a technique for estimating

these losses in the development of the analytical procedure.



The activities per unit sample mass or volume are determined using the following

formula:

C-B 1.96 -'-
(2.22) (V) (R) (E) (e- At) (2.22) (V) (R) (E) (e- At)

WHERE:

A = Activity as pCi units sample mass or volume.

C = Sample count rate in counts per minute.

B = Background counts per minute.

V = Sample volume or mass analyzed.

E = Counter efficiency and cpm/dpm.

2.22 = Numerical constants to convert disintegrations per minute to picocuries.

(e - ) t) = Decay factor to correct the activity to time of collection.

T = Counting time in minutes.

1.96 = Statistical constant for the 95% confidence level.

R = Chemical recovery or photon yield.

Limits of Detection for Water

Parameter pCi/liter

Gross Alpha 2

Gross Beta 3

Isotopic Uranium (U-234, U-235, U-238) 0.6



4.0 Quality Control Program

The overall objectives of the Quality Control Program are to:

4.1 Verify that work procedures and practices are adequate to assure that

Texas Instruments, Inc., is kept within the limits regulated by State and

Federal agencies.

4.2 Coordinate the in-house quality control program, independent of

external programs, to assure that CEP is operating at maximum

efficiency.

Upon arrival at the laboratory each sample is assigned a code number.

The code number is placed on all apparatus used for that sample during

radiochemical determinations.

Internal standard spike samples and blanks are analyzed as part of

CEP's in-house Quality Control Program. Reagents, carriers and

isotopes are standardized to meet the demand within the laboratory.

Deionized water quality is monitored and maintained.

In addition, CEP participates in the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency inter-laboratory cross-check program.

Calibration is carried out using certified standards traceable to NBS,

supplied by NBS, EPA, and Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, England.

Since these same standards are used by the Health and Safety

Laboratory of the AEC, the U.S. Public Health Service Laboratories,

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, and most other government



laboratories, proper inter-ca libration with other agencies is assured.

This is most important in interpretation of environmental data

generated by other laboratories.

See Appendix A for Controls for Environmental Pollution, Inc.'s Quality

Assurance Plan.

a



Water Sampe 2s Rceeived at CEP an 314112

S."rnple
Idrlictfication

250 ft.

Dee~p Well Grab

# 5t0
200 ft.

UTD
Deep Well Grab

118D
200 it.

30160
300 it.

Type of

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross .eta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Al-Aa
Grons lReta;

I,,ross Alp~ha
Gross Seta

Total Suspended Dissolved IJ-234 IJ-235 U-238 U-2% u-233

34 + 9
31 '; 4

8.3
3.2

21 * 5
14 + 3

52
13

22 + il
16+6

104 1

022

823

924

925

N i6

15 + a
13';3

97 +36

-2
4+2

'2
€3

2.4 * 1.4 0.6 *0.4

6.9 4 .3 17.6 * 2.3

2.6#1.0

10.1 ÷2.6I5 + 4
10;*2

L.6±. + " P*1.6 .0 * .5

6.4
-C3

-2
-c 3

112 + 31
"59

2,. 10
57 8

9.6

3.€23 ;2

3.2

7.8+2.2 0.1± 0.5 1.7* 1.1 7.9* 2.7 0.640.1 3.6 *1.

J.J 0.9 (..7 4 0.4 3.2 4 0.1



Water Sampl1!! Received at CEP an 5412(at

S~ample Type of
Identification- Anialysis

027 Gross Allpha
Gross Bleta

Ssuwended
Total Sqedd Dissolved U-234 U-235
pr=11I PQIA ~p~j PO/I -J-I-

U-238 A-234
-PQA - "L
-C 0.6 4C0.6

'INA"d

4g 06

U-2m

92 4,360 28 +ag
5f. 2 12f. 11

- 0.6 4 0.6

#23 Gross Alpha
Gross fleta

1 57 + 42
129+6

7-2 9.2 *1.9 1.0±40.5 9.4 + 3.0

0Suspcnded Alphla activity could be attributed to Radium-22C

* *Ousaowe4 Alpha activity could be attributed to Radiwot-226.



Water Samples Received at CEP an 6111182

Sample
Wdntification

OIb

#2D
250 is.

0 30

94D

#50
200 It.

#70
Grab

Phu)f
200 ft.

0i Si50
215 ft.

11i 6(D
3(,0 It.

Type of
Analysis

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

.ross Beta

Cross Alpha
Gross B•ct

.,rn.•s Alipa
Gross R.(td

4(ross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gr oss Be taj

nCi~l

7 + 3'
,c3

Dissolve-d
Epq1/1

10 -4

'2

-c3

'3+

16 4
'3

6+ 320S'_- 2

'2
'3

3.2.1.0 0.6+0.4 3.0+1.0

U-234 U-2?5

Pci/I .6i6I
-c 0.6' 0 0.6' -c

-Dihaoyed

U.-239 U1-214 U1-235 U1-232
POi/I Poll -VGAJLL
0.60

9.0 4 2.0 1.0 + 0.5

-c 0.6*0 * 0.600

9.1 * 1.9

de2
- 3

-c2
- 3

0.66"

dig
G.rab

0 190

#200)

-c2
'c3

'c2

-'3

'2
'3

'2
'3

17* 8.9.2.0 1.0*0.6 9.0 4 3.0

'2 42
43 '3



Water Samples Received at CEPr an 6(1111?2 (Cont.)

Sample
Identification

CP

Elfluent 0.005

Type of
Analyi'is

Gros Alpha
Gross Beta

Gro.ss Aipha
Gross Beta

Suspended Dissolved
:CiI Pa

-C 2 -C2
-c3 C 3

Ngsenftd Dissolved

U-234 11-215 U-239 U-234 U-231
S911/1 Pall Pall pq/ zPCi/l-

U3-23S

c 2
c3

<2
4,3

0Suspended Alpha activity could be attributed to Radium-226.

&ODissolved Alpha activity could be attributed to Radium-226.



Conclusion

Based on the June 1982 sampling, it can be concluded that the sampling method

could have been the major factor in the high amounts of radioactivity in the
previous collections. Wells numbered ID, 2D, 5D, 7D, and 19D, could be reduced

by purging these wells for a longer period of time. This conclusion can be
substantiated by the following data:

Well
Location

#12D

1//2D

/15 D

#13S

#/70

#713

Date

5/4/82

6/11/82

5/4/82

6/11/82

5/4/82

6/11/82

Analysis

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Gross Alpha
Gross Beta

Total

34+9
31 ;4

Suspended Dissolved
PCi/ pCi/I

10+4
< J-

14+5
5;'2

16+4
<3-

21+5
14+3

<2
<3

6+3
3+2

Based on the above data it is recommended that numbers ID, 2D, 5D, 7D, and 19D

wells be purged for a longer period of time and that another Gross Alpha and Gross

Beta be analyzed on these wells.

-13-



APPENDIX A

CONTROLS FOR ENVIORNMENTAL POLLUTION, INC.

QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN
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CONTROLS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION, INC.

QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM

Copy No.

QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN
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CONTROLS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION, INC.

QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM

qUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN

ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY, NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS, RADIOB:3ASSAY,

AND WATER CHEMISTRY

1.0 PLAN DESCRIPTION

1.1 Purposýe

The purposes of this Quality Assurance Plan are: (a) to
define the nature and extent of Quality Assurance for Environ-
mental Chemistry, Nuclear Measurements, Radiobioassay and
Water Chemistry; (b) to set forth the requirements for prepa-
ration of Q.A. and Q.C. procedures; and (c) to pr:vide a
general description of the methods to be used in :arrying out
the Quality Assurance Surveillance and audit functions.

1.2 Sýcpte

This Quality Assurance Plan is intended pri-.arily to cover
radiochemistry and other chemistry activities ass:,ciated with
providing Controls for Environmental Pollution's clients a
quality service.

1.3 Objectives

The overall objective of this Q.A. Plan is t-o (a) verify
that work procedures and practices are adequate t: assure that
all clients are kept within the limits regulated •y the State
and federal agencies; (b) to coordinate an in-hcute Quality
Control program independent of external programs :o assure that
Controls for Environrental Pollution, Inc. is op.-ating at maxi-
mum efficiency; including specific objectives as -ollows:

a. To verify that chemistry activities are docu-:_nted and
coordinated with the client's program so as t: preclude sur-
prises or apparent anomalies;

b. To verify that all chemistry procedures and pactices are
correct and adequate for the intended usage a-d required
accuracy atid reliability of results;

c. To verify that the procedures and practices c:nform to the
Client's Specifications with respect to iriethc:s and
frequency of sampling and analysis;
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d. To verify that procedures and practices are appropriate
for and consistent with the Client's Specifications and
other regulatory criteria;

e. To verify that qualified personnel are provided with
continued training, as necessary, for proper performance
of the analytical work-

f. To verify that records are completed and maintained for
each sample and analysis conducted;

g. To verify that procedures contain adequate Quality Control
features and that such Quality Controls are practices as
part of normal routine;

h. To verify that equipment is maintained and calibrated to
the extent and at the frequency necessary for accurate
'esults.

2.0 RESPONSIBILITIES

Responsible to prepare, review or otherwise assist in develop-
ments of Quality Inspection and Quality Assurance procedures, in-
structions and plans. Responsible to review procedures, specifications
and other control or source documents as mnay be required in the.develop-
ment of surveillance procedures or other quality assurance procedures
or requirements. Respo~nsible to perform inspections, write reports and
provide follow-up action and to direct and review the analytical efforts
in the accomplishment types of quality assurance activities. Respon-
sible to evaluate tests, non-conformances, standard requirements,
regulatory requirements and to make reconnendations for resolution and/or
further evaluations by management, other departments or outside con-
sultants. Responsible to issue or recoreiand stop work orders for work
which is not in compliance wi.th requirernwnts'.

3.0 LOCATION OF 1WORK

Quality Assurance activities associated with Environmental Chem-
istry, Nuclear 1-leasurements, Radiobioassay, and Water Chemistry work
may be performed at any of the following locations as necessary to
accoinplish the objectives of this Q.A. Plan:

a. Administrative offices of Controls for Environmental Pollution, Inc.

b. Central laboratory facilities of Controls for Environmental
Pollution, Inc. located in the Operational Division.

c. Other locations of CEP laboratories.
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4.0 SCHEDULING

Quality Control, Quality Assurance Surveillance, and certain activities
necessary to prepare for Q.A. Audits, as further defined in Sections 5.0
and 6.0 of this Q.A. Plan, shall be performed regularly. For those types
of analysis performed regularly and requiring a high degree of sensitiv-
ity and accuracy, as jointly designated by the manager or supervisor or
department involved, the director of Quality Control, and Quality Control
Officer.

Quality Assurance Audits shall be scheduled and performed as follows:

4.1 Chemistry (Water Quality)

REV.2- a. Internally spiked samples issued monthly by Quality Control officer
will be as fol :is:

Wet Chemistry

Nitrate, Boron, Fluoride, Total Phosphate

Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

Barium, Beryllium, Cadmium, Calcium, Chromium, Cobalt, Copper,
Iron, Lead, Lithium, Magnesium, Manganese, Mercury, Nickel,
Potassium, Selenium, Silver, Sodium, Strontium, Vanadium, Zinc

Spiked samples that will not be introduced into the monthly Quality
Control program are as follows:

Total Dissolved Solids, Sulfate

These parameters (Sulfate and Total Dissolved Solids) will be
represented by semi-annual Environmental Protection Agency.cross-
check samples and Environmental Resources Associates certified samples.

Spikes not introduced into the lab should be docu;.iented on an
Explanation Form.

b. Spiked samples provided by the Environmental Protection Agency as
cross-check samples will be submitted semi-annually.

c. Standardization of reagents which are critical to proper results
Monthly or prior to use, as appropriate.

d. Results of spiked sample analysis reviewed and evaluated as are
received by Quality Control Officer.

e. Prompt revicm. and evaluation of any unusual or unexpected results
will be subject to rerun.
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4.2 Radiobioassay

a. Blanks and standards run Daily on each instrument in regular
use or prior to use, as appropriate.

b. Spiked or split samples issued weekly, biweekly and monthly by
Quality Control Officer.

c. Results of analysis of blanks, standards and spiked or split
samples reviewed and evaluated by Quality Control Officer.

d. Prompt review and evaluation of any unusual or unexpected
analytical results, any such results will be subject to rerun.

e. R('.•¶ents, carriers and tracer radionuclides which are in regular
u- and are critical to proper results standardized Monthly or
prior to use, as appropriate.

4.3 Environmental Chemistry

a. Chemistry and radiochemistry methods same as paragraphs 4.1 and
4.2 where applicable.

b. Intercalibration by Controls for Environmental Pollution, Inc.'s
laboratory with other laboratory agencies.

c. Quarterly review of results and evaluation of any indicated
probable trends.

d. Prompt review and evaluation of any unusual or unexpected analyti-
cal results, any such results are subject to rerun.

The requirements stated above shall apply only to those analyses re-
quired by the Client's Specifications.

4.4 Gas Chemistry

a. Checks of the gas chromatograph against certified reference
standards for all primary system impurities which m.ust be con-
trolled within specified limits, at least Weekly or prior to use,
as appropriate.

4.5 Instrument Calibration (Nuclear fleasurementsl

All laboratory instrumentation and equipment shall be maintained on
preventive maintenance programs as appropriate for the nature and
frequency of usage.

Except as indicated in paragraph 4.2 (a) of this Q.A. Plan, laboratory
instru-nents in regular use shall be checked 1eeklv against standaras
traceable to standards issued by the sational--{u--au of Standards.
Less frequently used instruments shall be similarly calibrated prior
to use.
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5.0 METHODS

The nature of Environmental Chemistry, Radiobioassay, and Water Chemistry
work is such that most Quality Control and Quality Assurance measures
must be built into the analytical procedures in order to be effective.
Because the sample is almost always consumed or altered during the
analytical processes, laboratory personnel must make certain that every
step is done correctly to yield valid results.

The work procedures must include the use of standardized practices and
equipment which have been demonstrated to adequate for compliance with
client's requirements as regards accuracy, sensitivity and reliability
of results. Laboratory personnel must be trained on the particular methods
and equipment to be used. Equipment, chemicals, samples and instrumentation
must be controlled at every step to assure accuracy and reliability.

5.1 General Quality Assurance Methods

To accomplish the objectives of this Q.A. Plan, Quality Control and
Quality Assurance requirements shall be implemented, through the
analytical procedures and the laboratory administative procedures and
controls, utilizing the following general methods.

5.1.1 Quality Control

a. Standardization and qualification of procedures including:

1. Uniform step-by-step procedures (Cook book form);

2. Training of personnel in use of procedures and equipment;

b. Uniform instructions for reagent preparation, control,
storage, use and shelf life (including appropriate labeling
and dating);

c. Proper selection of glassware, plastic containers and other
analytical equipment and supplies;

d. Regular calibration of equipment (with standards trace-
ability to National Bureau of Standards where necessary
and available);

e. Uniform and consistent procedure for taking, controlling,
preserving and using samples (including identification
labels with dates and time, type and amount of preservative,
and control number for all record purposes);

f. Provisions for control of procurement, storage and use of
all chemicals used in analytical procedures;
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g. Provisions for analysis of duplicate samples, including
standards and blanks where such procedures are required.

h. Independent selective review and checking of calculations,
curves or other analysis of results.

i. Standardized logs and analysis record sheets for recording
sample identification, procedure used, results, and independent
checks where required.

REV-2 5.1.2 Quality Assurance Surveillance

The spiked sampling program and the Q.A. Audit program provides
an adequate assurance that the CEP Q.C. Program/Q.A. Plan is
being adequately implemented. Therefore, deletion of the Q.A.
surveillance requirements has been made from the CEP Q.C. Pro-
gram/Q.A. Plan.

5.1.3 Quality Assurance Audit

Certain audit-related requirements will be implemented directly
in the work procedures; other audit functions will be developed
as part of the preparations for conducting Quality Assurance
Audits as provided in Section 6.0 of this Q.A. Plan. The
following basic methods will be used for auditing:

a. Introduction of spiked samples (contents unknown to Controls
for Environmental Pollution, Inc.'s staff);

b. Laboratory intercalibration by use of split samples with
client's laboratory;

c. Independent review of results of selected analyses (including

spiked samples);

d. Direct inspection of laboratory and audit of work and records.
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5.2 Particular Work Methods

The following basic methods shall be followed to accomplish
the objectives of this Q.A. Plan.

5.2.1 Chemistry (Water Quality)

All Water Chemistry personnel shall follow the Water
Chemistry Procedure Manual approved by management. All
analytical results shall be recorded on approved forms
after each test and signed by the Laboratory Supervisor.

On a monthly basis, spiked samples of ions commonly tested
during the week shall be introduced into the laboratory
operations by the Quality Control Officer. On a quarterly
basis, water samples with various ion concentrations shall
be presented for analyses, from a source independent of
Controls for Environmental Pollution, Inc. laboratory.
All such monthly and quarterly results shall be reviewed
independently and, where necessary, corrective action shall
be reconmnended to the laboratory management, with a copy to
the President.

5.2.2 Radiobioassay

All Radiobioassay personnel shall follow the Radiochemistry
Procedure MFanual approved by management. All analytical
results shall be recorded on approved forms after each iso-
tope analysis and signed by the laboratory supervisor.

On a daily basis, all counting equipment in regular use
shall be checked using blanks and standards on each instru-
ment. Less frequently used equipment shall be similarly
calibrated prior to use. On a monthly basis, unknown spiked
samples shall be sent to the Controls for Environmental
Pollution, Inc. laboratory for analysis. All such results
shall be reviewed independently and, where necessary, cor-
rective action shall be recormuended to the laboratory man-
ageriant, with a copy to the Operations Manager and Director
of Quality Control.

In addition to preventive maintenance, each instrument in
regular use shall be checked weekly. Less frequently used
instru-ents shall be calibrated pri-r to use. If any irregu-
larity is detected in the calibrations or counting perform-
ance of any instrument, no analysis shall be performed on
th3t instrum:ent until it is functioninq properly.
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5,2.3 Environmental Chemistry

Environmental samples are analyzed in a low background
laboratory which deals primarily with trace level radio-
chemistry.

Environmental samples shall be collected and analyzed in
the manner and on a schedule as necessary to comply with
the Client's Specifications.

Results shall be formally reported to the management
monthly, within ten (10) days following the end of the
reporting period. Unusual, unexpected or anomalous results
shall )- -ported imnediately to the Quality Control Officer#
who shalP initiate appropriate action to review and evalu-
ate the results and take corrective action if indicated.

5.2.4 Gas Chemistry

Gas Chemistry analyses shall be conducted in accordance with
the Analytical Instruments Procedures Manual approved by the
management.

The checks given in paragraph 4.5 of this Q.A. Plan shall be
performed at the frequency indicated. Complete records shall
be maintained of these checks, including the gas supplier's
certification of references standards and the basis for that
certification.

5.3 New Procedures

When a procedure is not available, the requirements will be
evaluated and a suitable analytical method established. After
satisfactory verification that the procedure provides the n.ecessary
sensitivity, accuracy and selectivity, a formal procedure will be
approved by the supervisor and Director of Quality Control and
included in the appropriate Procedure Manual.

6.0 PROCEDURE REQUIRE .E[NTS

As indicated in Section 5.0 of this Q.A. Plan, the Quality Control
and Quality Assurance Surveillance procedures are incorporated into the
analytical work procedures and laboratory administrative procedures and
instructions.

Ouality Assurance .'udits (Q,;A's) shall be perfori..ea as follo;1s,
w-ith the numbering shown to be used for record purposes. Scheduling
of these audits will be as dcee;ed necessary by the director of QA.
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CEP-QA-3 Quality Assurance Audit, Water and Organic Chemistry

CEP-OA-4 Quality Assurance Audit, Radiobioassay

CEP-QA-2 Quality Assurance Audit, Environmental Chemistry

CEp-QA-5 Quality Assurance Audit, Nuclear Measurements

Reports of these QAA's shall des2 ,, 'be the particular activities
audited; the basis and procedures for examination and evaluation
of records; procedures for verifying validity and consistency of
results; procedures for evaluating adequacy of Q.C. and Q.A.
Surveillance Activities; and deficiencies and irplementing
corrective action.

7.0 REPORTS AND RECORD REQUIREMENTS

7.1 Chemistry (Water Quality

Records and reports of analytical results of the various
samples, including quantities and chemical constituency, shall
be retained as permanent records.

7.2 Nuclear Measurements

All records and logs relative to data and radioactive
materials prepared shall be kept as permanent records.

7.3 Radiobioassa

Records and reports shall be retained as permanent recor4s.

7.4 Environmental Chemistry

Detailed analytical records and quarterly reports shall be
retained as permanent records. Records and reports shall be
prepared as directed by CEP clients.

7.5 Gas Chemnistry

Records and reports shall be retained as permanent records.
In addition, records of all certified reference standards, and
their correlation with analytical results, shall be retained for
the time period established by the client.
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7.6 Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance records shall consist of all logs, reports,
results, deficiency reports and the like which are generated in
the course of carrying out the requirements of the Q.A. Plan.
Such Records shall be retained as permanent records in accordance
with CEP's administrative requirements.

8.0 ATTACHMENTS

None

9.0 REVIEW, APPROVAL AND DISTRIBUTION

9.1 Quality Assurance Plan and Procedures

The first drafts of the completed Quality Assurance Plan and
Procedures for Environmental Chemistry, Nuclear Measurements,
Radiobioassay, Water Chemistry, and all subsequent drafts or
changes to these Plans and Procedures shall be distributed for
review, comment and approval as follows:

Manager of Nuclear Veasurements

Manager of Radiobioassay

Manager of Environmental
Monitoring

Operations Manager

Manager of Water Chemistry

Director of Quality Assurance

1 Copy

1 Copy

(For review and cornent)

(For review and cortnent)

1 Copy (For review and comment)

I Copy

1 Copy

(For review and comment)

(For review and cor.ment)

1 Copy (For approval)

A marked-up copy of the Plan and Procedures, or a comment
letter incorporating all conmnents from the reviewers, shall be
returned to the issuer (Quality Control Officer) within ten to
fifteen days.

After resolution of all cormnents, and completion of signatures
required on the signature sheet, the Director of Quality Assurance
will approve the Plan and Procedures and distribute copies to the
controlled distribution.
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9.2 quality Control Inspection Procedures

Any Quality Control Inspection Procedures foun: to be
necessary shall be reviewed by the Director of Qua' ity
Assurance, or his assignee.

Applicable, up-to-date QCIP's shall always be available at
the Quality Control Office for use by personnel assigned
specific QC duties.

A complete set of current QCIP's shall always -e readily
available at the Quality Control Office.
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REQUEST FOR TERMINATION

0 OF

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

LICENSE SNM-23

FOREWORD

This submittal presents a request by Texas Instruments
Incorporated (TI) for termination of Nuclear Regulatory
Commission License SNM-23.

APPROVED BY:

APPROVED BY:

APPROVED BY:

W., Goetz,"Mgri Industrial Metals

K .Churcill, 0ntracts Mgr.

F. L. Sherman, Mgr. HFIR Project

APPROVED BY: •
R. J. Schwensfeir, Jr., Mgr.
Nuclear Safety & Nuclear Materials

Mi CwunmMnn E[pires May 21, 19.f

tov 1 0 gt198
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1. REQUEST FOR TERMINATION OF NRC LICENSE

0 Texas Instruments Incorporated is submitting measurements of
radioactivity for areas of Building 10 outside the HFIR project
area. These measurements, along with the measurements submit ted by
letter dated May 17, 1982, and supplements dated June 24, and July
9, 1982, provide assurance that the areas of Building 3,4 & 10
formerly used for the manufacture of radioactive materials meets
the oriteria of Annex C, November 1976, as published by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and NRC position paper, "Disposal of
Onsite Storage of Residual Thorium as Uranium (Either as Natural
Ores or Without Daughters Present) from Past Operations for
Radioactivity of Paint & Floor Coatings."

The areas measured were decontaminated and decommissioned in
1955 through 1968, and at those times, all recoverable special
nuclear material and other radioactive materials were removed from
the areas.

-1-



2. HISTORY

During the years 1952 through 1956 small portions of Buildings
3 & 4 and during subsequent years, 1956 through 1968, major

* portions of Bu iding 10 of Texas Instruments Incorporated,
Attleboro, Massachusetts, site were engaged in the manufacture of
nuclear- reactor fuel for the U.S. Navy and commercial power and
research reactors, along with various compenents of natural and
depleted uranium. With the exception of the HFIR project, these
operations were concluded in 1956 through 1968.

The building areas used for the concluded operations were then
decontaminated, surveyed for radioactivity, and released for
general use. Since that time, the areas have been used for,
manufacturing with non-radioactive materials.

This report is being submitted to show that the areas
containing the concluded operations were successfully
decontaminated and remain so at the termination of the HFIR project
in 1982.

0
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3. PROCEDURE

Decommissioning & Decontamination

Small areas of Building 3 & 4 were used for the mechanical
forming of reactor fuel. Building 10 was divided into two areas.
Those areas were Clad Fuel Manufacturing Area (CFMA) and Unclad
Fuel Manufacturing Area (UFMA). All of those areas were
decontaminated and decommissioned. For the last 14-26 years, these
areas have been used to manufacture products containing
non-radioactive materials.

S
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LOCATION OF MEASUREMENTS AND REPORTING OF RESULTS
THE FLOOR OF THE CLAD FUEL MANUFACTURING AREA (CFMA)
(AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 1)

The floor of the CFMA (outside the HFIR project area) was
divided into areas defined by building bays and spans as shown in
Figure 1. Each area was then identified by grid coordinates.
Three measurement locations were chosen within each area on a
random basis. The three measurement locations were identified by
grid coordinates within the selected area. The average result for
each selected area was calculated using the three measurements for
that area. The final highest individual measurement and the
average for each chosen sample area, along with the original
highest measurement and average, are shown in Appendix A, 4.1.

0
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UNCLAD FUEL MANUFACTURING AREA (UFHA) - (AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 1)

WALLS AND CEILING OF VAULT

The walls and ceiling vault of the UFMA (outside the HFIR
project area) remaining from the time of decommissioning were
divided approximately equal into areas one meter square. Each area
was identified separately. Five measured locations were chosen
within each area on a random basis. The five measurement locations
were Identified by grid coordinates within the area. Average
result for each area was calculated using the five measurements
from that area. The final highest individual measurement and
average, are shown in Appendix A, 4.2.1.

-5-



FLOORS

The floor of the UFMA (outside the HFIR project area) was
divided into areas defined by building bays and spans as shown in
Figure 1. Each area was then identified by grid coordinates. Five
measurement locations were chosen within each area on a random
basis. The five measurement locations were identified by grid
coordinates within each area. Average result for each area was
calculated, using the five measurements for that area. The highest
individual measurement and the average for each area, along with
any original highest measurement and average, are shown in Appendix
A, 4.2.2.

BUILDINGS 3 AND 4

Buildings 3 and 4 floors previously decontaminated &
decommissioned were divided into areas defined by building bays and
spans as shown. in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. Each area was then
identified by grid coordinates. Five measurement locations were
identified by grid coordinates within each area. Average results
for each area was calculated, using the five measurements for that
area, The highest individual measurement to the average for each
area along with any original highest measurement and average are
shown in Appendix A, 4.3 for the floor of Building 3 and Appendix
A, 4.4 for the floor of Building 4.

MEASUREMENTS

Measurements of B/Y and direct a radioactivity were taken at
each selected locations. Measurements of removablea radioactivity
were taken at all selected locations where the results of the
direct radioactivity measurements exceeded approximately one-third
the NRC acceptance criteria of Annex C, November 1976, as published
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

When a location was unavailable due to partitions, equipment,
etc., the available location closest to the selected locations on
the floor, ceiling, walls, and columns was measured for directoaand
B/Y radioactivity.

All measurements in Appendix A, unless otherwise noted, are
final measurements.

-6-
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APPENDIX A
4.1 FLOOR

DIRECT ALPHA
(dpm/100 CM2)

LOCATION Max. Avm.

BETA/GAMMA
MRAD/HR
Max. Avg.

REMOVABLE ALPHA (1)
(dpm 100 CM2 )

Max.

3,12 19.06 6
4,12 38.12 31
4,13 38.12 15
5,13 38.12 19
5,14 38.12 25
6,14 38.12 19
5,15 57.18 38
6,15 19.06 12
7,17 95.30 76
7,18 133.42 76
7,19 133.42 108
7,20 171.54 120
5,12 228.72 152
6,12 133.42 101
7,21 190.60 120
7,22 209.66 133
7,23 209.66 127
7,24 171.54 114
6,24 114.36 69
5,16 133.42 108
6,16 190.60 127
6,13 228.72 171
7,13 247.78 177
F 38.12 25
G 57.18 38
E 38.12 19
H 57.18 25
8,12 38.12 30
8,13 57.18 30

(1) ONLY AS REQUIRED.

. 35

.76
.24
.06
.41
.06
.12
.70
.24
.24
.00
.71
.48
.65
.71
.42
.06
.36
.88
.00
.06
.54
.89
.41
.12
.06
.41
.49
.49

0.002939
0.003473
0.002672
0.005076
0.004542
0.003473
0.003740
0.002404
0.010955
0.005076
0.004809
0.008016
0.003473
0.006680
0.004809
0.005878
0.006947
0.006680
0.005611
0.007214
0.005611
0.006145
0.007481
0.010668
0.008283
0.012291
0.007214
0.006412
0.008016

0.002048
0.004631
0.002316
0.002939
0.003117
0.002404
0.002404
0.001425
0.005967
0.004275
0.003028
0.006590
0.003562
0.005254
0.003028
0.003918
0.004275
0.004275
0.003206
0.005522
0.003562
0.004898
0.006323
0.007125
0.006145
0.014203
0.006590
0.003420
0.004435

0
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APPENDIX A
4.1 FLOOR

DIRECT ALPHA
(dpm/100 CM2 )

LOCATION Max. A0g.

BETA/GAMMA
MRAD/HR
Max. Avg.

REMOVABLE AJPHA (1)
(dpm/100 CM')

Max.

1,1
2,1
1,2
2,2
1,3
2,3
1,4
2,4
1,5
2,5
1,6
2,6
1,7
2,7
1,8
2,8
1,9
2,9
1,10
2,10
1,11. 2,11
3,1
4,1
3,2
4,2
3,3
4,3
3,4
4,4
3,5
4,5
3,6
4,6

76.24
57.18
76.24
57.18
57.18
76.24
76.24
57.18
38.12
57.18
38.12
76.24
57.18
57.18
38.12
57.18
76.24
57.18
76.24
38.12
38.12
57.18
57.18
38.12
76.24
38.12
57.18
76.24
57.18
76.24
57.18
76.24
38.12
38.12

50.82
31.76
57.18
37.76
25.41
57.18
63.53
50.82
31.76
38.12
31.76
44.47
31.76
25.41
25.41
38.12
44.47
31.76
50.82
12.70
19.06
38.12
50.82
31.76
57.18
19.06
50.82
50.82
44.47
57.18
44.47
57.18
25.41
19.06

0.010153
0.003473
0.002939
0.012291
0.004809
0.011222
0.009352
0.010955
0.008016
0.005344
0.004275
0.009860
0.008550
0.011756
0.009084
0.012024
0.008817
0.014696
0.005076
0.011756
0.008550
0.011756
0.013360
0.007748
0.007748
0.008817
0.007481
0.008817
0.004542
0.006947
0.006145
0.007748
0.008817
0.005344

0.007481
0.002672
0.001959
0.010064
0.002761
0.007837
0.007570
0.008194
0.006145
0.003740
0.003117
0.008372
0.007481
0.008282
0.006145
0.0O8461
0.006234
0.012736
0.004275
0.010420
0.007392
0.006679
0.012024
0.006056
0.005344
0.006947.
0.005700
0.006947
0.003028
0.004987
0.005165
0.005789
0.007659
0.004364

(1) ONLY AS REQUIRED.



APPENDIX A
4.1 FLOOR

0 DIRECT ALPHA
(dpm/100 CH2 )

LOCATION Max. Avg.

BETA/GAMMA
MRAD/HR
Max. Avg.

REMOVABLE ALPHA (1)
(dpm 100 CM2 )

Max.

3,7
4,7
3,8
4,8
3,9
4,9
3,10
4,10
3,11
4,11
5,14
6,4
5,5
6,5
5,6
6,6
5,7
6,7
5,8
6,8

6,9
5,10
6,10
5,11
6,11
7,1
8, 1
7,2
8,2
7,3
8,3
7,4
8,4

38.12
57.18
38.12
57.18
57.18
38.12
57.18
57.18
76.24
76.24
38.12
57.18
95.30
76.24
38.12
76.24
38.12
19.06
38.12
38.12
38.12
38.12
57.18
38.12
57.18
38.12
57.18
38.12
19.06
38.12
57.18
57.18
57.18
19.06

25.41
31.76
25.41
50.82
44.47
25.41
31.76
50.82
57.18
50.82
31.76
38.12
63.53
57.18
31.76
50.82
25.41
6.35

25.41
31.76
19.06
31.76
38.12
31.76
44.47
44.47
38.12
19.06
12.70
25.41
44.47
38.12
44.47
6.35

0.007481
0.003740
0.011222
0.005344
0.006947
0.007214
0.004275
0.006680
0.007481
0.005611
0.005344
0.005344
0.004542
0.006947
0.005076
0.008283
0.004809
0.006145
0.002137
0.003473
0.003473
0.006947
0.007481
0.000534
0.006145
0.005878
0.004275
0.005344
0.005076
0.005878
0.003473
0.002404
0.005344
0.001336

0.006590
0.002493
0.009975
0. 003562
0.004631
0.005967
0.003918
0.005433
0.004809
0.004186
0.003651
0.003651
0.003384
0.004809
0.004008
0.005344
0.002226
0.002315
0.001157
0.002850
0.002048
0.005076
0.004186
0.000178
0.004987
0.004275
0.003028
0.003384
0.004364
0.004542
0.001959
0.001781
0.004097
0.000890

(1) ONLY AS REQUIRED.

0



APPENDIX A
4.1 FLOOR

DIRECT ALPHA
(dpm 1OO/CM2 )

LOCATION Max. Avn.

7,5
8,5
7,6
8,6
7,7
8,7
7,8
8,8
7,9
8,9
7,10
8,10
7,118, 11

7,12
A
B
C
D
5,1
6,15,2
6,2

5,3
6,3

57.18
38.12
57.18
57.18
57.18
19.06
57.18
57.18
57.18
38.12
38.12

114.36
57.18
57.18
57.18
38.12
38.12
38.12
38.12
38.12
57.18
57.18
38.12
57.18
38.12

38.12
38.12
31.76
38.12
38.12
6.35

38.12
57.18
50.82
19.06
25.41
82.59
44.47
414.47
38.12
25.41
31.76
25.41
19.06
25.41
38.12
31.76
19.06
31.76
19.06

BETA/GAMMA
MRAD/HR
Max. Avg.

0.005878 0.003740
0.005611 0.004631
0.008817 0.006680
0.004809 0.003740
0.006412 0.004809
0.007748 0.006412
0.005878 0.004186
0.012291 0.010064
0.003473 0.002582
0.008016 0.004186
0.004275 0.002761
0.006145 0.004453
0.005344 0.004364
0.005076 0.003651
0.006412 0.005076
0.003473 0.002582
0.005611 0.002351
0.004008 0.003473
0.003206 0.001781
0.002137 0.001336
0.004275 0.002850
0.004542 0.002493
0.004008 0.002672
0.004542 0.003562
0.005076 0.003028

REMOVABLE ALPHA (1)
(dpm 100 CM2 )

Max.

(1) ONLY AS REQUIRED.



APPENDIX A
4.2.1 WALL/CEILING

0 DIRECT ALPHA(dpm/1O0 CM2)

LOCATION Max. Avg.

6,19 (2) 38.12 11.43
6,20 (3) 57.18 30.49
6,19 (4) 38.12 11.43
6,20 (5) 38.12 15.24
6,20 (6) 19.06 7.62
6,19 (7) 57.-18 30.49
6,20 (8) 57.18 26.68
6,19 (9) 57.18 38.12
6,20 (10) 57.18 22.87
6,20 (11) 57.18 26.68

BETA/GAMMA
(MRAD/HR)
Max. Avg.

0.004809
0.006680
0.007214
0.003473
0.004542
0.004008
0.004008
0.005344
0.007214
0.005611

0.002832
0.003901
0.004008
0.001336
0.003152
0.002191
0.002832
0.003420
0.003259
0.004382

REMOVABLE ALPHA (1)
(dpm/100 CM2 )

Max.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)

ONLY AS REQUIRED.
SOUTH WALL INSIDE.
NORTH WALL INSIDE.
EAST WALL INSIDE.
WEST WALL INSIDE.
CEILING INSIDE.
SOUTH WALL OUTSIDE.
NORTH WALL OUTSIDE.
EAST WALL OUTSIDE.
WEST WALL OUTSIDE.
CEILING OUTSIDE.



APPENDIX A
4.2.2 FLOOR

DIRECT ALPHA
(dpm/100 CM2)

LOCATION Max. Avg.

BETA/GAMMA
(MRAD/HR)
Max. Avg.

REMOVABLE ALPHA (1)
(dpm/100 CM2 )

Max.

3.13
3,14
4,1l
3,15
4,15
3,16
4,16
3,17
4,17
5,17
6,17
3,18
4,18
5,18
6,18
3,19
4,19
5,19
6,19
3,20
4,20
5,20
6,20
3,21
4,21
6,21

19.06
19.06

0
38.12
38.12
38.12
19.06
19.06

171.54
228.72
38.12
19.06
38.12

285.9
247.78
114.36
57.18

114.36
209.66
209.66
38.12

171.54
343.08
209.66
95.30

247.78

4.77
7.62

0
26.68
11.43
19.06
3.81
7.62

83.86
144.85
15.24
3.81

12.19
144.85
148.66
49.55
22.87
57.18

102.92
95.3
15.24

114.36
270.65
129.60
41.93

118.17

0.005344
0.006145
0.004275
0,007214
0.002137
0.003473
0.003740
0.002672
0.005076
0.082832
0.006947
0.006680
0.005611
0.005076
0.003740
0.004275
0.005344
0.004809
0.008817
0.005076
0.005878
0.008817
0.006412
0.004275
0.004809
0.012024

0.004168
0.003740
0.003366
0.004757
0.005076
0.001923
0.001923
0.001229
0.003046
0.020895
0.003954
0.003047
0.002565
0.002565
0.001656
0.003366
0.002778
0.002939
0.005557
0.003206
0.003740
0.007000
0.005183
0.002404
0.003046
0.007855

(1) ONLY AS REQUIRED.



APPENDIX A
4.2.2 FLOOR

0 DIRECT ALPHA
(dpm/100 CM2 )

LOCATION Max. Avg.

BETA/GAMMA
(MRAD/HR)
Max. Avg.

REMOVABLE ALPHA (1)
(dpm/100 CM2 )

Max.

3,22
4,22
5,22
6,22
3,23
4,23
5,23
6,23
3,24
4,24
5,24
5,21 (2)
5,21 (3)
5,21 (4)

190.60 110.54
114.36 45.74
266.84 114.36
171.54 83.86
362.14 167.72
38.12 15.24

190.60 114.36
133.42 99.11
76.24 41.93

247.78 133.42
171.54 53.36
686.16 232.53

1257.96 625.16
285.9 198.22

0.005878
0.008016
0.007214
0.009619
0.082832
0.007481
0.009619
0.008550
0.003740
0.004542
0.005878
0.122110
0.122644
0.149097

0.003633
0.005450
0.004756
0.007107
0.020734
0.018971
0.008122
0 006305
0.002244
0.002191
0.004168
0.033987
0.071181
0.049698

1.1

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

ONLY AS
RESULTS
RESULTS
RESULTS

REQUIRED.
OF FIRST FIVE LOCATIONS
OF SECOND FIVE LOCATIONS
OF THIRD FIVE LOCATIONS

0



APPENDIX A
4.3 FLOOR

0 DIRECT ALPHA
(dpm/100 CM2 )

LOCATION Max. Avg.

300,1 76.24 49.55
300,2 38.12 22.87
301,1 76.24 49.55
301,2 57.18 45.74

BETA/GAMMA
(HRAD/HR)
Max. Avg.

0.005611 0.003687
0.006947 0.004328
0.008550 0.006519
0.009352 0.005878

REMOVABLE ALPHA (1)
(dpm/100 CM2 )

Max.

0

(1) ONLY AS REQUIRED.

0



APPENDIX A
4.4 FLOOR

0
DIRECT ALPHA
(dpm/100 CM2 )

LOCATION Max. Avg.

BETA/GAMMA
(MRAD/HR)
Max. Avg.

REMOVABLE ALPHA (1)
(dpm/100 CM2 )

Max.

400,1
400,2
401,1
401,2
400,3
400,4
401,3
401,4
400,5
400,6
401,5
401,6
400,7
400,8
401,7
401,8
400,9
400,10
401,9
401, 10
400,11

O 400,12
401,11
401, 12
400,13
400,14
401,13
401, 15
400, 15
400,16
400, 17

57.18
57.18
95.30

133.42
324.02
95.30
38.12
57.18
57.18
76.24
76.24
57.18
76.24
57.18
57.18
57.18
57.18
38.12
57.18
57.18
76.24
57.18
76.24
95.30
57.18
57.18
38.12
57.18
57.18
76.24
76.24

30.49
38.12
60.99
76.24

217.28
60.99
22.87
30.49
41.39
49.55
49.55
30.49
41.93
30.49
30.49
34.30
22.87
22.87
22.87
41.93
53.36
34.30
38.12
53.36
34.30
22.87
19.06
26.68
34.30
45.75
49.55

0.012024
0.015764
0.028590
0.013894
0.013092
0.012558
0.008283
0.007481
0.014696
0.015497
0.009619
0.013894
0.010955
0.012291
0.009886
0.007481
0.004542
0.008283
0.004275
0.006947
0.009886
0.012024
0.010153
0.007214
0.007214
0.009084
0.006412
0.008550
0.005334
0.012558
0.007214

0.009031
0.008603
0.010367
0.010848
0.009726
0.008764
0.005076
0.004756
0.012291
0.011809
0.006894
0.008443
0.009619
0.009458
0.007535
0.005183
0.002084
0.005183
0.002511
0.005130
0.006840
0.007321
0.007695
0.005397
0.003420
0.004649
0.004061
0.006359
0.002992
0.007802
0.004275

(1) ONLY AS REQUIRED.



Appendix B
E.N. 80-37 5.1 Radiation Instrument N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
July 1, 1980 Calibration Procedure Page 1, Rev. A

LUDLUM MODEL 2100-1
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

Procedure:

Note; Use Ludlum Measurements, Inc. Model 2100 Scaler
Ratemeter Instruction Manual, Appendix A, pages 3
through 4. Circuit adjustments to be made by
contracted radiation instrument repair personnel.
The Model 2100-1 is equipped with two HV supplies,
two preamplifiers, t-io probe connectors, and a
selector toggle switch. This feature permits,
the instrument panel controls to be adjusted for
two different probes and selection of either probe
for use may be accomplished with the selector
toggle switch without performing panel control
adjustments. Both KV supplies and preamplifiers
are electronically aligned to provide consistent
circuit response with identical adjustments; there-
fore, selected hv and DISCR settings for a given
probe may be used for either Kv and preamplifier
circuit selected by the toggle switch. Utilize
Calibration Record Sheets (pages 3 throuth ) as
necessary for each type probe.

Probes requiring calibration with the Ludlum Model 2100-1
are:

* MODEL 43-2 Alpha Scintillator (small)

Multiplier Tube: RCA-6199
Scintillator: 1 mg/cm2 aluminized mylar
Window: I mg/cm2 aluminized mylar
Counting Area: 1-1/2" diameter (11.6 cm2 )
Dimensions: 6-1/2* X 20
Weight: 14 oz.
Mounted in sample holder drawer.

84.
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5.1 Radiation Instrument

Calibration Procedure
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0

LUDLUM MODEL 2100-1
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

*MODEL 43-5 Alpha Scintillator

Multiplier Tube: RCA 6199
Scintillator: ZnS (Ag)
Window: 1 mg/cm2 aluminized mylar
Counting Area: 50 cm2 active area
Dimensions: Outside window 7-3/4"

X 2-1/4" Length including haz:dle 1.i"
Weight: 2 pounds

*MODEL 44-6 Thin Wall GM

Detector: LND 725
Wall Thickness: 30 mrg/cm 2 Stainless Steel
Rotary Beta Shield: 1000 mg/cm2 Stainless

Steel
Dimensions: 1-3/16" X 6-1/20
Efficiency for Radium 1700 CPH per MR/Hr.
Weight: 12 ozs.

*Note: All probes have maximum voltage rating of 0.9 kv.

85.
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Appendix B
E.N. 80-37 5.1 Radiation Instrument N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
July 1, 1980 Page 3, Rev. A

CALIBRATION RECORD SHEET
FOR LUDLUM MODEL 43-2

(Alpha Scintillator, Sample Counter)

Equipment Identification:

Ludlum Model 2100-1 Serial No.
Ludlum Model 43-2 Serial No.
Th-230 Alpha Standard Source ID No.
Th-230 Alpha Standard Source ID No.

Calibrate as follows (applies to either input/amplifier):

1. Adjust DISCR. control as per Appendix A, page 3, under
limitation of controls.

2. Follow Appendix A, pages 3 and 4, "DETERMINING INSTRUMENT
PLATEAU AND SELECTING OPERATING POINT" (HV Setting not
to exceed 900 volts.

Utilize:
Figure 1 for plot of backgroUnd count rate and
standard source count rate versus HV Settings.
Note: Perform 1-minute counts.

3. Indicate selected instrument operating settings on
Figure 1.

4. With instrument control settings as per item 3 above, obtain
one five-minute scaler count for each item as follows:

A. Th-230 ID No. , Certified activity,
S _ - -___Is7min.

(1) Five minute background count rate (A)- cnts/5 min.

(2) Five minute Th-230 std. count rate(B)= cnts/5 mi.

B. Th-230 ID No. , Certified activity,

S2 _ _ dis/min.

(1) Five minute background count rate(C)} _ cnts/5 min.

(2) Five minute Th-230 std. count rate(D)- cnts/5 min.

S
Note: Handle alpha standard source with tweezers on unplated

portion of metal (nothing to touch plated area of source).
86.



FIGURE 1
Plots of Count Rates Verses HV Settings

and Selection of Operating HV
Probe Model No.
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Appendix B
E.N. 80-37 5.1 Radiation Instrument
July 1, 19S0 Calibration Procedure N.S. 3.2.3.2.3July 1 1900Page 5, Rev. A

5. Determine Calibration Factor (CF) for each Th-230
standard source.

5 S1 Disintegrations
(F1 "4'.A. (2) - 4.A. (1)r Count

S.. s( . ) .Disintegration.

aF

11 3 - ii)

5 S 2

[4.B. (2) - 4.B. (ir

TT - )

count

Disintegrations
Count

Disintegrations
Count

Disintegrations
Count

Disintegrations
Count

) 1/2

U

0
6. Determine 2a limits of each CF

SCF (A + B)1 /2

CF 1 B - A

•CI ()[(
- ( )

Diitegrtionsa (

CP+ 2a

-C

CF 1 - 2 -

1 C

+2( )

Disintegrations
Count

) -2 (

DisL Lcegrations
Count

88.
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Page 6. Rev. A

acc? 2 -Cl

OCF 2 m-

(C + D)1/2F2 D -C

(C ) + ( ) 1/2

) - I

Disintegrations
Count

CF 2 + 2 -CF 2
2aC2

-C(

CF2  - (o~- 2OF

)+2( )

Diitegrations

) -2 ( )

- ( Disntegrations

0
Derivation of aCF

Var CF

CF 2
Var A + Var B

(B - A) 2

a = CF (Vat A + Vat B)1/2 (A + 3)1/2
CUCB - A "CF B'- A

7. Determine average Calibration Factor (U) and 2a limits

CF1 2 C-2

- 2

Disintegrations'Count

I-r
2

Disintegrations
Count

0
89.
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N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
Page 7, Rev. A

(C 1 + 2a CF ) + (CF2 + 2aCF2)
•+ 2 =Disinteurations

2 count

S,) + ( ) Disintegrations2 count

Disintegrations
Count

8. Assure that calibrated response is within ±10% of the
calculated expected response for the two alpha standard
sources as follows:

(0.9)(S -2,=7T) < B - A ]CF.1 (1.1)(Sl+2/

M ))- +2 ( )"

(0.9)(S- 2 s,,-S-2 <_ D, - C I Cp +2V (l(s÷r '-S_

(0.)(S )-2 M )]<_[!.,-)C( )](1. 1.1)) )+2((+).S

9. Complete "Instrument Calibration" sticker with the follow-
ing information for the average CF and 2a limits:

Calib. Date: Calib. Due Date:

Instrument ID: Ludlum Model 2100-1

DISCR: I of Full Clockwise Movement

HV Setting

0 CF - dis.
cnt.

< CF < dis.
cnt.

Initials 90.
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5.1 Radiation Instrument

zEN. 80-37 Calibration Procedure N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
July 1, 1980 Page 8, Rev. A

10. Apply "Instrument Calibration" sticker to sample counter
housing.

11. Document calibration below and file completed "Calibration
Record Sheets" in N.S. Record File number N.S. 3.2.3.2.3.

Signature

Date of Calibration

91.
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Calibration ProcedureE.N. 80-37
July 1, 1990 N.S. 3.2.3.2.3

Page 9, Rev. A

0

CALIBRATION RECORD SHEET
FOR LUDLUM MODEL 44-6

(Thin Wall GM)

Equipment Identification:
Ludlum Model 2100-1 Serial No.
Ludlum Model 44-6 Serial No.
Cs-137 Standard Source ID No.

Calibrate as follows (applies to either input/amplifier):

1. Follow Appendix A, Section VI, pages 3 and 4, "DETERMINING
INSTRUMENT PLATEAU AND SELECTING OPERATING POINT" ) HV
Setting not to exceed ).

Note: Adjust DISCR control as per Appendix A, page 3,
under limitation of controls (counter clockwise until
scaler double counting ceases).

2. Indicate selected instrument operating settings on Figure 2.

3. With instrument settings of item 2 above, position Cs-137
standard source at varying distances from probe to obtain
count rate meter responses tabulated in Table 2 and complete
required information of Table 2.

TABLE 2
Meter Response Record

A B C D E
'RateI Cs-137 One Minute Ratio of

Meter Distance Scaler Count Meter Response
"Range" Fesponse To Probe Result To Scaler Result
Position pnts/min. (inches) (cnts/min.) (Col. B/Col. D)

X 1 100
400

X 10 1000
3850

X 100 10000
40000

X 1K 100000
400000

4. Assure that ratios recorded in Col. E of Table 2 have values
between 0.9 and 1.1.

92.



PIGURE 2
Plots of Count Rates Versus HV Settings

and Selection of Operating HVQ
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5. Obtain doue-rLte calibration data as follows:

a. With 1 3 7 Cs standard source shielded or removed from
probe, record instrument/probe scaler background count.

Background count rate, (A) - cnts/min.

b. With 1 3 7 Cs standard source at 7 inches from center
line of probe, record instrument/probe scaler count.
1 3 7Cs standard source count rate at 7 inches,
(8) - cnts/min.

Ci of 1 3 7 Cs standard (Ci).

6. Determine Calibration Factor (CF) and 2ai limits

CF - (10439)(Ci of 1 3 7Cs Standard)
B- A

CF'. 1 04 39 ~ )-

- CF ( A + B )l/2.r C B--I

I ( )11/2- ( | ei i -

( ) - ( )

- (

CF 2aC - )+2 (

CF -2OCF - ( ) -2 (

- ( MR/hr
) nT-s/m-if.

Derivation of aC7

Var CF Var A + Var B
(CF) (S - A)

S Mvar B) 1/2 (A + B) 1/2

-7P C1j 4
94.
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5.1 Radiation Instrument

E.N. 80-37 Calibration Procedure N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
July 1, 1980 Page 12, Rev. A

7. Complete *Instrument Calibration' sticker with the following

information.

Calib. Date: Calib. Due Date:

Instrument ID Ludlum Model 2100-1

DISCR: 1 of full clockwise movement.

HV Setting:.

CF - mR/hr

<: CF <:mah-- cnts/sn.

Initials:

8. Apply "Instrument Calibration" sticker to probe.

9. Document calibration below and file completed *Calibration
Record Sheets" in N.S. Record File number N.S. 3.2.3.2.3

Signature:

Date of Calibration:
For CS-137 (cesuim-137):

The gamma radiation level (F) for a certain source strength will be:

r.
IT f/hr at im/Ci

Where r - gamma radiation level
R - Rad. (measure of absorded dose x Quality Factor - Rem)
C - activity of radiation source (Cs-137)

From Radiological Health Handbook Page 131.

r.r = 3.3 R/hr. at lm/Ci therefore, T - 330 mR/hr. -Ci at 1 meter.

At 7" then,

F - (330 mR/hr -Ci) - 1 (10,439 mR/hr -Ci)

Where F - gamma radiation field at 7" from source.
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Appendix B
5.1 Radiation Instrument

E.N. 80-37 Calibration Procedure N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
July L, 1980 Page 13, Rev. A

CALIBRATION RECORD SHEET
FOR LUDLUM MODEL 43-5

(Alpha Scintillator, Survey Probe)

Equipment Identification:

Ludlum Model 2100-1 Serial No.
Ludlum Model 43-5 Serial No.
Th-230 Alpha standard source ID No.

Calibrate as follows:

1. Adjust DISCR control as per Appendix A, page 3, Section V,
under limitation of controls.

2. Follow Appendix A, pages 3 and 4, "DETERMINING INSTRUMENT
PLATEAU AND SELECTING OPERATING POINT" (NV setting not to
exceed

Utilize:

Figure 3 for plot of background count rate and
standard source count rate versus NV settings.

3. Indicate selected instrument operating settings on
Figure 3.

4. With instrument control settings as per item 3 above,
obtain one minute scaler counts for required items as
follows with each standard source located at three
different locations on probe face (far end, middle, near
end) *.

A. Th-230 ID No. , Certified activity,

S -adis/mnin.

(1) Background count rate (no source) cnts/min.

(2) Th-230 source at far end of probe count rate
___ _cnts/min.

(3) Background count rate (no source) cnts/min.

(4). Th-230 source at middle of probe count rate
cnts/min.

(5) ghck4round count rate (no source) cnts/min.

(6) Th-23U source at near end of probe count rate
cnts/min.

96.
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Appendix B
5.1 Radiation Instrument

E.N. 80-37 Calibration Procedure N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
July 1, 1980 Page 14, Rev. A

Background Count Rate (cnts/0.1 min.)
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Appendix B
5,1. Radiation Instrument

Calibration ProcedureE.N. 80-37
July 1, 1980

N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
PagelS, Rev. A

B. Th-230 Id. No._____
S2________ die/ruin.

Certified activity,

(1) Background count rate (no source) ,_ cnts/min.

(2) Th-230 source at far end of probe count'rate
cnts/min.

(3) Background count rate (no source) cnts/min.

(4) Th-230 source at middle of probe count rate
cnts/min.

(5) Background count ra'to (no source) cnts/min.

(6) Th-230 source at near end of probe count rate
cnts/min.

S. Sum 4.A.(2) cnts/min.
4.A.(4) cnts/min.
4.A.(6) cnts/min.

Xlc cnts/3 min.

6. Sum 4.A.(1) cnts/min.
4.A.(3) cnts/min.
4.A.(5) cnts/min.

Xlb cnts/3 min.

4.3.4.B.

4.B:

(2) cnts/min.
(4) cnts/min.
(6) cnts/min.
X_2c _cnts/3 min.

4.B.(l) cnts/min.
4.B.(3) '_ cnts/min.
4.B.(5) _crte/min.

X2b cnts/ 3 min.

7. Determine average net counts of probe for alpha standard
source S , Xs1 , and alpha standard source S21 Xs2 as:

_ (Xlc - Xlb)
Xsl = 3

( )
3

x (x2c - Xlb)
s2 3

3

a cnts/min.

cnts/mmn.

8. Determine calibration factors (CF) and 2a limits of
probe 1compenzating for 50 cm2 active probe area to
100 cmZ reporting area) for 41 activity.
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Appendix B

5.1 Radiation Instrument
Calibration ProcedureE.N. 80-37

July 1, 1980

C 2SL 2(
-i

N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
Page 16, Rev. A

Disintegrations
cnt - 100 cm2

Disintegrations
cnt - 100 cm2

. CF 1°cc, --

(X1)
U

-

CF1 +2 ac~ -
I2.

) +2 (

Disintegrations
cnt - 100 cm2

C1 -2aCF - ) -2 ( )

Disintegrations

cnt - 100 cm2

- 2S2 2( )F2 =- = () (-- X2
Disintegrations
cnt - 100 cm2

CF2
2CF 1- C

-
Disintegrations

cnt - 100 cm2

CF 2 +2OrCF2 - ) +2 (

- (

Derivation of aCF

Var CF Var is

(X5) -C CF F.(.,•)2

Disintegrations
cnt - 100 cm2

C?
(18) 100.



Appendix B
5.1 Radiation Instrument

Calibration Procedure0 E.N. 80-37
July 3, 1980

N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
Page 17, Rev. A

9. Assure that calibrated response is within ±10% of the
calculated expected response for the two alpha standard
sources as follows:

(0.9)(S 1 - 2 1 < (Y, 1)(CoF) < (U.1)(S1 + 2 ,'1)

(0.9) [

(1.1) [(

- 2 v-] :~

+ 2 V'~

2 .)( 2 -2 ' Y 2) (CF2) (1 ) (S 2 + 2

(0.9) (( ) - 2 V ( ) .I )

(1.1) H( ) + 2 /

10. Determine average CF and 2 limits as:

CF CF1 + CF2CP M Disintegrations
cnt - 100 cm2

C ) + (
2

Disintegrations
cnt - 100 cm2

(CF1I 
2CF1) + (CF2 + 2 CF2

OF+2
Disintegrations
cnt - 100 cm.

_ ( )
M

Disintegrations
cnt - 100 cm2
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Calibration Procedure0 E.N. 80-37
July ., 1980

N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
Page 18, Rev. A

10.
(Cont)

CF - 2a

U

(CFP1 - 2acr ) + (CF 2 - 2a cr 2~
2

2

Disitegations

0

-Disintegrations cnt - 100 =4

11. Complete "Instrument Calibration" sticker with the
following information for the average CF and 2a limits:

Calib. date; Calib. due date:

Instrument ID: Ludlum Model 2100-1

DISCR: % of full clockwise movement

HV Setting:

CF Disinteations
cnt - 100 cmA

< CF < Disintearations- -cnt 100o cm&

Signature:

Date of Calibration:

0
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July 1, 1980.

APPENDIX R.
5.1 Radiation Instrument

Calibration Procedure

N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
Rev. A

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

MODEL 2100

SCALER RATE"ETER

0.-

0 103.
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E.N. 80-37 APPENDIX B N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
MODEL 2100 - SCAM RATEKTR 5.1 Radiation Instrument Rev. A
July 1, 1980 Calibration Procedure Paae 1

GENERAL:

The Model 2100 provides all electronic circuitry required for scintillation,
proportional, or GM detectors. The unit may be operated from four flashlighc
batteries or line power.

PREPARING FOR OPERATION:

BATTERY OPERATION:

1. Slide battery lid knob down, open lid (at rear of instrument) and place
four "D" cells in instrument; two in, two out. Note polarity on battery
door.

2. Turn power switch to BAT. Press red BAT button to test batteries. A down
scale reading indicates batteries in backward.

3. Read detector operating point section to set up detector.

RECRARGEABLE BATTERY OPERATION:

1. Place batteries in instrument as noted above. Turn power switch to BAT.
Press BAT test button to insure batteries are installed with proper polarity.

2. Connect instrument to line power. Turn selector switch to CHG. Allow
batteries to charge 24 hours (or longer if desired).

3. Upon completion of the charge, turn power switch to BAT and proceed.

LINE OPERATION:

Connect instrument to line power of 115 volts 50460 Hz. Turn power switch to
LINE and proceed to use the instrument.

NOTE: With the instrument on line power, a small trickle charge is connected
to the battery pack to maintain a high state of charge.

NOTE ON BATTERY LIFE:

Battery life is a function of lamp illumination level and N.V. Power supply load-
ing. With all digits on 888888, maximum brightness and the power supply set at
1000 volts, four new Ray-O-Vac "C" cells purchased at a local supermarket ex-
hibited a useful battery life of 2 hours. With the instrument off for .4 hours,
the batteries recovered enough for some additional usage.

Under the same conditions as above, only with the dimmer control set for "Just
barely readable" 20 hours of battery life can be obtained.

Turning the lamps off except when reading vill result in significant Increase in
battery life to an excess of 50 hours.

For normal operation, with the lamps at half brightness and reasonable discipline
in keeping a minimum number of digits on, battery life of '20 - 30 hours can be
realized.

0
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.H1. 80-37 APPENDIX B N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
July 1, 1980 S.1 Radiation Instrument Rev. A

MODEL 2100 - SCALER RATEMETER Calibration Procedure

Page 2.

O ] DESCRIPTION OF CONTROLS:

COUNT SWITCH: Depress this switch to reset scaler and timer. Note that count
lamp (not labeled) is on while scaler is counting. Count lamp turns off at end
of preset time.

HOLD SWITCH: Depress this switch to manually stop scaler count.

DIM: Lamp illumination control. Turn to minimum brightness for maximum battery
life.

RESP.: Toggle Switch labeled F-S. Set on F for fast response and large meter
deviation. Set on S for slow response and damped meter deviation.

RANGE SWITCH: Four position switch labeled 1K; 100; 10; 1. This control is
used to select the ratemeter counting range. Multiply this reading by the meter
reading for proper count rate.

RATEMETER CALIBRATION CONTROLS: 4 subsurface controls labeled 1, 10, 100. 11

utilized to calibrate the ratemater. Each control is independent.

N.V.: A ten turn control for adjusting detector high voltage.

MINUTES: Two decade thumb switch utilized to set preset time.

1 - 0.1: Toggle switch utilized to set the time base of the thumb switch at I
minute or 0.1 minute.

POWER SWITCH: Four position control utilized to select battery charge, line
operation or battery operation.

N.V.: Push button switch. Depress to read high voltage output.

BAT: Push button switch. Depress to read battery voltage.

DISCR: A one turn control utilized to snt detector discrim"instion.

FUSE: At rear of instrument. Replace with 3AG Type, 1 amp.

LINE CORD: Hubble 07484 twist lock.

CABLE CONNECTOR: Series SRV connector for N.V. connection to remote preamp.

INTERNAL CONTROLS: The clock time and temperature calibration controls are in-
ternally located.

REMOTE CONNECTOR: This connector on the front panel provides B+, signal crans-
mission, and ground to and from the remote pramplifier through pins A, B, and D,
respectively.

•'. RECORDER CONNECTOR: This connector on the rear panel provides output for 0-10MV
a recorder through pins C(+) and E(-).
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R.N. 80-37 APPENDIX a N.S. 3.2.1.2.3
July 1, 1980 5.1 Radiation Instrument Rev. A

Calibration Procedure Page 3
MODZL 2100 - SCALER RATEKETER OPERATION OF INSTRUMENT

1. Select either line or battery operation with power switch.

2. Press COUNT, press HOLD. (This resets and stops the scaler)

3. Turn DISCR clockwise, back off 1/4 turn.

OPERATING POINT:

Instrument and detector operating point is established by setting the probe
voltage (KV). and instrument sensitivity (Discriminator). For a given de-
tector system, efficiency, background and noise are fixed by the physical
make-up of the detector and rarely vary from unit to unit. However, the
selection of the operating point makes a marked difference in the apparent
contribution of these three sources of count.

In the singular case of the GM detector, a minimum operating voltage is re-
quired to establish the CH operating region. (At lower voltages, the detector
operates as a very insensitive proportional counter). This detector is not
capable of energy discrimination (pulse height discrimination).

For gain sensitive detectors (proportional or scintillation), the most
straightforward method of selecting the operating point is to develop a
graph relating count rate to system gain. This relationship is commonly re-
ferred to as a plateau or instrument plateau curve. System gain may be changed
by adjusting detector high voltage, or discriminator.

LIMITATION OF CONTROLS:

H.V. Control: The high voltage control provides a linear adjustment of the
detector voltage supply. The range is approximitely 200 to 2400 volts thru
the full potentiometer. Changing the detector voltage will cause the detector
gain to change. It should be remembered chat a linear change in voltage will
cause an exponential change in detector gain.

DISCRIMINATOR: The gain control is a non-indicating control, allowing a
wide selection of operating point without exceeding the linear ranges of the
amplifier. Maximum amplifier sensitivity occurs at maximum clockwise setting.
For proportional and scintillation detectors, met this control fully clockwise.

For GM detectors, set this control counter clockwise to insure that the 2100
does not double pulse. Check this by observing the scaler while counting at a
very low rate. The scaler count will advance by tvo counts per pulse in the
double pulse region.

DETERMING INSTRUMENT PLATEAU AND SELECTING OPERATING POINT:

1. Set X0.l-X1 to X0.1 and Minutes to 01. This gives a 1/10 minute count.

2. Set DISCR as indicated before.

105.
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E.N. 80-37 APPENDIX B N.S. 3.2.3.2.3
July 1, 1980 S.1 Radiation Instrument Rev. A

Calibration Procedure Page 4.. MODEL 2100 - SCALER RATEMETER

f'• DETERMINING INSTRUMENT PLATEAU AND SELECTING OPERATING POINT: Cont'd

3. With detector shielded from source, turn up high voltage control in
relatively large increments (1/2 turn at a time), and take a plot of
lV position versus count rate until the detector voltage rating (br
obvious breakdown) is reached. Return contol to 0.0.

4. Expose detector to source and again make a plot of voltage versus count.

S. Plot both sets of data and select the operating point to correspond
with maximum source count and minimum background count. Always try
for center of "plateau" setting and avoid areas of very fast count rate
changes with small changes in detector voltage.

6. Record H.V. control setting, or check and record H. V. meter setting.

CALIBRATION

COUNT RATE METER:

Connect instrument to a pulser. Set time to 1.0 minute and count incoming
pulse rate in the range of 300 to 450 counts per minute. Set range switch
to I and adjust subsurface control labeled "1'so that rate meter corresponds
to scaler reading. Repeat for each scale.

CLOCK:

Refer to clock board section.

NOTE: This instrument is supplied with a charge sensitive preamplifier. In
that most pulsers have a variation in output Impedance with changes in pulse
height, place a 10,000 ohm resistor in series with the pulser output. This
will convert the pulser from a voltage output to a current output and will
allow linear operation with the Modal 2100.
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APPENDIX B

(1)
5.3 RADIATION INSTRUMENTS CALIBRATION DATES

INSTRUMENTS PROBE
E 3-2 MODEL 44-9 MODEL 43-5

SERIAL NO. SERIAL NO. SERIAL NO.
1146 (ALPHA) PR2351 (BETA/GAMMA)' PR2242 (ALPHA)

LUDLUM
SCALER RATE
METER MODEL 9-25-82
2100-1 SERIAL
NO. 10175

LUDLUM
SCALER RATE
METER MODEL 9-25-82
2200 SERIAL
NO. 10647

LUDLUM
SCALER RATE
METER MODEL 9-25-82
2200 SERIAL
NO. 17462

(1) During Decommissioning
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

ATTLZBOW. MAASACMUSTS 02708

AlkIaf~msI Now" isivh~an

November 2, 1982

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Mr. R.G. Page, Chief W NM,

Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch U

Division of Fuel Cycle & Material NOV241
Safety, H SS 113

M•lt St-TM3
Reference: NRC License SNM-23 WCLU,

Texas Instruments Incorporated
Letters dated May 15, 1982, June 24, 1982 and
July 9, 1982

Gentlemen:

Please find enclosed eight copies of "Request for Termination of
Nuclear Regulatory Commission License SNM-23, Ammendment 1" dated
November 2, 1982.

This submittal is being made to:

Support the request for termination of NRC License SNM-23 as
presented In Texas Instruments Inborporated (TI) letters listed by
reference.

Present measurements of radioactivity demonstrating that areas of
Buildings 3, 4, and 10 used many years previously for radioactive
material processing at the TI Attleboro site conform to NRC
requirements for release for general use.

Present instrument calibration procedures and instrument
calibration dates that demonstrate that the measurements are
reliable.

TI selected the floors of areas identified as processing unclad
materials for these measurements because floors represent the worst
condition for holding residual radioactivity. The low resultant
readings demonstrate that no other associated areas will have
residual radioactivity.

9212270024 921102 R EX00
PDR ADOCK 07000033
C PDR

W1ftAW 6ý"411 WWZ VIS.O&S-0884. CAN". TaXINO CW/15*W.V
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
November 3, 1983
Page 2

Texas Instruments Incorporated requests that the NRC review the
presented Information and proceed with the full release of building
interiors under the license termination process.

If you desire any additional Information, please feel free to call
R.L. Churchill, Dr. R.J. Schwensfier, Jr., or me.

Very truly yours,

F.L. Sherman
Manager, HFIR Project
FLSssjh

Dr. R.J. Schwenstier, Jr.
Manager, Nuclear Safety & Nuclear Materials
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Docket No. 70-33
I

Texas Instruments Incorporated
ATTN. Mr. William K. Goetz jcaEEID

Manufacturing Manager,
Metal Systems Department MAR04 198ZM.

34 Forest Street
Attleboro, Massachusetts 02703

Gentlemen:

Subject: Inspection No. 70-33/81-11

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Mr. P. Clemons of
this office on December 22-23, 1981 of activities authorized by NRC License
No. SNM-23 and to the discussions of our findings held by Mr. Clemons with Mr.
Sherman and Dr. Schwensfeir of your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

Areas examined during this inspection are described in the Office of Inspection
and Enforcement Inspection Report which is enclosed with this letter. Within
these areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and observations by the
inspector.

Within the scope of this inspection, no items of noncompliance were observed.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of
this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the NRC's
Public Document Room. If this report contains any information that you (or
your contractors) believe to be exempt from disclosure under 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4),
it is necessary that you (a) notify this office by telephone within ten (10)
days from the date of this letcer of your intention to file a request for
withholding; and (b) submit within 25 days from the date of this letter a
written application to this office to withhold such information. Consistent
with section 2.790(b)(1), any such application must be accompanied by an
affidavit executed by the owner of the information which identifies the document
or part sought to be withheld, and which contains a full statement of the
reasons on the basis which it is claimed that the information should be withheld
from public disclosure. This section further requires the statement to address
with specificity the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The information
sought to be withheld shall be incorporated as far as possible into a separate
part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this.regard within the
specified periods noted above, the report will be placed in the Public Document
Room. The telephone notiidf tion of your intent to request withholding, or

RI:DETO VI:DTI ¶ TI RI D TI
Clemons//9gwj Knapp Joyner M tin
2/3/82 2.'O

OFFICIAL RECORD COPY
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Texas Instruments 2 16 F.

any request for an extension of the 10 day period which you believe necessary,
should be made to the Supervisor, Files, Mail and Records, USNRC Region I, at
(215) 337-5223.

Your cooperation with us in this matter is appreciated.

-Sincerely,

("u omas T. Ma•iin, Director
Qivision of Engineering and Technical
Inspection

Enclosure: Office of Inspection and Enforcement Inspection
Report Number 70-33/81-11

cc w/encl:
W. Quimby, Assistant Vice President and Manager,

Metallurgical Materials Division
F. L. Sherman, Manager, HFIR Project
Public Document Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (2)

bcc w/encl:
Region I Docket Room (with concurrences)
Chief, Operational Support Section (w/o encl)
Director, Division of Resident and Project Inspection

OFFICIAL RECORD COPY
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Docket No. 70-33

Texas Instruments Incorporated
ATTN: Mr. William K. Goetz

Manufacturing Manager,
Metal Systems Department

34 Forest Street
Attleboro, Massachusetts 02703

Gentlemen: /7,/ ,»,.

Subject: Iospection No. 70-33/82-01

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Mr. J. Roth of
this office on April 13-14, 1982 of activities authorized by NRC License
No. SNM-23 and to the discussions of our findings held by Mr. J. Roth
with Mr. R. L. Churchill and other members of your staff at the conclusion
of Ihe inspection.

Areas examined during this inspection are described in the NRC Region I
Inspection Report which is enclosed with this letter. Within these
areas, the inspect-ion consisted of selective examinations of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and obs.,rvations
by the inspector.

Within the scope of this inspection, no violations were observed.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclo-
sure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify
this office, by telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter
and submit written application to withhold information contained therein
within thirty days of the date of this letter. Such application must be
consistent with the requirements of 2.790(b)(1). The telephone notifica-
tion of your intent t. request withholding, or any request for an extension
of the 10 day period whirh you believe necessary. should be made to the
Supervisor, Files, Mail and Records, USNRC Region I, at (215) 337-5223.

No reply to this letter is required. Your cooper7,tion with us in this
matter is appreciated.

Si.,cerely,
OrIginal signed BSr

hard W. Staro s ki. Director,
Division of Pro e; a Resident
Programs

6205110422 820426
PDR ADOCK 07000033
C PDR
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APR 26 1982
Texas Instruments Incorporated 2

cc w/encl:
W. Quimby, Assistant Vice President and Manager,

Metallurgical Materials Division
F. L. Sherman, Manager, HFIR Project
Public Dociment Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Roum (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information
Commonwealth of Massa;..ýjsetts (2)

bcc w/encl:
Region I Docket Room (with concurrences)
Chief, Operational Support Section (w/o encls)
N. Ketzlach NRC-NMSS

I(' -TP
as
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION I

Report No. 70-33/82-01

Docket No. _ 70-33

License No. SNM-23 Priority 1

Licensee: Texas Instruments Incor ated

34 forest.Street.

Attleboro, Massachusetts 02702

Facility Name: HFIR Project

Inspection at: Attleboro, Massachusetts

Inspection conducted: Aprii 13-14 1982

Inspector: 12 X.
J. o h, Proiect Inspector

S .ng, Radi ion Specialist

Category UR

d1 te igned

date signed

date signed

date signed

Approved by:
Roect Brar.c #2" date signed

PRP

In specti.on.. S.umm..a.r.y:

Inspec-ti.9n. o.n ,ApriJ.1 .13-.14. 1982 (R,.port.Nc.. 70-33. :32-.01)

Arrea.s InspePcted: Routine, ur nnht,unced in..,ctin by two region-based
inspectors (21 hrs.) of: organiizdtion; Part 24 ; facility changes and
modifications; internal review and audit; training. review of operations;
environmental evaluations; trans.Potation activities; and, licensee
action on previously idtntified enforce.en't items.

Results: No violations were identified.

Region I Form 12
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DETAILS

I. Persons Contacted

*R. L. Churchill, Program Manager, Metal Systems Department
*F. L. Sherman, Manager, HFIR Project
*F. J. Veale, Jr., Manager, Environmental Engineering
*R. J. Schwensfeir, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Nuclear Material Control

The inspector also interviewed 7 other licensee employees
during this inspection.

* denotes those present at the exit interview.

2?. Licensee Action on Previously Identified Enforcement Items

(Closed) Unresolved (33/78-10-04) Compensating for a design weakness
in the alarm annunciator panel. The inspector verified that as a
result of the decontamination and decommissioning activities at
this facility, the annunciator panel referred to has been removed
from the facility. No additional actions are required to resolve
this item.

3. O.rgan.i~za~tiJon

The inspector verified through discussions with licensee representa-
tives that the staff had been reduced to a total of 8. Reporting
to F. L. Sherman, Manager, HFIR Project are:

R. J. Schwensfeir, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Nuclear
Material Control

H. )rtelt, Nuclear Material Control Representative
D. Collins, Engineering
W. Daft, Group Leader

G. Araugio, Operator
K. Rogers, Operator
J. Lecuelli, Operator

The staff indicated above will complete the decommissioning activities
at this facility.

No violations were identified.
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4. Facility Examination

The inspector examined the facility to observe operations in progress
and to determine the extent to which facility decommissioning had
progressed.

The inspector observed that all walls within the HFIR Project
boundary had beer* removed and packaged for burial. All equipment
with the exception of the waste water boildown unit and the waste
barrel counter had been removed. The surface of the concrete floor
had been removed to a depth of about 0.25 inches in those areas
where contamination was suspected. All remaining walls and the
ceilings have been high pressure steam cleaned. The licensee dug
out portions of the facility floor where contamination in cracks
occurred. All sealed floor drains in the area have been opened and
the licensee was in the process of probing the drain lines to
assure that they were not contaminated. The licensee was also in
the process of surveying the facility floor, walls and ceiling for
radioactive contamination. In addition, paint samples were taken
from painted surfaces and analyzed to assure that the surfaces had
not been repainted to cover previously contaminated areas.

The inspector discussed, with licensee representatives, the content
and format of the facility decontamination and decommissioning
survey report which must be submitted to NRC-NMSS along with the
request to terminate the facility license.

No violations were identified.

5. Environmental Evaluations

Discussions were held with licensee representatives concerning the
status of programs being conducted to characterize the extent,
distribution and type of radioactivity found in a 1OCFR2O.304
burial site located in a lawn area approxi;mately 100 yards north-
northeast of Building 11. The licensee originally installed
monitoring wells to a maximum depth of 10 feet at a distance of no
closer than 50 feet to the perimeter of the burial site. Since the
last inspection, the licensee installed additional wells around the
burial site at a distance of about 100 feet from the original line
of wells.

The inspector stated that the environmental evaluation of this site
and any other suspect sites must also be incorporated into the
final facility decontamination and decommissioning survey report.
Subsequent to these discussions, the inspectors examined the burial
site area and were shown the location of several of the new wells.

No violations were identified.
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6. 10 CFR Part 21

The inspector verified that the licensee had posted the notices and
information required by 10CFR21.6 and had prepared the procedures
required by IOCFR21.21. All defects are to be reported to the
Manager, HFIR Project for review.

No violations wetr- identified.

7. Internal Review and Audit

a. Internal Audits

The inspector examined licensee records of 61 weekly equipment
audits conducted between January 5, 1981 and March 22, 1982
and 15 monthly nuclear safety audits conducted between January 20, 1981
and March 22, 1982. The audit reports indicated the status of
processes and equipment and reviewed the nuclear safety aspects
of the facility. No discrepancies were identified in these
reports.

No violations were identified.

b. External Audits

The inspector examined the records of 6 quarterly nuclear
safety audits conducted by a qualified individual from the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL_) from April 21-23, 1980 through
September 24, 1981. The inspector also examined the records
of 9 quarterly health physics program audits conducted by a
qualified individual from ORNL from March 20, 1980 through
March 25, 1982. These records indicated that the nuclear
safety and health physics prograils were being conducted in a
satisfactory manner. Program weaknesses identified during
these audits were immediately corrected by tihe licensee.

No violations were identified.

8. rransp..ratio.n..Ac.t.ivities

a. Sli ppinq

The inspector examined the records of one waste shipment made
on April 20, 1981 and 10 special nuclear material (SNM) shipments
made between August 21, 1981 and October 23, 1981. The records
indicated that the containers were properly marked, labeled,
surveyed, inspected, and sealed prior to shipment. In addition,
the Manager, Nuclear Safety had also approved each container
for shipment prior to release from the facility.

No violations were identified.
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Docket No. 70-33

Texas Instruments Incorporated
ATTN: Mr. William K. Goetz

Manfacturing Manager,
Metal Systems Department

34 Forest Street
Attleboro, Massachusetts 02703

Gentlemen:

Subject: Inspection No. 70-33/82-02

This refers to the safeguards inspection conducted by Mr. E. Woltner of this
office on July 27, 1982 of activities authorized by NRC License No. SNM-23 and
to the discussions of our findings held by Mr. Woltner with Mr. F. Sherman of
your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

Areas examined during this inspection are described in the NRC Region I Inspection
Report which is enclosed with this letter. Within these areas, the inspection
consisted of selective examinations of procedures and representative records,
interviews with personnel, and observations by the inspector.

Within the scope of this inspection, no violations were observed.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure will
be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office, by
telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter and submit written applica-
tion to withhold information contained therein within thirty days of the date of
this letter. Such application must be consistent with the requirements of
2.790(b)(1). The telephone notification of your intent to request withholding,
or any request for an extension of the 10 day period which you believe necessary,
should be made to the Supervisor, Files, Mail and Records, USNRC Region I, at
(215) 337-5223.

No reply to this letter is required. Your cooperation with us in this matter is

appreciated.

Sincerely,

N\P--Thomas T. Martin, Director
Division of Engineering and Technical
Programs

OFFICIAL RECORD COPY

8209300245 820914
PDRADOCK 07000033

ED .l
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Texas Instruments Incorporated 2 14 SEP 198Z

Enclosure: NRC Region I Inspection Report No. 70-33/82-02

cc w/encls:
W. Quimby, Assistant Vice President and Manager

Metallurgical Materials Division
F. L. Sherman, Manager, HFIR Project
Public Document Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (2)

bcc w/encls:
Region I Docket Room (with concurrences)
Chief, Operational Support Section (w/o encls)
J. Roth, DPRP

RI:D R
Woltner/ntm dy
9/07/82 A

y ner T rtin

0~F IC IA RECORD COPY
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I

Report No. 70-33/82-02

Docket No. 70-33 License No. SNM-23 Safeguards Group V

Licensee: Texas Instruments, Inc.

34 Forest Street

Attleboro, MA 02703

Facility Name: Texas Instruments, Inc.

Inspection At: Attleboro_ Massachusetts

Inspection Conducted: July 2_7,71982

Date of Last Material Control and Accounting Inspection: October 29, 1981

Type of Inspection: Unannounced Material Control & Accounting

Inspector's :
-Ne la tta ditor - date

4?

E. Woltner, A itor

Approved by:.--__ ____

Go , Chief, guards Section
Technical Pr g ms Branch

, /date

ddte

Inspection Summar_:Y
Nnse.ectionon-July 21, 1982 (Report No. 70-33/82-02)
A-re-as Inspected: Status of Decommissioning activities. The inspection involved
16 inspector hours on site by two NRC inspectors and was begun during the regular
hours.
Results: The licensee was found to be in compliance with NRC requirements In the
area inspected.

8209300255 820914
PDR ADOCK 07000033

PnR



DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*F. Sherman, Manager, HFIR Project
*W. Daft, ICA Custodian

*denotes those present at exit interview.

2. 30703 - Exit Interview

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives (denoted in paragraph
1) on July 27, 1982. The inspectors summarized the scope and findings of
the inspection.

3. 92713 - Status of Decommissioning Activities

No violations were identified. The inspectors toured the fuel processing
area of the facility and held discussions with the licensee with regard to
the status of decommissioning activities. The processing area was stripped
of all equipment and final cleaning of the facility was completed. The
licensee had removed all accessible SNM, with the exception of 7 grams U-
235 awaiting shipment, from the facility in preparation for the final
closeout of material control and accountability.

4. 85216 - Records and Reports

No violations were identified. The inspection results were attained through
an audit of the licensee's records and reports from November 1, 1981,
through the date of the inspection. One final shipment of SNM remains to
be made during August 1982, consisting of 7 grams U-235 in enriched uranium.
Nuclear Material Transaction Report Form (NRC 741) FBT-PZA-1 will be issued
for the shipment. Upon completion of this shipment, the licensee will have
zeroed out the inventory of SNM in its possession. A final Material Balance
Report Form (NRC 742) will be issued stating a zero balance.

Records requiring retention for five years will be maintained by the Control
& Finance Department, Planning & Forecasting Manager, Texas Instruments,
Incorporated, in Attleboro, Massachusetts.



TEXAS INSTRUME S
INCORPORATED ) 4

ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS 0270

Materials & Controls G(oup .
January 27, 1983 -.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission /
Washington, DC 20555 ",

Attention: Mr. R. G. Page, Chief JAN 3 1 198
Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch
Division of Fuel Cycle & Material .
Safety, MSS o) ,

Reference: NRC License SNM-23

Gentlemen:

Please find enclosed eight copies of the Environemntal Report
"Radiological Survey and Review of the Texas Instruments Complex,
Attleboro, Massachusetts", dated 17 January 1983.

The purposes of this report are:

1. To request termination of NRC License SNM-23 as issued to Texas
Instruments Incorporated (TI).

2,. To demonstrate that the sampling and analysis of the study areas
have been carried ou:t In conformance to your requirements.

3. To present measurements and analytical methodologies used to
analyze Texas Instruments' soil samples. This includes
calculation methods, counting techniques, instrumentation and
quality assurance plan.

4. To document the conclusion that contaminated material was disposed
of only in the study area presented. Employees involved with the
Nuclear fuel production including the Health Physicist, have
verified this conclusion.

If you desire additional information, please contact Francis J. Veale
Jr., at (Tel. 617-699-180A).

Sincerely,

8303010026 830127 Francis J. "'Veale Jr.
PDR ADOCK 07000033 Manager Environmental Eng., Attleboro
C PDR

Copy: Gil Perkins

Bob Sorgel
ha bfl.mw.t CVflb tt V~. Ufl*fl--------------=-------



U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION I

Report No. 70-33/83-01

Docket No. 70-33

License No. SNM-23 Priority 1 Category UR

Licensee: Texas Instruments, Incorporated
34 Forest Street
Att..boebo-r-o.., Mas...sac_.hu sett s 602703

Facility Name: HFIR Project

Inspection At: Attleboro, Massachusetts

Insp,.ction Conducted: Ja.nua-ry .,31-Fbay ,983

Inspectors:

tProject In-sp-ector,

Gr mi h S-r-e i y nspector

Approved by:.eaadsadFe

G~Y .I eml f• • Se- ri t a''s ai'n s-p e t o

Facilities Section, Mulear Materials
and Safeguards Branc<, DETP

date

a--/i ei

dae

Inspection Summary:

I nspecti on on .,January_ 31. -. February. 2. ....198.3 (Report._No_... .7 .3.3/,.8-37.0 1)

Area.s Inspected: Special, announced, closeout inspection of facilities formerly
engaged in the manufacture of reactor fuel elements including: review of the
licensee's survey report and independent measurements in Buildings 3, 4, and
10; and review of the licensee's environmental survey report concerning a 10 CFR
20 burial site located between Buildings 11 and 12. The inspection involved 43
direct inspection hours by two NRC region-based inspectors.

Results: No violations were identified. Measured fixed and removable contamina-
tion levels were comparable with the licensee's survey results and were within
acceptable limits specified in Annex C to the facility license.

83032 0544 83030e
CPDg AD 07000033

PDR
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1. Persons Contacted

* W. K. Goetz, Manufacturing Manager, Metal Systems Department
* R. J. Schwensfeir, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Materials
* W. H. Daft, Health Physics Technician
* R. Churchiil, Contracts Manager

*Denotes those present at the exit interview.

2. Ba.c kground

During the years 1952 through 1956 small portions of Buildings 3 and 4
and during subsequent years 1956 through 1968, major portions of Building
10 of the Texas Instruments Incorporated, Attleboro, Massachusetts, site
were engaged in the manufacture of nuclear reactor fuel for the U. S.
Navy and commercial power and research reactors, along with various
components of natural and depleted uranium. With the exception of the
HFIR project, these operations were concluded in 1966 through 1968.

The building areas used for the concluded operations were then decontamina-
ted, surveyed for radioactivity, and released for general use between 1966
and 1968. Since that time, the areas have been used for manufacturing
with non-radioactive materials.

The HFIR project area was previously released for unrestricted use follow-
ing a closeout survey conducted by NRC from August 31 through September 2,
1982 (see Inspection Report 70-33/82-03).

Since the licensee could not locate documentation verifying that Buildings
3, 4, and the remainder of Building 10 had been successfully decontamina-
ted between 1966 and 1968, verification surveys of the L.fected areas were
performed by the licensee; and a report was submitted to the NRC by letter
dated November 2, 1982.

3. Areas Surveyed

Surveys were limited to 67 of 214 grid blocks, outside the HFIR area,
located in Building 10 (see Figure 1); two of four grid blocks located
in Building 3 (see Figure 2); and 9 of 31 grid blocks located in Building
4 (see Figure 3). All surveys were conducted on floor areas with the
exception of the former fuel vault ceiling, north and west inside wall and
east outside wall (grid blocks 6-19 and 6-20). In addition, the floor of
the second floor corrosion laboratory and the concrete pads outside the
HFIR area emergency and rollup doors were also surveyed.

4. Me.thodl.9. oyy arnd ..I ns•t rume.ents

a. Methodo o y
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Direct alpha, beta-gamma, and gamma radiation measurements were made
at a minimum of four locations within each grid block. In addition,
at least one wipe for removable alpha and beta-gamma contamination
were taken in each surveyed grid block.

b. Instruments

The following instruments were used for direct measurements:

(1) Eberline Geiger Counter, Model E-120, Serial No. 1268, calibra-
ted December 14, 1982.

*(2) Eberline scintilation type alpha counter, Model PAC-ISA, Serial
No. 720, calibrated August 25, 1982.

(3) Ludlum Micro R Meter, Model 12S, Serial No. 15482, calibrated
December 14, 1982.

*Determined to be 47.7% efficient in counting against a Th-230
certified standard of 12,570 dpm.

All wipes were taken to Region I and were counted for one minute in a
TENNELEC LB 1000 series low background alpha, beta gas flow counting
system having an alpha '.ackground of 0.55 cpm and a beta background
of 2.7 cpm with an alpha efficiency of 21.9% and a beta efficiency
of 25.7% as of February 8, 1982.

5. Independent Measurement s

Nine hundred thirty-eight individual, direct alpha, beta-gamma and gamma
radiation measurements were taken in the facility areas identified in
paragraph 3. Direct alpha measurements did not exceed 175 dpmi'1OOcm2

(92.6% s 50 dpm) except for Building 4 floor location 400-3 (350 dpm) as
shown in Figure 3. Direct gamma measurements did not exceed 10 microR per
hour above background (6 micrt?,R per hour) except off the north edge of the
concrete pad located outside the HFIR area rollup door (700 microR per
hour on contact with the soil). Direct beta-gamma measurements did not
exceed 500 dpm except for Building 10 floor grid floor location 5/21 (2400
dpm maximum, 1140 dpm average) as shown in Figure 1. This area corre-
sponds with the highest area identified by the licensee. A total of 81
wipes for removable alpha and beta contamination were taken. All wipes
for removable alpha and beta contamination were less than 10 dpm/1OOcm 2

alpha except Building 4 floor grid 401-8 (11.2 dpm) and Building 10 floor
grids 6/20 (20.3 dpm) and 1/10 (11.2 dpm); removable beta contamination
was less than 20 dpm/1OOcm2 except Building 10 floor grids 1/8 (20.6 dpm)
and 8/7 (24.5 dpm). Annex C cr teria for direct alpha and beta-gamma
radiation are 15,000 dpm/0O cm maximum fixed, 5000 dpm/100 cm2 average
fixed and 1000 dpm/l00 cm2 removable.
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6. Conclusion

Fixed and removable contamination levels, inside the licensee's facili-
ties, measured during this inspection a *e comparable to those in the
licensee's close-out survey and are within the limits established in Annex
C of the facility license (Guidelines for Decontamination of Facilities
and Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted Use or Termination of
License for Byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear Material, dated November
1976).

7. Environmental Program

During the course of this inspection, the inspector received a copy of
the licensee's evaluation of the 10 CFR Part 20 burial site located
between Buildings 11 and 12. This report will be reviewed for adequacy
and content by NRC:NMSS and Region I subsequent to this inspection
(83-01-01).

8. Exit Interview

The inspector met with the licensee representatives (denoted in paragraph
1) at the conclusion of the inspection on February 2, 1983. The inspector
summarized the purpose, scope, and findings of the inspection. Since an
area of elevated radiation level was identified outside Building 10
(pardgraph 5), the inspector requested that the licensee determine the
extent of area contamination. In addition, the licensee was requested to
conduct an area radiation survey on all sides of Building 10 to assure
that any additional elevated radiation areas are identified. The licensee
notified the inspoctor by telephone on February 8, 1982, that the identi-
fied area of elevated radiation, located off the north edge of the rollup
door concrete pad, was restricted to an area about one foot by two feet in
size. Actions will be taken to remove the contaminated soil for burial as
soon as weather conditions permit (83-01-02). The licensee stated that a
radiation survey of areas outside Building 10 will be conducted (83-01-
03).
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION I

Report No. 70-33/82-01

Docket No. 70-33

License No.

Licensee:

SNM-23 Priority 1 Category UR

Texas Instruments..Incorpgrated

34 Forest Street

Attleboro, Massachusetts 027.0 2

Facility Name: HFIR Project.

Inspection at: Attleboro, Massachusetts

Inspection conducted: April 13-14 1982

Inspector:
J.-o h, Proiect Inspector

ng, Radi ion Specialist datte signed

date signed

date signed

date signed
Approved

:h •2

In s.pectji on... Summia.r.y:
Inspection on.April..43-14 1982 (Report No. 70-33.,:32-01)

Areas InspPcted: Routine, unainit-unced ins.,,ction by two region-based
inspectors (21 hrs.) of: organizstiurn, Part 21; facility changes and
modifications; internal review and audit: traininq; review of operations;
environmental evaluations; transportation activities; and, licensee
action on previously idt-ntified enforcement items.

Results: No violations were identified.

Region I Form 12
DI-.. A- 4••11 77)I
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*R. L. Churchill, Program Manager, Metal Systems Department
*F. L. Sherman, Manager, HFIR Project
*F. J. Veale, Jr., Manager, Environmental Engineering
*R. J. Schwensfeir, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Nuclear Material Control

The inspector also interviewed 7 other licensee employees
during this inspection.

* denotes those present at the exit interview.

2. Licensee Action_ on Previously Identified Enforcement Items

(Closed) Unresolved (33/78-10-04) Compensating for a design weakness
in the alarm annunciator panel. The inspector verified that as a
result of the decontamination and decommissioning activities at
this facility, the annunciator panel referred to has been removed
from the facility. No additional actions are required to resolve
this item.

3. -9an..iKatiqn

The inspector verified through discussions with licensee representa-
tives that the staff had been reduced to a total of 8. Reporting
to F. L. Sherman, Manager, HFIR Project are:

R. J. Schwensfeir, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Nuclear
Material Control

H. )rtelt, Nuclear, Material Control Representative
D. Collins, Engineering
W. Daft, Group Leader

G. Araugio, Operator
K. Rogers, Operator
J. Lecuelli, Operator

The staff indicated above will complete the decommissioning activities
at this facility.

No violations were identified.
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4. Facility Examination

The inspector examined the facility to observe operations in progress
and to determine the extent to which facility decommissioning had
progressed.

The inspector observed that all walls within the HFIR Project
boundary had beer removed and packaged for burial. All equipment
with the exception of the waste water boildown unit and the waste
barrel counter had been removed. The surface of the concrete floor
had been removed to a depth of about 0.25 inches in those areas
where contamination was suspected. All remaining walls and the
ceilings have been high pressure steam cleaned. The licensee dug
out portions of the facility floor where contamination in cracks
occurred. All sealed floor drains in the area have been opened and
the licensee was in the process of probing the drain lines to
assure that they were not contaminated. The licensee was also in
the process of surveying the facility floor, walls and ceiling for
radioactive contamination. In addition, paint samples were taken
from painted surfaces and analyzed to assure that the surfaces had
not been repainted to cover previously contaminated areas.

The inspector discussed, with licensee representatives, the content
and format of the facility decontamination and decommissioning
survey report which must be submitted to NRC-NMSS along with the
request to terminate the facility license.

No violations were identified.

5. Environmental Evaluations

Discussions were held with licensee representatives concerning the
status of programs being conducted to characterize the extent,
distribution and type of radioactivity found in a 10CFR2O.304
burial site located in a lawn area approximately 100 yards north-
northeast of Building 11. The licensee origirFlly installed
monitoring wells to a maximum depth of 10 feet at a distance of no
closer than 50 feet to the pErimeter of the burial site. Since the
last inspection, the licensee installed additional wells around the
burial site at a distance of about 100 feet from the original line
of wells.

The inspector stated that the environmental evaluation of this site
and any other suspect sites must also be incorporated into the
final facility decontamination and decommissioning survey report.
Subsequent to these discussions, the inspectors examined the burial
site area and were shown the location of several of the new wells.

No violations were identified.
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6. 10 CFR Part 21

The inspector verified that the licensee had posted the notices and
information required by ]OCFR21.6 and had prepared the procedures
required by IOCFR21.21. All defects are to be reported to the
Manager, HFIR Project for review.

No violations wet'- identified.

7. Internal Review and Audit

a. Internal Audits

The inspector examined licensee records of 61 weekly equipment
audits conducted between January 5, 1981 and March 22, 1982
and 15 monthly nuclear safety audits conducted between January 20, 1981
and March 22, 1982. The audit reports indicated the status of
processes and equipment and reviewed the nuclear safety aspects
of the facility. No discrepancies were identified in these
reports.

No violations were identified.

b. External Audits

The inspector examined the records of 6 quarterly nuclear
safety audits conducted by a qualified individual from the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNI) from April 21-23, 1980 through
September 24, 1981. The inspector also examined the records
of 9 quarterly health physics program audit.s conducted by a
qualified individual from ORNL from March 20, 1980 through
March 25, 1982. These records indicated that the nuclear
safety and health physics prora'r;s were being conducted in a
satisfactory manner. Program weaknesses identified during
these audits were immediately corrected by the licensee.

No violations were identified.

8. rransporation Activities

a. .Sh i ppi nq

The inspector examined the records of one waste shipment made
on April 20, 19S1 and ]0 special nuclear material (SNM) shipments
made between August 21, 1981 and October 23, 1981. The records
indicated that the containers were properly marked, labeled,
surveyed, inspected, and sealed prior to shipment. In addition,
the Manager, Nuclear Safety had also approved each container
for shipment prior to release from the facility.

No violations were identified.
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b. Procedures

The inspector examined the following route cards (procedures)
to assure that each contained proper instructions to operators.

- "Packing DOT 6M General License Containers with Bottles of
SNM" dated July 9, 1981.

- "Packing DOT 6M General License Containers with SNM and
SNM Containing Components", dated February 11, 1980.

- "Process Waste or MD Drums with Assay", dated
August 17, 1979.

No violations or inadequacies were identified.

9. Training

a. Annual Traini.ng

The inspector examined record of required annual training con-
ducted on August 24, 1979, August 27. 19S0 and August 28, 1981.
Records indicated that all individuals required to be trained
had received training either on the dates indicated or shortly
thereafter. Topics covered in this training included: incident.
notification procedures, types of radioactive material used,
types of radiation encountered, prenatal radiation exposure
(female employees only), emergency actions and nuclear criti-
cality safety. In addition, facility standard work rules,
concerned with postings, following procedures, transport of
SNM, handling procedures, and reporting requirements were also
covered during tle training sessions.

No violations were identified.

b. Spe.cial_ Tra.ining

On November 2-3, 1981 special training sessions were held to
cover the facility decontamination and decommissioning work
which was to be immediately Initiatud. Topics covered included,
access requirements, types of r.diation, biological effects of
radiation, precautions to be taken during this phase of operations,
ALARA, prenatal exposure (females only), applicable emergency
response and procedures, and revised general work rules.

Manufacturing operations were completed in the facility on
October 31, 1981 and decommissionIng was started upon completion
of training on November 3, 1991.

No violations were identified.
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c. On9oing Trai nin

The licensee has conducted the following ongoing training
since the start of decommissioning.

- November 17, 1981 - Procedures for equipment decommissioning
and deconi:mination in the Fuel Manufacturing area.

- December 1, 1981 - Babcock and Wilcox personnel training.

- January 4, 1982 - Review of revised procedures.

- January 7, 1982 - General training for 5 additional project
employees.

- January 29. 1982 - General training for I additional project
employee.

No violations were identified.

10. Exit Interview

The inspector met with the licensee representatives (denoted in
paragraph 1) at the end of the inspection at 11:00 a.m. on April 14, 1982.
The inspector summarized the scope and findings of the inspection
and stated that no violations were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*F. Sherman, Manager, HFIR Project
*W. Daft, ICA Custodian

*denotes those present at exit interview.

2. 30703 - Exit Interview

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives (denoted in paragraph
1) on July 27, 1982. The inspectors summarized the scope and findings of
the inspection.

3. 92713 - Status of Decommissioning Activities

No violations were identified. The inspectors toured the fuel processing
area of the facility and held discussions with the licensee with regard to
the status of decommissioning activities. The processing area was stripped
of all equipment and final cleaning of the facility was completed. The
licensee had removed all accessible SNM, with the exception of 7 grams U-
235 awaiting shipment, from the facility in preparation for the final
closeout of material control and accountability.

4. 85216 - Records and Reports

No violations were identified. The inspection results were attained through
an audit of the licensee's records and reports from November 1, 1981,
through the date of the inspection. One final shipment of SNM remains to
be made during August 1982, consisting of 7 grams U-235 in enriched uranium.
Nuclear Material Transaction Report Form (NRC 741) FBT-PZA-1 will be issued
for the shipment. Upon completion of this shipment, the licensee will have
zeroed out the inventory of SNM in its possession. A final Material Balance
Report Form (NRC 742) will be issued stating a zero balance.

Records requiring retention for five years will be maintained by the Control
& Finance Department, Planning & Forecasting Manager, Texas Instruments,
Incorporated, In Attleboro, Massachusetts.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Dr. R. Schwensfeir, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Materials
Mr. F. Sherman, Manager, HFIR Project

2. Field Inspection

On December 22, 1981, the inspector toured the High Flux Isotopes
Reactor Project Facility (HFIR) to determine the status of the decommissioning
activities. The inspector noted that the external walls of the Fuel
Manufacturing Area (FMA), the area where unencapsulated uranium was
processed, were intact. The FMA is located within the HFIR Facility, and
the walls isolate the potentially contaminated area from the clean areas.
The inspector observed, within the FMA, that walls had been removed,
equipment had been disconnected from the exhaust system, and the licensee
was preparing to dismantle the press that was used in pellet production.
According to a licensee representative, certain wall partitions had been
boxed for ultimate disposal, and removed from the FMA into the HFIR
Facility.

The inspector noted that outside of the FMA, but within the HFIR Facili';y,
walls had been removed, equipment had been removed, and the licensee was
in the process of removing additional equipment. This material had not
been exposed to radioactive material. The inspector reviewed documenits
which indicated that all items were being surveyed prior to their release
from the HFIR Facility.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

3. Dosimetry

The inspector reviewed dosimetry data for the period January through
September 1981, for the purpose of determining whether the licensee was
in compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 20.101. Approximately 20
employees were monitored by the use of film badges, and the badges were
analyzed quarterly.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

4. Audits

Condition No. 13 of Special Nuclear Material License No. SNM-23 states,
"Audits of the radiological ... safety aspects conducted pursuant to this
license shall be conducted at least quarterly..."
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The inspector verified that the required audits had been parformed by
reviewing audit reports that had been submitted to the licensee dated
June 11, 1981, September 15, 1981, and December 10, 1981. The audits had
been performed by an individual who was not employed by the licensee.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5. Termination Rep_9r

10 CFR 20.408 requires a licensee to submit a report of an individual's
exposure to radiation and radioactive material incurred during the period
of employment to the NRC Director of Management and Program Analysis when
the individual terminates employment with the licensee. Such report
shall be furnished ,,'!thin 30 days after the exposure of the individual
has been determined by the licensee or 90 days after the date of termination
of employment or work assignment, whichever is earlier.

10 CFR 20.409 requires the licensee to also notify the individual when
the licensee is complying with 10 CFR 20.408.

The inspector reviewed termination reports for approximately twenty
individuals who terminated employment with the licensee during 1981. The
reports had been submitted as required.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

6. Bioassay

Section 5.5.1.1.1 of the Health and Safety Manual, incorporated by Condition
No. 8 of Special Nuclear Materal License No. SNM-23, requires urinnlvsls
for enriched uranium quarterly for people employed more than 50 percent
of the time in the FMA, and scrap and salvage personnel. The inspector
reviewed data for the period January through September 1981. The data
did not indicate any problems with exposure control for the six to ten
employees involved in the program.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

7. Surveys

10 CFR 20.201(b) requires surveys to be performed to enable compliance
with the regulations 4n 10 CFR 20.

The inspector reviewed air sample data for the period June through December
1981 for six sampling points within the FMA. The data indicated that all
results were within the regulatory requirements.

The inspector reviewed stack sample data for the period June through
December 1981 to determine that sampling was being performed, and to
determine if the sample results were within regulatory limits.
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The inspector reviewed smear survey records for the period June through
December 1981. The data revealed very low levels of removable contamination.

The inspector reviewed external radiation survey data for the period June
through December 1981. The data indicated that beta-gamma surveys were
performed monthly during the period.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

8. Training

Section 10.2 of the Health and Safety Manual requires that all employees
involved in the handling of fissionable material be given a re-orientation
lecture by the Health Physics Officer on an annual basis.

The inspector reviewed documentation which indicated that all HFIR employees
received the required training, presented by the Manager, Nuclear Safety
and Materials, during August 1981.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

9. Annual Drill

Section 10.2.4.1.2 of the Health and Safety-Manual requires evacuation
drills to be held annually. The inspector reviewed documents that indicated
the required drills were conducted on April 21, 1981. At that time the
licensee employed a three shift operation, and all shifts participated.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

10. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
at the conclusion of the inspector on December 23, 1981. The inspector
summarized the purpose and the scope of the inspection, and the findings
as presented in this report.
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AGAdTUE ,i:ND PA~ST misIbjvY uF rrE SMT

A. History:

In 1i- , the ;eneral Plate Jivision ;)f '!!tals icd Controls, inc.
(1!&C) became involvec in tile nuclear materials field to fa~ricate
enriched uranium into thin fails for use in reactor experiments.

Information prior to this date does not reveal any significant

involvement '.it: nuclear materials.

. .',C fabricited fuel components for thie iNavy's nuclear sjomarine

"S•,aolf" in i r .'v " ,. in in :L,,C .aas issued Special niuclear

.i..terials License ,u: 23 for 110 Kg. cf enric:l,.,j uranium to De usec

ii tl'rý manufacture of comp.lete reactor fuipl cores contaiinirg;

.nricied -iraniu;.1, cladding, an: other structural components.

".C receivet' i contract in ; .• to i.manufactur- ýhe fuel core o f tnim

sjtrmarine "Triton". Tihe contract -was co:,p etýe in k3iiust of l~'

•1 :it , iver; of ti,;ý core. md.',itirr' ', contr.icts for irit,')n
r,.,fuelirn.s w,.ere issued antv completed oy uanuary' of i959.

o''tx~inateh .,-astc anr scrap !'iaterial cor.tzirinj si.iificint luveis

-)f ,iranium ',ere eitir recovered or sent to an aprove.j .jispcsal

Site Inrouqih 0;k ; i'ej,,, er' n. miv Jctober ± ; i inspe,:t ion .erfor;:•eu

-v the mtC, reveials intor'natinni regarding ,isoosal teciniques.

,ii.crc'inw to ,'!w rmsport, .:aste :naterials from iny uyprduct or

no),ratiorn '.iere storý.I in a5-gall)n irums, .nreperly lao'eled ao

stoeeJ on-site .-,)r sr1 pr.i,,t , 2: .'io..e ;)r tc tne licensv custovier

jp.n receipt of sioppinq in'structLons. Tle A.C apruve.. tie Ourial
of cort . r'1lnat,-_: corstruction materials in t'e crca this report

st-lies. Liui,, ..v,ist, an,•, sourc.: materials v.ere not iuriel on Tvxas

* r• :.rui:hint s ro.enrt j.

nr-.)r .•ssinq nucl •,ý,r naterials. ,tt t:,., tii~e, 1 o . s doiflq 3usine'ss

. .l ria, •a'ttl• ;ktmNic ... er La.s , Kn'Y Is .At',.:tic PO.ver La:.,s,

i.:: vartvus ational Laorý.turies. i i 1153 7ianufacturej for

* 3 ac'is.;tts :Instit.ite of fec,inilogy.



A January 1..4 heal1th afl:j Safety ~idfnual ,,entions 'i's rnettiods for

radiloactive w'aste mianagemient. hCcorainq to Via manual, enriche~d

ura~i.ium and its alloys :i:taimeo fro~~i *act~1io turr'in'gs, foil, etc.,

were placed lin speci-illy iesigned, dru;ns and storea in Jlgý 1U.

Uranium ann thcriura contantinatej co;.ioustizles were placeu in'

D6-gaiiofi drums and incinerated on-site. Yhe ashes fromnitis

procr.ss v.erý then ci:oistteneci -.;1t11 ..at-er anc; -3nalyzecJ for U-2o._

content. These waste asrjes were snipped to Jak Aidue or an)

apnrnpriatp recovery site.

Jrj iun. -in! trýc~rium cn Ct-imiflni'teI noncomrnustiole scrip rEtil an

macnirlery *cre collected inG storz±d in urainary "ý-gal Il1n stoci

t~ruins . 1 if2ý .rxinis -.jr ,, i sposd cf thirouqjn ,'utnoriz!-- agencies , or

ý)uriyjd on-site at tie 2.urnpirq area stu~ie6 in tne report... i)ýr i a1

on-sitio ,ccurre.'. Pfter *unjriat*man.l in strict cornpliL1n.C,!

Oit federal reiti itions, namely IJCFR ~24

i i z-iealtj dityslcs person~nel .unio~~t 10cis ,uip in,-icate tiiat no

-iriste po~i~iýrs containin'j source ;:'aterials vwere :ouri--i on-s iti. io

oca~t~Lionor recor ~s inlj icatc that. .-ry cn-sit'! _is.:;Sel

;cCcu rrtek.

'r~)rIUlUL, 1i-29ar: to reiuce its faurication of sourc. *iatcrials
ro.i'rai on s In 1-?73, tnaŽ Source 'Iaterial Lictonse -,'as t,ýrwrimatei,.

.dtwý thi!. ter'niriat~ion, al Aa'stt± 1-anaq-mqn't %.ias pac?'de 3m11 shippe

Ci ra 0',Ile, ienn. for strict accoun~ti ig purpo)sEs.

it por ýa~it thc )'nlj Z;nrt;:1iinatL"I ciattria 1 )ur ie a~-1 e:s

low level scrap ý1aste (most ly rieta 1 iic ) whi ch ,as jI spos3d -_ f in

C~j:. 11 11C l IL 1 . d , -( '; . . nert? is no ý ;i.~cf .nY scirce



2. il.! vi t o n r a; h 1 C '. 1; V i ei'.-i :

F i gures i', .' an.- ; rpevea 1 t~i iump site in earl" 10. Ynis are?
appears localized qitl'i n~aterial being disposed of onlY :61itnin tria

l!ump ioundaries (note black arro,,as).

Fiqjurps 5 and o stiow the same area as it appears today. [he site
has 1ueen coverqý witn topsoil with a grass surface. ti cool iri
tower used in inanufacturfng is located at t~ie south end of the durap
(note :,lack,, arrows).

T~ie :jaQ,. sit,? .as closed in 1 -. uring. construction of-uuil~iwi

ILI. P~lease refe!r to Figure 7. This aerial pciotograpn taK.in during
co'?structiorl inuicates th(! Zounuaries of t:ie past ju.-.p 4n'i sugu44sts

triat t'ie coveriiq soil in this arei 'nay have jeen spreal over a
'yirt ion of tiie constriction -,ite.

Tio rmIotograp)ns In ti is -;ud'l aind tot_- t0) Ir,'; from tin con~str'uction

viter- rrviv e.-tej. Ait." 'aestcr',tt Carnstr-jr~ti n .*, , At tla orora, tile

anIfl '.jrAirq or site -.'ork :ul not Iiave resullted i-i ;-;Ovýý. it 31:
s iifro,;i 16;1 -ý ::ump s i t j :)a s t ti~e wnter.a 1 drea sir),.*mn in F i g-.ire 7.
.)oIi miter ial ~Iou I U have been le f *i t h in the :nu nd ar ie s o f tn e

£ jii ':T- erf- is !'. ii" iC it iof L:iat .etal11ic scrap, c~uc r.iork: or
"bJunk" --tere retnove:c- fromn t~iý sita, e~xcept for tiie sinlge

occ~ir anX .1ich, occurre:' in t!,f sum ~ier of I .r't -As t 1:.Iý
mattri 11 *w.s ijcoverelA .hir- ng contstructi on ct Undergroun-J air
ii0,2s. 1 ,is ;:iaterii*i ;.as renr~oej vid sh ippe., to an i~pprove'j ýjuria

site in lortn - ir,)iina. Full docejment.itipi dnm.4 infortna.-ion 4&E

s'mr. to the i,'RC at th is tirra.

1 1~wft i; p*~rit ios *11I.t J t-. so i I .,tili 11/a Le

!,v. vr a ,i~liite! ir2. .'f tic coristr,:czvavri s ~te. Tl;.2'f.e is 10

.'v1 _t~icr! Iro t!'.e Wioto'jraun o~r frc'i A i ~:i;i )i- vi t.i 4'c tntat
c~~ar1r ~ -r "ater-Lial cr -.iI*~~'vur 'aNe~ C it r

irnz~ i Las j ..'Sll n 1s C ia ti on cf P si t~



1. . Zraglo-yee Intervie-ews:

Personnel involver: with' nuclear operations at ,<:wC w.iere questioned

about tie techniques used in disposing of contaminate. ,ateridl
during this timne.

All those questioned, inclu'ing the Health Physicist ,tnu ondustrial

Hygenist, 'belleved that no material other tnan contaminateu

Juctork and genpral waste were disposed of in this area.

T~ise involved -.ith imaterial dispos3l iterated strict compliAnce

witn 1LCF,, ).2• ,n:: stated specifically that z'•y never .ispuse;
ojf any source m•aterial on site.

J). 5•,iinar;'i Cores:

Aftir rev ieai ig thc; sit,- p.oto-r 3Prs ind o iscussi-i1 tnl xira in(.

procet:ures used ,)y 'Jestcritt Alurlnq the Constrijction of u 1,.1. ,
tnrr•. sep,irate )oringc.s '..re -erfor'nei on JCtojer LIJ, 1,21 h,.
!,ori rgs .ere tlien at t.he f irti-est :uundiaries ,.,*ere any
contaninated iiaterial coul• nave Ieen r:.ove.I .;uri,i; coc".tructicn of

jldqg. i2. 6,1 sei !)n tests 'iescribe'J uelow, i11 tnree uarinjs are
"Plievw.j free from ariny •epo;it af contaiiinatea ,aterial.

•Gririq IU1 is locatUd Soutaieast of t:ne Juwmps; uorinq 1UL, oast; anri
..,.rin, 1)j norti. rwles were frill iu until uer')cx .:as
er•ojntereJ, dt a Jeptl of *wetwe..-.n j.5 andu I f'et. All data on
tu.jsp .-,orin.js re foun'i in [ao 13s 1, A , anu d. [e location of

t:iese jounJary jorings is note,' in r' iure S.

")rvs .,ere oc ti invto i-fPt incr ','s •n 'li ie l•Žrt.Ziise.
.np h s ,,.. re s en. or i:,m i af.e ana lYs is to '1ntro Is t o

LO'-i,' .'"PovI entLi V l t i1 ,i ic. in r anta r t, ;.'; exicc. o succn2 set

,-as i.rt to ti i ,% in Kin; : 'russia, Pe U Sylv ,ria.

r,, r ..j t- ', '; i.c'i -,,or ing c aI 'ýe fo0u.'l-' i:n ,:ie . re:poi-tc.',, in

tf . t,, i icri.:rnts, ,s ctivitt is 14v -• V in I ;n p ii.c : .n f soil f r
at" i~'h I p ~ ac:. u ~ r t i t: I e S.
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"Ar A. GUILD DRILLING CO., INC.
100 WATER STREET EAST PROVIDENCE, R I

-Texa Instruments Attieboro, Mass.
Tx IInstrume nt TV . .

PROJECT NAME Texas Instruments ILOCAT_0N_...... .....
REPORT SENT TO._ above--- PROJ O..
SAMPLES SENTTO Taken at Site OURJOBNO..

SKIET IOF,
calm
HOLE NO. B-1012L
UI9 6 STA.
OFFUT______

WW. ELEV.

ýF;tofa:) Aih!:A OBSERVATiCNS Rods 0AW"# CASING SAMPU.R WIRE BARI E

fitSTART 10/20/82 -
At - L.Wet4Utter Como1Picuts Typ BW ... ILL COMPLET9 101J20/8~

Sie D 21jTOTAL MtRS. ___

At -fle'.. -Hours Hene kI 3004P 140# ~ BIT* ___________

Hommimer F,:i IAL...- - -- IOUL &MG.

; ~ T,~ ja ows per 6" Moist ureSiot SOIL IDENTIFICATIONSAPOn T,:ig' I ~ ~ t Clneat eok~ilc cokw., gr§adaton, Type of AP

F"f T;ý of Chng s ~a ___ ciieic o x-c. olor, typ@, Condition, hard. N ei
ios-~iin me em n CN Im 4 IJ

()1 ' - I n 1i q nAmr% Brown Organic TOPSOIL
--. ~ I ___

-t+:_0_,--) 10. Wet

2 121.2'

3' 6lack Orianic PEAT 3 L2"I
' ' ' '_ . . . ' '' • 1f6n

Gray fine SAND. little 811t

7,' J own silty tine SAND, trace 6!7 fgravelIS0 - 71 I' IA

4Lfi I
L121 I"

12"
1211

- .•' - I~- - -

- - -L --

- -

Gray fine SAND, trace silt
9

IAI
- I I t - F0

Bottom of Boring 10

H-
' " " elI - I I I

- .) %
!~j9 --

A: .

usCO BW _':ASING THEN
Provorf'oa"¶ Jstj 140' lb4 % 30"~e #iv 2 vft S%-'~oivr

,fceC*4mnessot~ Dens",ý omive ConuiswtVc

011t C'2,. 0. -0 ML '"is" C-4 r-of t XC +Or
Rock CarIng

* .< . *..~A



GUILD DRILLING COS3 INCS
10O WATER STREET IA~t PROVIDENICE, R I

To ~ T-ýa natruinw IADORINSS Attleboro. Mao#
RoiECT NAME Texas Instruments_ I LOCATION I

REPORT SENt TO JahD w....k PROJ No
SAPLSSEi1O Taken at Site j 834146

OATE

SU.1 KLEY....
I I I

jPuo0-ArER 06SER"TIONS

We t

At - : I.. 4Or

Rods 'AW'

iType

Slzoi0
iHtomnr *dt

Ptamme Fai.

CASING

BW
24"0

24"1

S/S
CORE SM.

131T

COMPLSIt 0
TOTAL "no.
go*". mPoREM2.

L0C-!'C? CF EDRING _______________

t:0* Tp low$ per 6" MOlsturv trf SOIL IDE:NTIFICATION SAMPL
~Z ~4tk .,O. 5 ot ~ an I Strat Reniarka ineludei Calm, gradation, Type f

Denit -c * soli ic RoC~ck owtypeCondition, hard-
612j-n TOS CPom1or ness, Drilflng Iin,_seemslm and 01C N e

00-1' n 1 I Damp

1% J- IL -

-a' ~
_____& _-inj

- r

12-

12"
Irown Organic TOPSOIL
|rowI silty fine SAND

m ii I HI

,ray silty fine to medium
iAND, boulders (Till)

A 1 nt. I 1I A - ~
I ~ ~ -* -- - 11" .

-I

-, 1~9~~~I~9~

-, I ~9~I . -

.J - - - t-

-' -|[ t -

- - =- _ -

- - - ~.

Bottom of Boring - Refusal
9'6"

3

5
6

8

I.- -
I--

-4

l~m i - I -, ______________ I It

I
i

91
-n. * 7911i

aw.ý L ASING THEN __________________

used~5 I5i 401b*t a 30 *a'4 ý 2 0 0 S~oo.M " AY
.,ace i~j.c, Citwscnlns -Den Vu -fhI.vql conbsgtgf Ea

i - .'S ý0 ".4 Scot 30 + .4&d Ro..o Cocrog~
Some Z'C *0 3 5 C 0-V0 loci: Z-sel 4-is V/SI.t Sgroe *

-iC 30 50 Domu.I A -, sý .. 8-1



, UILO ORILLINO CO.O INC.
100 WATER STRUET EAST PROVIDENCE, R I

lexas Instuments Att-lelboro, Mass.
PCJ~CC hAME Texas Instuments |LOCATION

R(PCRT SENT ro_ above _, I _ROJ __NO.... ••... Taken at Si[t. I.. 1...... 83-146

SKEET OF,
DATE
m"L No. B-10
UNE &S TA.
OFFSET
eliII Vi tti

Jv;&J.:' AAER 08SERVATiCN~S Rods "AW" CASING SAMPLER CORE am SAR T 1/08
at 3161 Offer q.2!MP2"4.rs Two* BW S/s COMPLETE 1~2D77=

S160 h 1 T3/8" TOTAL HR".

Irp I1" MOIeU " Mo sture SOIL IDENTIFICATIONSAP

V.r Chol g sail etc Rocu-color,lye, condition, haord-

S-I I n ! I fnmn I1 Black Organic PEAT
- ~ r

1 '-1' I ~'rrou afltv f~4ma qAMf
-~~~~ -a-- - p~ -

I * , -IV

. ~ -7

n-

Brown silty fine SAND,littli
ned ture sand

A
2
3

4
r%/wet I - I' '~

Cray fine SAND, trace silt

Gray silty fine SAND
91

10'a I InI IN a a
10,

..- -. -.

L-- -

........... ...-...-... -- 4•--i..

. .n - i.f -

Bottom of Boring 10'

6

8
9.2.

10m

.4*---.

L
I - 1 h - A -

A

D~O CA~iNG T".i _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

.~ra~r'o~~~9sedIiCb Wt 31* cil c 2 .0 C Samo'erI

0z '. 0 4 Soft 30 + por Rock Coring

%&no xa c3 MOO4O 480 MoSt'i dmu
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'TIC 6S iý,r"TFVITY li:i

J-I1[1 u,.lI

* I .1 g
.J -.. ,

*I ~*
~ -J

Gros s

'.ross

Oaros s

Gro ss

Gr o,,C

.I-ross

Gross

;r,)ss

:3ros s

oross

.;rL-ss

G;ros s

Gr ss

2

2

2

2

L

1.47

31-,1

U2.

-j3

7 .7u

.4-

+

+ i.04

+ o.i)

.4.

1~

.4.

.4.

+

1~

+
.4.

.4.

1-

+

+

+
.4.

'I-

-.12~

u j.77

J.u3

1 .2:

1 Q.)J

u -7

,g *i
I -,

,I *.-";I

2

-, I -li,

-17-



JI.,T P A'i)T 'IC L Z ,,CTIVITY I.., RC'I/Gý .1

.- IJ2 ; °. - 1 1

1' -2'1

Gross

3ross

3ross
Gross

:Sross

Gross

2
*.

2

"a

.'Af

j .. j4

.2

+

.4.

+

.4.

+

.4.

+

+

+

.4.

4 -J

) I -u

11 -7'

3ross

Gross

cross
Gross

Gross

.;ross

Gross

3ross
G ro s s

'uros s

GJross

3 ro s s

C-

2 5.63
J.62

.1.4

3 .7"

.J2

7 S~

1.74
0.i3

.1 2
3.12

1 .12

1 .21

-.. . h1.

: .•i
0.12

1 .3

/. 13

1 .;'.

u.l!

+

.4-

.4.

+

.4.

+

+

.4.

+

.5.

2

'- .I I - ; . ) I

-i 2~
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'j' -1'I , ~

2,Jm 6Y;(TICLC~j UIICI'v'ITY ha pfI/JI

:-1 .JL -I

-L

2' -'

j , 1 -4

4 A -:ý I

.) , -11 1

ro s s

r o s s

r,. s s

3ross,

t-ross

~;ross

aross

Li ro s

2

"I

.7

.2u

ij. 73u

1 .j2ý

.97

J jb

J3-J

.1.37

3+

.4

4.

+

+

1-

4.

4.

÷9

.9

+

1m

4.

÷9

4.

4.

.u.17

1 .9

12

J. 12

U. 14

1.17,,

u.1c

1

LI -

71 -I

.1.S

a * '6
- -J.u



LI s E nviroou.ttal &1'Ji-j e7-rin) Jeroartv~en con'Vlucte-"J ~;iroun~d

radlological survey ov.ýr tie *iu:,ip site and grourds surrouna.i n g

-Id . 2 fron, J~eptLluer tnrouyp icoe *U ±3C .1Gaa-ray -,ta

,Aere coll.-ýcte_ from 31 area*~s vii icii cul ~IJ h~avi beý'i conta.iinate.;m

-itri -iiterialI or soil fr-r- tYh'ý Kjiursite ,.iurin'4 constr!ýctian. Tn is

a rea aw s 1 vi j ý_ r i n t, r ri Js :) f 2 6 arr f t . La ch g r id wS

cr rf u1I1Iy marK v'2 c+ f p'~e~rý)-%rt/ pri or to tmi survey. F ive

re,,diivjs were ta&.ri ;rcm e.3cii . -i, ne at cCaci ccrnZr nj One2 in

t c en !I-er t 1 et er ýabcv e t e ~ur fac.ý . Thi r hi 9, c st r.iia.Ta

ri-tiation r!-idinq froer !!aci gjriJ *.,is reccrcja" in Micro- rads/hr.

i: ~ . i jr jso,ýs 3n a,-rial Jiew. c.f the surveyed, ar~ ;n:,, itks

r~i 1. ti on to t,,e iumip s ite (n :jt2 t,~c ~a iln n aro u nd a r ea

irstrum,.Žntation in,, C.ili,)ritiocn:

A u u~,'>j 121 portable .iicro .i weter containing~ a I" x 1" :Ia

"r,:,tal Coupled to a 1RCA-.Ii Iphol-to'ltipl ir 1-u.),, rniosjred the

~a,,,, r aýi i at i cr' lcveG1 1 ei-i ngs v~cta ken :,rectV 4 . romn Te

if~ ft.ýr stah 4l1izat i on f )r at Ileast a 4'_j-second l iterval.

~iis v erti ca I i~wate.-] ,i t-i a ýuiv1 ui I4 :,23 Pj 1 ser dc. 3$137

&)r~traz-nh ile t.3 .0i >2 at '~trTFi 2}22jt.2

L J-



;. ________S

The rtE.s'lt s of t:,e rd':iOlOgJiC.1l survey arc. Dresant.CJ in I_~e~
External . aIiwa ray measure'1ernts ran-jed from :oet~veen, 8 and 1.4 nicro
r*/0r. mnn iverage valria of -. iicrc r/lir .souserv,..,, over ILN:
enitire grid area. Cxoosure to tViis average level for 2K hrs/yr, .3

typic~1 wor.i yejr, ,;,ulc laad to arn expiusre of13

micro-roentge'ns. For cor:parison a typical c:%eSt K-ray (according
to the iepartat'erit f'f ri.:alth, Educat ion ar.,ý *Jelfare jata) iriol~!t

yield an exposure of A2L7< micro roentqpns. h-is is more tr'an
Aic~jbl(; the !~xpcsurf3 foou-:2 ~.itjiin tne *4ri I ýrea. 1'!jl.-ai-
ar'Ll-s measur-a at the :naxi1~inu range ol 14 mii'tro r/hr :anl -:L f3:j,

a~ppr:ximatý-l,', ýýU y,;s 10 13V /,-, s L'. Of uý.ri iJ!d site,

at qjrid locations -Gand 412respec~vely.

wA roenrtg~en is a unit ceffii.o for ra,,ijation )rrltectic-n rirposes

for people exposý.d to p,~netratinj jdlmwa railiatioin. A mricru-
ro,1-itqt.n) is one-millont.i of a roan-tgen.

). SdCroturl ;ýad iclogical Characteristics:

I~ac.cgrounVý radiological coaracteristics .,.ere !:evelcpe~i Fro.i 7;;easu-
remn,ýits taken off-site and witnin a oine-Inile radius oi TI's proper-
tv. 1 nt'rinlition !.-:as ulso gatliereu- fromn se lecter- iata ira oifl isiue:i
reporti. Th-. majority was uotained from t,.,e Ervi~cnrmenta1 ,ýdiatinn
okwient :oniitoring ý,ystem (L'iW:.) surve iI lanc-_± prograi~ of 01 LA'
Jffict? of k&Ji at ion Programs arid from tni 02pt.. of Erier,,y ' S ~ 0
ligical .urvey of -:,ie Soipack' LarI~fi 1, 4orte-1, ;ri, cofl.!uctt':j .;y Ja~k
i".i lqe Ilationatl Laboratory datedi 16/dl, (DUJC/&'V-'JJ6o31 .L--)

-cv isO~)Laifl~ ~ :irec t :e~isureie~it off-Oit. :io~. ilJ

? e 1-- n(; 103 micro-roentg;ens/ur -..vi th an average if 3 ,Iicro-
r~ug~~ 1hr. inforreitio'ucti ii for rteoorts i:nJicate.j twie

iveraqe 5ackgrouno levels in ttie mtt 1 e--nro/,icr-.^,n irea to C.'!

T i Ž t c t:.i1 :3oy -Y% os2z r om na t L;r a 1 ,a c'ýqrortx-, -i te c~ ic11int, or

,,t t l!)-.i-, ,, A i s e x ec t ,C t o -ýe siii i".jr to t, at r epo r te fo 0r t r .
s.tates o~f .;assac!wSetzs, 1Z hI-e I s Ia n, 2 n oun;i e C*i C Iji t (2_ P

1 177 ). L'stimiates cf exposure frorn cosni,:, t,!r r Ps -r ia1 a n.

in 'ern., sources --pp~mr in iau; Ie 7 .



E~ C!):rarisoflto trie ;iyt. of v '!jvJrvey:

Ani deridi radiohoqic3l survey o'is con.:ucted over t-ie F1 incjustrial

C,.-iplI'.- x i n A t t Ie r o a s s ,c, se tt s f rnia tn e &: t, ~iro u g s , i .
i'he s~jrvevi w's con (Iuctrj j t An al Iti tL;,-e Of 41(1.J f t)y a
:iflicopter containing t-.;er~,y soo~im iedile Jaitectors.

Garnna-ray data 'mere coll-.1-ted over a 4J K-i: (approximately Ii~
squariu' ri~ies) artoa cený.rp, r ci tne complex uy- flying north-so~tri
l imps spaced 7rui (2,U ft) :icart-. Fihe nrocess,2d Jita irhflcate'J tfdt

-!etctar3v. ioisntipes io-c, tho~ir assoc iate.) gafnna-ray exocsujre
rates; :..,re consistent -*jit1' Lhose egp'2ctenl fro'.n -crm.0 uacqrouil2ý

e t r& e. ~xt ern a x 0 o ~surce rate s .. 2r~ e e a- l nz'anj

m'icro)-roefltgens per flour (iur/i;) 'avpr tne :ir~np site*.~ small area

to the~ couthieist of the a~rea ;h-2o vei-s itn -.fe 11-11D r1nrH..

iTie survey of t--e 7-1 industrial complex .-i~is req..ested jv n~e Unitýý
-jt t on ;,u, c .a r *;equ 1 it ory Cu~sion tnc~C !A ~n as cdn1"Uctf~k .:.y

t-le Jriit;.!f 'St,-ts )32prtment of TCn1rqy 's ( )' '3s) *ý,n ot * esn
La.,or .torv (.A.,L). '. is forte r 3 ý y ~ if

[ie-3t rosults art? Cor.SjStz~nt -qit-i trie ",.i.surem~erits v)jtair~e' frow
tIe I& 1.3:'iol'31ical Survey.
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Owaatonna &0 a W6#uusCIUNN

.Ssslfi n f4 uha
I NB TR RM E NT S ]a

LUDLUM MEASUREMENTS, INC.
913-2W350

POINT OFFICE BOX 248

501 OAK STREET

SWEETWATE . Tr XAS. U. S. A. 79536

CERTIFICATION OF CALIBRATION

CUSTOMER:- rf _____ORDER NO. -61

Model No.. L21 S!N/ZN••_

Detector Model No. - S/N

Type of Source: Cs137

Size of Source: 150 mCi

Range Calibration Point

/",z V0P - ijl dl

1J~24L~4L24~

Dial Reading

Model 500 PulserIRange's) calibrated with a Ludlun

Cs137 source traceable to NBS, 142 Mr,'HR @ I meter TFN22400S--Oct. 2, 1980.

Da te .4 fi 7 Si gna ture- - - 6

-24-
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Table 7

Estimated annual Total -JoJy 3]ose of RaJioactivity from ,iaturel

acckoround in Vicinity of ittleboro, •-asacn:usetts (ireri per persen)

State Cosmic Terrestrial Internal Total

N-'as sac -wset ts

ej,,ocle Island

,Annec~ticut

40

40 13IU

133

1231
1.186C)



it. Tec!-niques an Aletlro1joo':

For tlils stuj!y a su~rifs of L iells v.-e,1river, to !ý-~r - a~ll

1.)cjt..'i approximatl.2v 1;:j feet frCrn the initial Jj~ip-site me1:ry
;mte Tai1e 3. Sarpoling -.ccurreL . -Etweern .,ay an,! 2c-toz~er of 1A32.

All .,ater s~imples ;aý-re ;rvj~n w' r..ýans of iron..~e moni t~rin'

pumn ;ranufactur.:ý, ',y E.A.M., L-sex ~junction, O'r~Iont. integrity

-ff:-tivt~v cleanin'; of all =jui~qmserit .fter eic'h .ele TI To .,e

*issure-J of nio cross conta~rir'ati:ýn ir tn.! -..e l i tl

f.~ lov.iirg t 3chn ique -,,s per forma.j: af t'ýr tr .:e II is samp Il~j t~ie

growijvvwate~r pu-pnp ijsel t oz nt-i n tne syriolp -as *:Iusnied fhr .. I "z
*-iintites -,itn fresh -. it~ Thon' ý sa-:ipbŽ cf t--. cleaning -.iatuar 1,3

Iross -1101a ird -i~ta cantarniniti:)i :-:, (..e- T;exico). -'

*ijjpr!c ia:Ie~ la-1 fr~ '~~i lcctiv it /:22Yt r*

!)'~I 9?s iv li c4ncd vitO *ý.-)1 ic ater, an I s,-i t to 2

*-.'!at JS,;C Kin. f, ýr-;ssi!, -?.±1isylvania ;or ai-calvsis. Far

':1-00 1 te ý'iscussion Cr, -mnalYticL Ien1lo s ;)r~paration
tIuins~tru;.'e2nts 1S.ja~lrUl ýi V n ve~~i.nd l ialtY ' ssuraný--

pin p ltm.ie refer to tippconuix A.

-:27 -



CEP anaflyz-2d -ýll samples for activity in !.-ater (pci/liter) for

¶notl dlssolval and susp'an.,Jei sc.lits Zs .et--flned in ,iater and )Ci/
gio ., suspende,. solids, note Tiijle l'. V aoititle an isotopic

scon '-ias P~rror.,ier1 on tný. '.-Ater fro:.n .qe1 -7,tesu r.,?sjl ts are-

t~3S'.Id uponl tne results )'tained from Taule i.and 10, it -..,a decided

tha8t the overall1 activity a3ppeared to 4:.. 1~ :~t-st nzar ý 7.
It ilso Capp(e8rre frc:-i tie r.hotcqrapiic revie-,,i of this area, tilat

jrioed, or pushq-.i in tj5 location.

T.10 cores 27.' anc 27S ; .eri lied a:ppro/i:-.ately 2) fý!'t Froi! iac.

ujtl'cr )y' GuildI Jrilling Cocipany. c3cri c~re .. 3s *-:riveni to JesiroCk
,inJ sectioned into I F'-oot intervals. ý,na1lsis *;as perfor.'ned for
gross alph-a; and beta anid the folloaiing isotopes; raiuiri-eU';

!iri3niumn-2:4, -423t, ,,nd -23J; tiiorium-22,, -23'j a3nd -2.32. r-rosults
of these ana3lysis ar-i iivnn rin r-D1e E. U!rinq rrocor']s a~re i ven
in T-:jles 11 a"'ld 12.

T~core taken from tlie a: id are3 ~-,.: ana lyzed ~yI. r. LSSý?X

'unc t i on V ., no levels above? bacNro-jnL -were Uetectm2.j iross
-ilDilO iii pci/litter -w3ls reportedi at 7 + 06; )iross beta- ~-uat j +
awl total urarnuim in :;iq~ 1 t JU. se ae~i re r.2ported in~
-ci/litnrs 'is in -?A -I cur extraction paroccIiure vis pýrflormIed.
To- )rocei!ure f.ir t~iis test is out lined irl i .'jy 'L:, "D 2Q EIra

~j ~;~V, VI u:ne- -6, )uir 3 qes 2'31427 tiroug _'.133.

.d,"



T aDJ E 7ie- j jrC-d r e 9 -1t, S, 1i Ud C .<I rQ-, r ir t'ie ..crto1- "ttI e a,)ro

irc~a in IJ1of j.~,&4 p ci fojr 22c, ra -ana .;.1 o ci For u' ~2Per ;ra:;

0a no g. .ne s f* or zý a v ar i t,- btw e ei a n J a Jd Lo

)C/rViof s~oil a nd !between vb a .-, J..34' :ci/ýjrarý, of s)il1 for
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IAJLC .

IJe'it if ii it io,n m')'a lys 15
$iispendr.J

2C itIi ter

*Ds o I .ý
ci t r .)C ih~ra:m

+ .

l~ros s

Gross

';ross

*;ross

3ross

irc. 3s

Gross

iro~ ss

S1, o~ Ss

Gr c.s s

de~ t a

15 t" 3
1 + I

7 +

÷9

h~+

iJ+2 17

J 14

27
-)et~c ter,

.9.4

3

,w,

;, 2,;

i% iptide

bet a

2t a

11+

22+

:7 +

1E7 +9

12S +

5

10

-4

4-

I.,

+ +,*~n Jtc~

+ 2 !3+3

27

7

12-.

7

1.- 11

51 +
3 I
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13UILl 1RILLINO CO.8 INC.
100 WATER STREET EAST PROVIODNCE, R I

TO Teaa GIn .truments JADDRESS Attleboro, Mass.

POWECT NAME Texas Instrnments ILOCATION ATTLEBORO, MASS.
REPORT SENT TO _. above IRoJ No
SAMPLES SENT TO taken at Wte IOUR o4NO_

6"ME L~~ Of

DATE
Nm.C No. R.27-L
LINE G STA.
OPFFT-

.1

As

'ut. hAA'U -)8SkRVAT,CdNS

P.- 'Vier 4't

-. -. #Ef - qi

Rods -AW

Type

SHizOe 0

CASING

24#"

SAMPLER
s/s

.J0111

aOPt BAR

airt

START 8/25/82 -- -

COMPUETE 87_5__/8
TOTAL "RS.

WRING PFM . . ... k
IIWPECTOA_____
SO"J ENGRO__

-- wi per 1"M.te Srt SOIL IDENTIFICATION SAMPL
13 -, on Sompiee~os~r .5 Meifr*S- rat Remarks include color, gradation, Type of

,*.~, TnSme ~ s' Chiong@ so11i'c Rock - color, type, condition,hard -Ii--Lm 6,s Driaing lime, seams and Psf
I -) 1 4 10 15 12 ,1 O4" 3rown orianic TOPSOIL 3- ~4 1

__21 11
Uk W .2

_D__4_"7-

y # t
- ~. - 4

Gray silty fine SAND &

gravel, TILL

6 ' -0"1 ll
6

4

7

15

Gray-brown silty fine SAND,
Little cobbles

12'-6'1 Refusal 12'-6" m ' m lw n 1 f •i

- , - -

I. ..- -

I---- i---~-*1~

_ _

Bottom of Boring Le'-O

I -- p.-'-,-

ii
I

i

.- p ,'-"ACE TO .L~lý

':1 -Ohl

USE 2 ASIG. THEN 5z ,: a!) -
Piowolions Used 1401b *1 1130" IVl on 2 0 Sampler UMt
frc 0 1'o'O%ý C00143onless Density C hte v@ Consistency Earth Boring ý
'111 ;c*-cV' 0-0 '_000e 0-4 50 ? 30 + Haord Rock Coring

$a* 20,035~0/c 10-30 Med Dense 4-8 M/Siite Samples
-N3 - 50 Dense 13-15 stiff

ý-%fA Ar. 0. ".. i .*. - I



-L'AD3 Ljr-

QUILO ORILLING COS$ INC.100 WATER $TR1E? EAST PROVIDENCE. A I
A Instrum~ents Attleboro,__Mass.11711 ADDRESS Ateeo aB

PRO~,#ECY AiME 7;xa sh flle I OCA~iOP4 AT-TLEBMI, 14A3S.
REPCA T SENT1 TO __ t~ a t Lw IjN

SAPýESSET 0 __ -t ýe--_`_s_______e QOUAJOSNO -..- 03-as

WE~T OF

OATE.
'tML NO.k2-
LINE a STA. -

OPFUT

-3w ELEV.

_ _IF
WER -.e5ER1.ATrNS

.!I: _lp .... AGUFS
Rods -AW
Tyne@

Sao.1 0
Hmcmer *1
Honmitw Foi.

CASING

Bw

14"

SAMPLER

SIS#

ODE BAR

BIT

START /59
COMPL11111.T( IE5~
TOTAL KRS.
DORIe4 PMMAN n-Srai,

SOIL1 VAGR.

SOIL IDENTIFICATION
Remorka iftluI'* coior, gradation, lyp* of
jsiti c Roc%- woIrftypO, condtion10, hard-
r~ss Drllngn tumf, seamns and etc

0!

Brown-gray silty fine SAND
gravel, some cobblesFILL

Gray-brown fine silty S•UMD
& gravel, little coarse
grave I

,fusa 1
*om

t.

A '~

uSEC -N._ CASiNG TH~EN 'z;" L U - .L--" -" "
Proportioii 'Jý01 1401b W I 30Ofo~il Q 2 00D S~orro 5UMMARY-

*45:1.o':' CiQle OI@ Densit Coe0v C+nsec Earth Rcck arrun
~ceC -t~ ~ agon~ 0Ln"a' 0ohsi Ca~it? nc+y ar jec E Corih'o0Me Dens 4-8MSufSni O' :- -3 Mo -es -. Sl



ýAVLE 10%;ITIF1CtMTiYJ' 'YP; -'F A. A: Yý

5ross --Ipma

.'rgs uiqta

(a .u1 i 3'

Jran i tm-23i,

2ra 33

T:-ir ium~-ý.3;

+ ~.7

,. 1j+ ,.U2

'- /I, 12 -4 ,

.r s s ue ta

,ran iu'-Q-2 I.A

Ur in iurn-23j

Tmir uri~-L,:

T i;jr IM ir-230,j

uioriui-A?232

~.i .1

* t L.

11

1.7J

2.J~

'4 * ~.j ..J

.4

+

+

4.

4.

.1

i .'

~
')

*A ~I

j .~3

~., .w~,

v.13

+ j..j

I -I
9-. -u iross r¶1j613i

Uross jeta

a*. I i us:i -2 2

Ulra,IjA-3

I:.r IL

J/ 01

+

+

4.

.4.

4.

4.

1*

+

-I.

1.j

1.4

I., .3,.~

J.11
'4..

U .ue

9-,

.4.4...

1) .4)

9-, . :J 3



9., )'~i'

aos .1iue7t22

:r an i ign -2 3

'Jraniium-2j33

ho ri ji-2 23

Th'r i umfl 3 J

I i-) r iu m -232

J. 17

LJ5
UJ.7

j. .J3

+1.

+1*

+ 9. j.13

+ J3.17

+ .J5

+4 j.3 j2

+ j. j 12

j ,/ j ,zross .Alphia

~ross Jeta

'.ac iurn-220'

Jr in~ i um-?314
iJrzin i uin-23j:

ý rar i 1'in-?- 32-'

7 >ior ium-223

7 1c-,ri'.Ji'-L'30

7 . 4

J.15j

*J.12~

J., 10'-12' .1ross .'% 1P )
Gross Jet~t

UJr.inisiiv-235

Jr '-niurn-233

T io r i um-in3

! -,o r i'.j:;; - C' 3 2

16. + i~c

s.J +. U.11

U. C)

.4- ..J

32o -



::/5 u'L .2Iross ;Alo

Gross .,et

a,!i iUI1-2 ?

Jran i ui-Z34

,jran i iun-2 313

Tiori u~::-Ž2~3
T riur -3

1.43

/-.76i

U J-.ý

,:,D L'41 *;1ross ti1pria

ir3n iuin-Z3

T, -) r i .r-i .xi - 2 11

i ir iuin-232

4 J4

U.71

i .772

U.11

.7i

0.03

1 .4

j.13

%.17
%j. 0 L.

J U-+

~J j

.7 ,' -,-

,rcoss aeta

Ilra iuin-234

r.tijam-23.3

,.,,oriun-23u

S7

'~.49

;J . L

--37'



7S .. ,'-?,'

1r~ini urn-?34
.iran i u-ni-35

'iran i umn-23J

T )r i i -- ("32

L .7

J).1~

4.

*1~

+

+

+

+

113,

7;.j

LI7.) JAA~ Gross .ilpha

M'I-i LuI-226

:Jraniu j-i-2-3,

1.75 * 0.2

C:. L + J1

S+ '..03

I~1. + *J3U

u ..1+j.

.) I G*

Z1 -' 0 -111 l

Uran i urm-234

P roriuu-22j

I-.

1 . 90

.753

U. US

U.

.33

.il

1~

4.

+

1~

4.

4.

+

+

+

J3.74

3. 3

O.

j u.

u . 'i 2,



Mic ttle.ý.rt) facility is locateJ in too Sea.'oarj Lov.-1anC laction

o~f t-me Jiew Lnyland pnjsioqrap'oic Provin~ce. illis section is a strip

of 1,ýnc al.-fly tlie coast; it ri~o:! little :--,re tnafl OvUO ft2t -)0va

se-3 level atid extaf!us t~sta-,ar,: Fr-m'n Tnnectticit, t;1r~uqn A - oC
: islaIiC: ý!ass 3c'~ t ts , aw.: ~.:am~s~hir-2 irit) 7-inef. i:. i~ late 1I
*'cr!ti o'* t~i, ,ttle--Uo-o a3rea tnere is probi;, a tranisition zorec

;.-t-.icr: 't'e io.j1dnd 311J thi! ;WtY. LIIglirfl Iup 13n? -,c~tiofl.

1)r'?snt to;poqr.IphiC featur2s are protmLlY the resUlt of glacial an.d
rlicr-nt eros ion. Lie st-ioy are-a is jn;e)i reý.oiinantli y
.. ak rrc,, !ý1t --f cLarloniforous s--1irnentary r"CKS. lca rso
',a s uno.týl ir'!ater --In tie vCUa tnan -;n :ne strongy ro~ck oel'tS,
tI'us 'Zn ud Ivjte li-eatior olf Uip tjpo-j.or-iic 1;-aLures, sirali

su is n W v a ety s t ia t n eriral t r end n cr!,we s t a.nd sou t.-ie a St

ie ie'm le !Ove!r "Jasin, Ltia prim3ry ..,t-3rs:ni s~tilti tuiY
a ,%- i s f orma j ny Li es .~r ýs ion a 1 p ru e sSe s .

E ]-.watioiis ranq~i from SO) fee.t (plains and valleys) in Itt-e southern
-)a rt tr - f (e et ib ove s ea loveI ( uplIan.1s) ~e r e .i n vi 1 ne t., te
rhwrtherni part of ti~e TI fac ilIity.



.j ST:UGTUR ,I.', .)irATI.it3Ar'iY

[,!Attip ,or arta lIies entirely ,ithin the ..arragjansett .Wisin, a

structUral 'Jasinl and topo'grapniciC V:ani.1 'a is partly s~re
Ito trie 50utI :)y te ..atters (,f .arragansett Lay. Tý. axis cf a

northeast-iar'J-strikic.9 syn~clinie is prý!sent in tite s5,ttherfl Portion

of t-ie ::iapp"J 3rea. r,,; ixis continues e.istaarci to tie city .)f

T.-iunton (U3S0 1.ý't7a). In a ito , n anticline may ',;e pres:,flt in

tr.', ncrthnern half of Ltie a~e rea; tii2 protaWl axis extellus

3ast-nurtniedst from west of '..atsofl r'ona' tUJuI'i 1)/a).

Fe rok in t_ ýrq'iet a~i:1 l r IY_ 5 iilt.llt.ry, ;cf

:ns !1 yVani 1) ag e, 3~nl approx ilflitd ly U J fte±t tn ick( J

ij~:,).Tht., r'ordvifle conglainer.ate of ilnnsylvaniiwii e, tne oluest

rock exposiiý in tVie nasin, li'!s -.jnc~nrformaL.1y ..n ok.'-r crystal11.ine
rjcý5. 11e :~O~2isla'dJ for:;:ation, the i~ost ._-xtensive ;ýatrock of
t~ie ýasin, overlies trne P~ndville co-nglomerate and tCae .1a.flsutt.3
-;' riltiOlf vIIJ, in plaices, rests A~irectly jipon tie pr;:-IPennsylvavian

crystalline rocks. 1*;e Petnnsylvaniain rocks prr ojulyi .ere I32pOsiteu
in tio '"roaad crustail C'o;..n%-.arp of the jarrajansett -'a~in. ..o ','drinŽ_
fossilis are flund in tI'e r)ck-, *f t~iis a~j2, sr. the, basin probaoly
":.IsS sePara~ted froin thit s- a .:Lr inj Al 1o f '±~insylvaoian ti.iie.

jenieral uplift near the oni of t-ie Peinsylvariiir periol1 miay riavi

een relate~l tj a late pncise of th-a ;'ppalachian revolution (USGS

i.J.i ;iow..ever, u!) Iif ts in toe Tertiary v ric and suasequent

erosion resulted in a ueeP dissection of central and eastern

'1sr'ciu1.sLtts arld reiloval of tne sý1ifinents 'rifi tico Attleoojro at-ea.

Vali1leys tha~t wee ordxc in tht.ý Narragansett ý,F area and t'ien

f illed' %wito )lacial *Iejosits ire nom 4ei 1 Ieo seýa level,

1w 1c m'I ta a -:.a I a c ia l:;1i t,su r- 3c e ,.is atu cn;i Ii qi Er

r-!l.itive to scti level tni'i the-:- ;)r2Sei-t lan,'~ surface. T~ie Tair:tun:
.<iver r.. th,,' suut'loast of msttlejorc, fhr :ýxiipie, Flo.-is -,JOvi: .

:)Y%: i La c ial1 v j leyv, tie 1:lo!jr o f .t,hi C.:i is cu v,2r 2j .'11i .iý Ilacii d Idri I:t
anc is -,anoral ly ~.oout 3jo to QU 'eat :l;ca 3t2 lv~l (UJJS 1:,j7djl



UniConso I 1i~te( d!eposi ts of ~'.4at.2rr~arv agn .-at le alriost allI (if. t'e

mttlelYoro ra-2,or~. _,e glj:ia eer. pýiS'rŽ 1~id '10-M .4 at 123st

cor~tinen.tal ice. s'ieets tr it z~teridel .,s far Soutn as Longj
Ishdid and ~ jersey. 7)e ~jire r~ov,ý- rost of tni2 pre-71dci~l

-iti-ired )ie(irocK. ýtr.l ro-id !..v t~i- gla-ier .,s ..r i~rte

.in, *epositell -.-s till ".j ne Ice, -is sai an !ravel biy 'i7e It - ijate r

streafls, and is silt aind clay in lak~s. So;;ie till lies dire~ctly on
" J'.rock; in -ýt'1~r cs it is ov42raiqi by Ter..- smiall, thin swan-os

contairiintj muc% _ýn,! pe'at *-id -y strtar ccurs--.- wit stglacial

4 11 JV i LIM. jilit clay c ai cZLA' 1 ited ir~ temoo'rary ij',12 aJ

.]-I! tius 3represent 1 calIly ýt t-i, of, it' in, ;ir on t,ýp u

:1 -)ns iS ;f s and in.; :.rav.ý!1 Ion of these 'A~posits ;lave since

:*:ýp")its w..it",ir tne lc iaciated ere ?re rf'Bativei! flor in extent
3n'J' thicknoss. $trevis: lav OLpositi-j ýliv.:'ong tneir -nurses

U3 l ast t-lacitir r-ice'je'. r'iese ýerposits con~icnily Ove±rlie

ýii1, .'UihII is also lorcally expos"J' at t'le S,;rrJce.

L .iL Y_ .t

::'.a t i o~ i' 1t ~i s i tie .ittlecoro irea can _ie jircctI1,'

cbrrelati?,] -.1 t-i ttic s.jrfic jal IJe2rlogy.. The b'!arinv) c",p3ci ty 3f, t>'
1 l j .ý i, ir ' Y t~ ":ons per square foot) -Pcause o~f
L?-1 s 'i tv Y 3J ~or s ir t i i i. %_xoan'3inn is nuqli-.i~ii!. T.

2r in~ ci.ci 91it y if t'I2 ~t ra t if i n1,.-ciOt .esit nd alluviuvi

C-Ii '), 2-0f~.*.i i atlel s.zrni/gravel airsiltc I y tif f or!ier
- i n.. ratc-d f*.iir ( ' tc . te s .,)r squ.are 1 oit) to poo~r (I to , .-on

per sql'i.re foot) and for silt and clay is very poor ( less t'iar 1

pen:~r squinre foot) ') ooor. itruct-ires f'ouiued! :ver smail lenseýs

,)f c-irs ~ layCL or -jilit s~t tie uei ' ,pen 11 ya'd
ýPie ion is r~c ii ýV :et.i , ic :r c&p'sits (JSý

-4i-



pi e irs f ro, t>.:e itif or n-at 1 or: uitýr i s 15stujiy LItrA* t. e
reifijiactivitv level of -~s~ Iato~ria IS iS sffiCiently' 116 S" t'Ia t (IC

2(oriij 2r ri rt1, pu. i c I s ,xpoer_ - to rec e ive a r-, i!ir~ , os e i n 5 ~sS

o f 1 'iijri per yp ar to 1".-e lung or 3 11 m1i1 ir as oer P ar to 0 e !.j 1
from i roia 1 at i un anz. inijes t. . ) n res ra ..; i it i J-) lo a -,j i,2e I ifl:2s .- r

I'Cc irel(ad the Zriv irom _-t i rotec. . i w' i ývrr) rU-r "-ct I" n.

,3,j A us t tra n su r an i wn e e1ei!_a r t s ! r e s iý,t rin t~ ý ' i i 7r r jr i ~t ~s - re sulti

I.ds ri1s trLcn t s,~ p r e;tr ty is ~uff1Ci'K cn si tv adt !~o

irjvia1' 1 rece ive an ex teri I ;~ose cjr-ater :-df an nicrorrcýit. S

p~r, ,,rjr iiV)OV( :)ackg(roufli. r H 1s ads srii- frori t~ie ra3ýijlwjical surveyI

Conruc:JC t~jI river tie J isviisa 1area .an- ;_iscust.'] ')r-?vi1 us lY ill tn S

All Cot inte aterl al is ~ur ieJ unter so i 1 is cove2r, ý_ Žc
ýiri :.* _,as c, verino. hc~c.?5vi~i1 1i to arfl naterial*il flv C

01 tri() 11 ! :v quar~s it is very unlk ~c ,ly tn is vmuli1 occor.

ýc-tr(atios ?S note,, in lt.ie test .;orings pe~rfror',ieI, -; 11 Oeh)o. tf-e
CCr~rtri ifS jivon in tne 4;( 2J)rit1fl,:Iiiic-i is za S-

)(in ~ ~Clt ea'iu stanom~ris. 'su:-;-ary .)f tnese ax iiu;;: co'lcmtratitons
;), rm Ž injcor :, Iisposa 1 opt ions 1 -4 is sj-,:!miriz-*Li in Tm 1it! 14.

is our corit.entiont Loat tr:e Cictivity ojf ras,:iojctivC .. aterials ..ra

tr~icient a 104n ftxas lnstr~anents Inc. rir to Ju V >iir
~;t~r~JŽ-n-si te. .wcau~s-z of tne .ie1~ vol.ýý -F soil ill , to *ireý,

.lin:-i ;1u--iti tative~lv 1%,u11 Xl e. 1W,').A)j cu'Ac i CV r' S "I. .)C 0 d1 0ý'scS:.

of, txrispirtat io- to ai license.. :is~c-,s~1 site2 ki~h ~It atc :racticll

nor ju .at i' hl' fry tie sta.iDci it t;) "le ip -)I-c ~ *~ j~m1

* wopo)se LO leýave tie Si t: intict ay'd rtx4uý-St 7. e~intin~

L icnC .,0 2., uriner .`41. JPt1,ion Ac. 'A.

-.4 'ý-
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Introduction

This document has been prepared by Controls for Environmental Pollution, Inc., (CEP) as

requested by Frank Veale of Texas Instruments, Attleboro, Massachusetts.

The following discussion will include; analytical methodologies used to analyze Texas

Instruments' soil samples, preparation methods, instrumentation used, calculation method

and CEP's Quality Assurance Plan.

1.0 Analytical Methods

The procedures used for this contract are routinely utilized by CEP in the analyses of

environmental samples. The analytical methods used have been studied collaboratively

and found acceptable. CEP's analytical procedures are the same as, equal to, or better

than those currently used by the Environmental Protection Agency. All data reported

by CEP and the limit of sensitivity to each analytical measurement technique is

reported at the 95% confideice level.' These methods are derived from, "EML

Procedure Manual", HASL-300, U.S. Department of Energy, New York, N.Y., U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency "Radiochemical Method Manual", Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory "Radiochemical Procedures", LA-1721 and J.J. Mueller, "Radio

and Water Chemistry Manual", June 1966, ACNP-6653S.

1.1 Soil Samples

1.1.1 Sample Preparation Method

The following soil sample preparation method is used routinely by CEP

and was used for the Texas Instruments Project:

1.1.1.1 The plastic containers were opened when they arrived at the

CEP laboratory and their contents transferred into new clean

drying pans.

1.1.1.2 The drying pans filled with soil were placed into an oven at

110 C and allowed to dry thoroughly.

1.1.1.3 After the soil was thoroughly dried, the soil was pulverized to

approximately one-hundred mesh.



1.1.1.4 After the entire soil sample was ground to one-hundred mesh,

the soil was mixed and separated utilizing a splitter box

technique.

1.1.1.5 The thoroughly mixed soil sample was spread out on new clear

plastic, marked off into quarters, and aliquots taken from each

quarter until a uniform sample was collected for analysis.

1. 1.2 Gross Alpha and Beta

A 10-gram aliquot of the pulverized sample was ashed in a muffle

furnace, dissolved in hydrofluoric-nitric acid mixture. The residue was

dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid and evaporated several times with

8N nitric acid and transferred to a tared planchet. The Gross Alpha and

Gross Beta radioactivities were determnined using a low background gas

proportional counter (Beckman Wide Beta 11). The Gross Alpha and Gross

Beta activities were corrected for self-absorption.

1.1.3 Radium-226

Two-hundred grams of dried and pulverized sample was placed in a

Marinelli beaker and counted for eight hours, on a Ge(Li) detector, which

is coupled to a 2048 computer based, multi-channel analyzer (Northern

Scientific). The resulting spectrum was fed into a computer and specific

nuclides, if present, were identified and quantized in terms of energy and

net count rate with the aid of the computer. This method was approved

by EPA to determine Radium-226.

1.1.4 Isotopic Uranium (U-234, U-235, U-238)

CEP used the following analytical method for analyzing Uranium-234,

235, 23S in soil: A ten-gram aliquot was spiked with Uranium-232

tracer. Total dissolution of the soil was performed using hydrofluoric-

nitric acik mixture, nitrated and evaporated to dryness. The residue was

dissolved in concentrated nitric acid and again taken to dryness and

redissolved in dilute acid. The sample w'as purified with an ion exchange



resin column. The Uranium was electroplated and the discs counted on a

solid state alpha spectrometer and the chemical recovery was

determined from the Uranium-232 tracer peak.

1.1.5 Isotopic Thorium (Th-228, Th-230, Th-232)

CEP used the following analytical method for analyzing Thorium-223,

230, 232 in soil: Two ten-gram aliquots of the specimen were taken and

Thorium-232 external tracer added to one of the aliquots. Total

dissolution of the soil was performed using hydrofluoric-nitric acid

mixture. The residue was dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid. The

samples were purified with an ion exchange resin column. The Thorium

was electroplated and the stainless steel disc was counted on a solid

state alpha spectrometer and the chemical recovery was determined

from the Throium-232 tracer peak in the second aliquot.

1. 1.6 Limits of Detection for Soil

Parameter pCi/gm

Gross Alpha 0.3

Gross Beta 0.1

Radium-226 0.05

Uranium-234 0.05

Uranium-235 0.05

Uranium-238 0.05

Thorium-228 0.05

Thorium-230 0.05

Thorium -232 0.05

2.0 Activity Determinations

Analytical detection limits are governed by a number of factors including:

2.1 Sample Size

The sample size is taken based on the numerical data one wishes to obtain which

can cescribe a particular situation and which can be interpreted as a basis for



possible action. The sample size has to be representative and provide for

accurate analysis or the entire process is invalid.

2.2 Counting Efficiency

The fundamental quality in the measurement of radioactive substance is the

number of disintegrations per unit time. As with most physical measurements in

analytical chemistry, it is seldom possible to make an absolute measurement of

the disintegration rate but rather it is necessary to compare the sample with one

or more standards. The standards determine the counter efficiency which may

then be used to convert sample counts per minute (cprn) to disintegrations per

minute (dpm).

2.3 Background Count Rate

Any counter will show a certain counting rate without a sample in position. This

background counting rate comes from several sources: 1) natural environmental

radiation from the surroundings, 2) cosmic radiation, and 3) the natural

radioactivity in the counter material itself.

The background counting rate will depend on the amount of these types of

radiation and the sensitivity of the counter to the radiation.

2.4 Background and Sample Counting Time

The amount of time devoted to counting background depends on the level of

activity being measured. In general, with low level samples, this time should be

about equal to that devoted to counting a sample.

2.5 Time Interval Between Sample Collection and Counting

Decay measurements are useful in identifying certain short-lived isotopes. The

disintegration constant, or its related quantity, the half -lite, is one of the basic

characteristics of a specific radionuclide and is readily determined if the half-

life is sufficiently short.



2.6 Chemical Recovery of the Analytical Procedures

Most radiochernical analyses are carried out in such a way that losses occur

during the separations. These losses occur due to a large number of

contaminants that may be present and interfere during chemical separations.

Thus it is necessary to include a technique for estimating these losses in the

development of the analytical procedure.

2.7 Equation

The activities per unit sample mass or volume are determined using the following

formula:

Az C-B + 1.96

(2.22) (V) (R) (E) (e- Xt) (2.22) (V) (R) (E) (e- ,t)

WHERE:

A = Activity as pCi units sample mass or volume.

C = Sample count rate in counts per minute.

B = Background counts per minute.

V = Sample volume or mass analyzed.

E = Counter efficiency and cpm/dpm.

2.22 = Numerical constants to convert disintegrations per minute to picocuries.

(e -" t) - Decay factor to correct the activity to time of collection.

T = Counting time in minutes.

1.96 = Statistical constant for the 95% confidence level.

R = Chemical recovery or photon yield.

2.8 Lower Limit of Detection (LLD) Determination

CEP uses the following method to determine lower limit of detection (LLD) as

per Regulatory Guide 4.13. The LLD is defined, for purposes of this guide, as the

smallest concentration of radioactive material in a sample that will yield a net



count (above system background) that will be detected with 95% probability with

only 5% probability of falsely concluding that a blank observation represents a

"real" signal.

For a particular measurement system (which may include radiochemical

separation):

LLD 4 4.66 sb

E * V ' 2.22 - Y * exp(- XAt)

WHERE:

LLD is the "a priori" lower limit of detection as defined above (as pCi per unit
mass or volume). (Current titerature defines the LLD as the detection capability
for the intrumentation only, and the MDC, minimum detectable concentration,
as the detection capability for a given instrument, procedure, and type of
sample.)

sb is the standard deviation of the background counting rate or of the counting rate

of a blank sample as appropriate (as counts per minute).

E is the counting efficiency (as counts per disintegration).

V is the sample size (in units of mass or volume).

2.22 is the number of disintegrations per minute per picocurie.

Y is the fractional radiochemical yield (when applicable).

X is the radioactive decay constant for the particular radionuclide.

At is the elapsed time between sample collection (or end of the sample collection
period) and time of counting.

The value of sb used in the calculation of the LLD for a particular measurement
system is based on the actual observed variance of the background counting rate
or of the counting rate of the blank sample (as appropriate) rather than on an
unverified theoretically predicated variance.

In calculating the LLD for a radionuclide determined by gamma-ray
spectrometry, the background included the typical contributions of other
radionuclides normally present in the samples.



3.0 Major Nuclear Instrumentation

The following nuclear instrumentation was used to analyze samples.

3.1 Tracor Northern Computer Based Gamma Spectrometer

The Gamma Spectrometer consists of a Tracor Northern TN-4500 Multichannel

Analyzer equipped with: a) a DEC LSI-I 1/23 microprocessor; b) a DEC RT-lI

version IV operating system; c) a free standing console consisting of a full ASCII

keyboard; and d) a comprehensive MCA Control Section and e) two solid state

Ge(Li) detectors and three intrinsic detectors having 2.8 KeV, 3.0 KeV, 2.07 KeV,

1.85 KeV and 1.85 KeV resolutions and respective efficiencies of 16.1%, 8.9%,

22.6%, 30.6% and 25.1%.

The Computer Based Tracor Northern Gamma Spectrometry System is used for

all gamma counting. The system uses the latest software to search and identify,

as well as quantize the peaks of interest.

3.2 Beckman Wide Beta If Low Background Gas Proportional System

The Beckman Wide Beta 11 two-inch detector counting system has an average of

2.5 cpm Beta background and 0.1 cpm Alpha background. The system can also be

set up for one-inch detector. The system capacity is one hundred samples. The

detector has an efficiency of 49% for Cesium-137 and 40% for Plutonium-239.

3.3 Beckman Wide Beta 11 Low Background Gas Proportional System (Simultaneous)

The Beckman Wide Beta II two-inch planchet counting system has an average of

2.5 cpm Beta background and 0.1 cpm Alpha background. The detector has a

49% efficiency for Cesium-137 and 40% for Plutoniurn-239. This system has

been designed for simultaneous alpha and beta counting. The system sample

capacity is one hundred samples.

3.4 Beckman Low Beta I1 Low Background Beta System

The Beckman Low Beta 1i Gas proportional one-inch detector counting system

has an average of 1.5 cpm Beta background and 0.1 cpm Alpha background and



detector efficiency of 49% for Cesium-137 and 40% for Plutonium-239. The

system capacity is one hundred samples. The system can also be set up for two-

inch detector having 2.5 cpm Beta background and 0.1 cpm Alpha background.

3.5 Beckman Low Beta U Low B-ckground Beta System

The Beckman Low Beta 11 Gas Proportional two.-inch detector counting system

has an average of 3.0 cpm Beta background and 0.2 cpm Alpha background and

detector efficiency of 49% for Cesium-137 and 40% for Plutonium-239. The

system capacity is one hundred samples. This system can also be set up for one-

inch detector having 1.5 cpm Beta background and 0.1 cpm Alpha background.

3.6 Alpha Spectrometry Systems

One Alpha Spectrometer consists of four silicon surface barrier detectors

contained in a vacuum chamber and connected to a Northern Scientific

multichannel pulse height analyzer. Two spectrometer systems consist of eight

silicon surface barrier detectors each contained in separate vacuum chambers

and connected to a Nuclear Data Computer Based Spectrometer and a second

Northern Scientific Pulse Height Analyzer.

4.0 CEP's Receiving Procedure

Upon arrival at the laboratory, each sample is asiigned a color-coded number. The

laboratory receiving report is filled out to include:

(a) customer's name and address,

(b) attention indiviudal,

(c) laboratory code number,

(d) sample type,

(e) date and time collected,

(W customer identification, and

(g) analysis required.



The laboratory receiving report consists of five pages and is distributed as follows:

(a) Original Copy - department head

(b) Laboratory Copy - laboratory supervisor

(c) Acknowledgement Copy - client, if required

(d) Accounting Copy - Quality Assurance/Accounting

(e) Project Director Copy

This form of receipt allows for few errors to occur:

(1) The laboratory receiving reports are reviewed by the Quality Assurance

Department prior to disseminating the forms to the individuals.

(2) The accounting sheet is kept on file in the Quality Assurance Department until a

report is submitted for review. If Accounting should receive a report without an

accounting sheet, the report is re-routed back to Quality Assurance.

(3) Each department head and supervisor review the laboratory receiving report

during scheduling. If any questions are raised, they are brought to the attention

of quality assurance personnel.

5.0 Personnel Training

Although the degree of skill and training necessary for personnel naturally corresponds

to individual job responsibilities, all laboratory personnel are acquainted with basic

laboratory operations. The laboratory analyst learns:

(I) how the sample processing system of the laboratory works so that he is familiar

with the sequence of work;

(2) how the samples are to be treated when they arrive at the laboratory;

(3) how to use routine laboratory equipment;

(4) how to clean glassware properly; and

(5) how to maintain routine laboratory equipment.

Before a new analyst is assigned to independent work, a gradual on-the-job training

program is conducted. The trainee first observes experienced personnel at work and

studies the laboratory manual thoroughly. The trainee then performs the analysis of

spiked samples under the close supervision of an experienced analyst. Finally, the

analyst is allowed to work independently, but his work is checked frequently at first.



Provisions are made to retrain each analyst regularly, especially in areas in which he

does not perform often.

The work in the laboratory ranges from sample preparation to simple analyses such as

gross beta or solids analysis, to complex analyses, such as strontium or plutonium

separations or atomic absorption analysis. The time necessary to train an analyst

properly increases with the difficulty of the analyses expected of him. Several months

of training may be necessary before a new analyst can perform independently all the

types of work required of him.

The most difficult task in the laboratory is to operate the analytical or counting

equipment properly. This job is complicated because the operator must be able to

detect invalid data early, in order to avoid wasting time and analytical effort. CEP's

lab staff has five or more years experience and 95% of the lab staff has a degree.

6.0 Quality Control Program

In order to insure the utmost in precision and accuracy of all analyses, a three phase

quality control program is in effect at all times.

6.1 Reagents, Carriers And Tracer Radionuclides

All reagents, including carriers and tracer radionuclides, which are

critical to the procedures in question are standardized and checked

periodically by the Quality Assurance Officer. When possible, the

reagents are standardized using two different chemical procedures, e.g.,

strontium carrier-gravimetrically and atomic absorption.

6.2 Spike Samples

All personnel within the laboratory are required to run spiked samples to prove

their proficiency in determining accurately the content of the spiked sample in

question. Furthermore, to eliminate the possibility of preferential treatment of

a spiked sample by an analyst, spiked samples are slipped into routinely analyzed



samples without the knowledge of the analyst. Also, every set of samples has a

spike and a blank run with it.

6.3 Instrumentation

All instrumentation is maintained on a preventive maintenance program by the

manufacturer. Each instrument is checked with a standardized source weekly.

If the source check detects any anomaly from the routine performance of the

instrument, no analysis is allowed to be performed by that instrument until it is

functioning properly.

All radioactive sources and solutions used for calibration are calibrated against

National Bureau of Standards' standards where possible. Interlaboratory

comparisons with the United States Public Health Services, U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, Environmental Radioactivity Laboratory Intercomparison

Studies Program, and with many public health departments are performed

periodically. The above three phase quality control program is administered by

the management of CEP.

6.4 Sample Analysis

Blank and standard spike samples are analyzed routinely along with the samples

as part of CEP's internal quality control program. This program includes both

intra and inter-laboratory samples. Also included in this program are internal

laboratory spike (ILS) samples which are known performance samples introduced

by the analyst. All samples with the exception of the ILS's, are assigned code

numbers to prevent samples being given preferential treatment.

All reagents, carriers, radioactive tracers and instrumentation used in analysis

are calibrated on a scheduled basis as described in the Quality .kssurance Plan.

The methods employed for analysis are those which meastire the desired

constituent with precision and accuracy and meet the data needs in the presence

of the inter.erences normally encountered. The routine analysis of spiked



samples is the measurement of quality while the use of analytical grade reagents

is a control of measure. The quality control program has two primary functions.

First, the program monitors the reliability of the results reported. The second

function is the control of quality in order to meet the program requirements.

6.5 Data Handling and Reporting

A system for controlling the passage of data through the laboratory has been

established. A general outline of the data handling process is described below:

1.) As results are completed, more information such as the name of the

analyst who performed the work, his calculations for the sample, and all

pertinent data that would allow recalculation of results at a later time, if

necessary, is noted on the result sheets.

2.) As various analyses are performed and results are reviewed by the analyst,

the request sheet is checked off and the result sheets are attached to the

analytical request sheet.

3.) After all analyses are completed, the results are sent to the laboratory

supervisor and department head for reporting results. After the results are

reviewed, they are transferred to a final report form.

4.) The report form is submitted to the Quality Assurance Department for

review prior to typing of final report.

5.) The analysis request form and result sheets are appropriately filed for

future reference. Several years of results are kept for ready reference.

This procedure allows data to be tested for adequacy at any point during the

analysis and to be re-examined at a future date. The data are reviewed

thoroughly several times by designated personnel, beginning with the senior

analyst, before being reported in final form.

In any analytical program, the department head and Quality Assurance

Department are responsible for recognizing anamolous results and discussing

these with the appropriate persons so that a sample can be renanalyzed before it

is discarded after a significant amount of time has passed.



7.0 Quality Assurance Practices

7.1 Introduction

CEP's analytical laboratories role is to provide our clientele with precise and

accurate data from which decisions can be made. CEP's quality assurance

program has been designed to: (1) ensure the accuracy and precision of data

produced by the laboratory and, (2) maintain the quality of the laboratory data

continuously.

7.2 Functions of Quality Assurance Department

CEP's quality assurance department is a separate entity from the operating

(laboratories) division reporting directly to the president. The quality assurance

program implemented by CEP includes quality control as stated in regulatory

guide 4.15 "quality assurance comprises all those planned and systematic actions

that are necessary to provide adequate confidence in the results of a monitoring

program, and quality control comprises those quality assurance actions that

provide a means to control and measure the characteristics of measurement

equipment and processes to established requirements; therefore, quality

assurance includes quality control".

The quality assurance plan (CEP-QA-l, See Appendix A) provides the policy for

quality assurance program for CEP's analytical laboratories. Specific procedures

have been written to be followed for certain activities. A copy of QA policies

and procedures list is attached for your reference.

The department supervisors, quality assurance director and quality control

officer work together in order to insure the reliability of the analytical results

reported. In both design and implementation of the quality assurance program,

these individuals maintain lines of communication in order to fully evaluate the

accuracy and precision of the results.



As results are completed, information such as the name of the analyst who

performed the work, his calculation for the samples, and all pertinent data that

would allow supervisor and manager to review the data are noted on the result

sheets. After all analyses are completed, the results are sent to the department

manager for review and transferred to the final report form.

The responsibilities and authority of the quality assurance department are

discussed in CEP-QA-l, Appendix A. In addition, the department is also

responsible for the following:

I. Develops and carries out quality control programs, including statistical

procedures and techniques, which will help laboratories to meet authorized

quality standards at minimum cost; and advises and assists management in

the installation, staffing and supervision of such programs.

2. Monitors quality control activities of the laboratory to determine

conformance with authorized policy and procedures and with sound

practice; and makes appropriate recommendations for correction and

improvement as may be necessary.

3. Seeks out and evaluates new ideas and current developments in the field of

quality control and recommends means for their application whereever

advisable.

4. Advises management in reviewing technology, methods and equipment,

with respect to quality aspects.

5. Advises the Purchasing Section regarding quality of purchased materials,

reagents and chemicals.

6. Recommends packaging materials and procedures.

7. Performs related duties as assigned.

7.3 PersonnelQuafificat ions

The degree of skills and training necessary for laboratory personnel is dependent

upon their job responsibilities. All laboratory personnel, however, are required

to be thoroughly acquainted with basic laboratory operations. He/she must

learn:

1. how the simple processing system of the laboratory worKs;



2. how each type of sample is to be treated when it arrives in the laboratory;

3. how to use rtu.tine equipment; and

4. how to clean glassware properly.

The analyst, regardless of degree or experience, undergoes a thorough, gradual

on-the-job training program. This is by observing an experienced analyst at work

and by studying the analytical procedure thoroughly. In addition, this includes a

discussion of CEP's Q.A. program. Job descriptions for each position are

maintained by the personnel department.

7.4 Operating Procedures and Instruction

The policy in developing or implementing procedures for a monitoring program

are discussed in the quality assurance plan. The procedures for specific

activities are listed in the "Q.A. Manual Checklist", Appendix A.

The methods employed for analyses are those which measure the desired

constituent with precision and accuracy and meet the data needs in the presence

of the interferences normally encountered. • The routine analysis of spiked

samples is the measurement of quality while the use of analytical grade reagents

is a control of measure. The quality control program has two primary functions.

First, the program monitors the reliability of the results reported. The second

function is the control of quality in order to meet the monitoring program

requirements.

7.5 Records

Upon arrival at the laboratory, each sample is assigned a prefixed color-coded

number. This code number is placed on all apparatus used for that sample during

chemical and radiometric determinations. This code number is recorded in the

laboratory receiving report which is filled out at tho% time that the samples are

received. The laboratory receiving report consists of five pages which are

distributed to various departments within the company. This number is used for



retrieving the raw data on any sample after analysis has been completed.

All records of analyses are kept in storage as required. This includes all raw

data, calculations, quality control data and reports.

7.6 Reference Standards And Instrument Performance Checks

All radioactive sources and solutions used for calibration are calibrated against

National Bureau of Standards' standards where possible.

All reagents, including carriers and tracer radionuclides, which are critical to

the procedures in question, are standardized and checked periodically by the

Quality Assurance Officer. When possible, the reagents are standardized using

two different chemical procedures, e.g., Strontium carrier-gravimetrically and

atomic absorption.

All personnel within the laboratory are required to run spiked samples to prove

their proficiency in determining accurately the content of the spiked sample in

question. Furthermore, to eliminate the possibility of preferential treatment of

a spiked sample by an analyst, spiked samples are slipped into routinely analyzed

samples without the knowledge of the analyst. Also, every set of samples has a

spike and a blank run concurrently with it.

All instrumentation is maintained on a preventative maintenance program by the

manufacturer. Each instrument is checked with a standardized source weekly.

If the source check detects any anomaly from the routine performance of the

instrument, no analysis is allowed to be performed by that instrument until it is

functioning properly.

Calibration procedures for measuring and testing equipment have been prepared.

In addition, procedures for the preparation and use of quality control charts have

been written. (See "Q.A. Manual Checklist" list).

7.7 Inter- And Intra-Laboratory Analyses

The quality assurance plan (CEP-QA-1) defines the policy in these aspects of the



quality assurance program. In addition, the procedures to carry out these

activities have been prepared and implemented. The specific procedures are

CEP-QA-17, CEP-QA-27, CEP-QA-28, and CEP-QA-29, which include the

analysis of reagents blanks, duplicates, internal lab spikes and blind spikes, as

well as cross-check samples from U.S. EPA.
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CONTROLS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION, INC.

QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM

-QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN

ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY, NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS, RADIOBIOASSAY,

AND WATER CHEMISTRY

1.0 PLAN DESCRIPTION

1.1 Purpose

The purposes of this Quality Assurance Plan are: (a) to
define the nature and extent of Quality Assurance for Environ-
mental Chemistry, Nuclear Measurements, Radiobioassay and
Water Chemistry; (b) to set forth the requirements for prepa-
ration of Q.A. and Q.C. procedures; and (c) to provide a
general description of the methods to be used in carrying out
the Quality Assurance Surveillance and audit functions.

1.2 SI

This Quality Assurance Plan is intended primarily tc cover
radiochemistry and other chemistry activities associated with
providing Controls for Environmental Pollution's clients a
quality service.

1.3 Objectives

The overall objective of this Q.A. Plan is to (a) verify
that work procedures and practices are adequate to assure that
all clients are kept within the limits regulated by the State
and federal agencies; (b) to coordinate an in-house Quality
Control program independent of external programs to assure that
Controls for Environmental Pollution, Inc. is operating at maxi-
mum efficiency; including specific objectives as follows:

a. To verify that chemistry activities are documented and
coordinated with the client's program so as to preclude sur-
prises or apparent anomalies;

b. To verify that all chemistry procedures and practices are
correct and adequate for the intended usage and required
accuracy and reliability of results;

c. To verify that the procedures and practices conform to the
Client's Specifications with respect to methods and
frequency of sampling and analysis;
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d. To verify that procedures and practices are appropriate
for and consistent with the Client's Specifications and
other regulatory criteria;

e. To verify that qualified personnel are provided with
continued training, as necessary, for proper performance
of the analytical work;

f. To verify that records are completed and maintained for
each sample and analysis conducted;

g. To verify that procedures contain adequate Qualicy Control
features and that such Quality Controls are practices as
part of normal routine;

h. To verify that equipment is maintained and calibrated to
the extent and at the frequency necessary for accurate
results.

2.0 RESPONSIBILITIES

Responsible to prepare, review or otherwise assist in develop-
mcnts of Quality Inspection and Quality Assurance procedures, in-
structions and plans. Responsible to review procedures, specifications
and other control or source documents as may be required in the .develop-
ment of surveillance procedures or other quality assurance procedures
or requirements. Responsible to perform inspections, write reports and
provide follow-up action and to direct and review the analytical efforts
in the accomplishment types of quality assurance activities. Respon-
sible to evaluate tests, non-conformances, standard requirements,
regulatory requirements and to make recommendations for resolution and/or
further evaluations by management, other departments or outside con-
sultants. Responsible to issue or recommend stop work orders for work
which is not in compliance with requirements.

3.0 LOCATION OF WORK

Quality Assurance activities associated with Environmental Chem-
istry, Nuclear Measurements, Radi ibioassay, and Water Chemistry work
may be performed at any of the following locations as necessary to
accomplish the objectives of this Q.A. Plan:

a. Administrative offices of Controls for Environmental Pollution, Inc.

b. Central laboratory facilities of Controls for Environmental
Pollution, Inc. located in the Operational Division.

c. Other locations of CEP laboratories.
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4.0 SCHEDULING

Quality Control, Quality Assurance Surveillance, and certain activities
necessary to prepare for Q.A. Audits, as further defined in Sections 5.0
and 6.0 of this Q.A. Plan, shall be performed regularly. For those types
of analysis performed regularly and requiring a high degree of sensitiv-
ity and accuracy, as jointly designated by the manager or supervisor or
department involved, the director of Quality Control, and Quality Control
Officer.

Quality Assurance Audits shall be scheduled and performed as follows:

4.1 Chemistry (Water Quality)

REV.2- a. Internally spiked samples issued monthly by Quality Control officer
will be as follows:

Wet Chemistry

Nitrate, Boron, Fluoride, Total Phosphate

Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

Barium, Beryllium, Cadmium, Calcium, Chromium, Cobalt, Copper,
Iron, Lead, Lithium, Magnesium, Mdnganese, Mercury, Nickel,
Potassium, Selenium, Silver, Sodium, Strontium, Vanadium, Zinc
Spiked samples that will not be introduced into the monthly Quality

Control program are as follows:

Total Dissolved Solids, Sulfate

These parameters (Sulfate and Total Dissolved Solids) will be
represented 6) semi-annual Environmental Protection Agency cross-
check samples and Environmental Resources Associates certified samples.

Spikes not introduced into the lab should be documented on an
Explanation Form.

b. Spiked samples provided by the Environmental Protection Agency as
cross-check samples will be submitted semi-annually.

c. Standardization of reagents which are critical to proper results
Monthly or prior to use, as appropriate.

d. Results of spiked sample analysis reviewed and evaluated as are
received by Quality Control Officer.

E. Prompt review and evaluation of any unusual or unexpected results
will be subject to rerun.
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4.2 Radiobioassay

a. Blanks and standards run Dailv on each instrument in regular
use or prior to use, as appp-ropriate.

b. Spiked or split samples issued weekly, biweekly and monthly by
Quality Control Officer.

c. Results of analysis of blanks, standards and spiked or split
samples reviewed and evaluated by Quality Control Officer.

d. Prompt review and evaluation of any unusual or unexpected
analytical results, any such results will be subject to rerun.

e. Reagents, carriers and tracer radionuclides which are in regular
use and are critical to proper results standardized Monthly or
prior to use, as appropriate.

4.3 Environmental Chemistry

a. Chemistry and radiochemistry methods same as paragraphs 4.1 and
4.2 where applicable.

b. Intercalibration by Controls for Environmental Pollution, Inc.'s
laboratory with other laboratory agencies.

c. Quarterly review of results and evaluation of any indicated
probable trends.

d. Prompt review and evaluation of any unusual or unexpected analyti-
cal results, any such results are subject to rerun.

The requirements stated above shall apply only to those analyses re-
quired by the Client's Specifications.

4.4 Gas Chemistry

a. Checks of the gas chromatograph against certified reference
standards for all primary system impurities which must be con-
trolled within specified limits, at least WeekJv or prior to use,
as appropriate.

4.5 Instrument Calibration (Nuclear Measurements-

All laboratory instrumentation and equipment shall be maintained on
preventive maintenance programs as appropriate for the nature and
frequency of usage.

Except as indicated in paragraph 4.2 (a) of this Q.A. Plan, laboratory
instruments in regular use shall be ch~ecked Weekly against standaros
traceable to standards issued by the National Bureau of Standards.
Less frequently used instruments shall be similarly calibrated prior
to use.
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5.0 METHODS

The nature of Environmental Chemistry, Radiobioassay, and Water Chemistry
work is such that most Quality Control and Quality Assurance measures
must be built into the analytical procedures in order to be effective.
Because the sample is almost always consumed or altered during the
analytical processes, laboratory personnel must make certain that every
step is done correctly to yield valid results.

The work procedures must include the use of standardized practices and
equipment which have been demonstrated to adequate for compliance with
client's requirements as regards accuracy, sensitivity and reliability
of results. Laboratory personnel must be trained on the particular methods
and equipment to be used. Equipment, chemicals, samples and instrumentatior
must be controlled at every step to assure accuracy and reliability.

5.1 General Quality Assurance Methods

To accomplish the objectives of this Q.A. Plan, Quality Control and
Quality Assurance requirements shall be implemented, through the
analytical procedures and the laboratory administative procedures and
controls, utilizing the following general methods.

5.1.1 Quality Control

a. Standardization and qualification of procedures including:

1. Uniform step-by-step procedures (Cook book form);

2. Training of personnel in use of procedures and equipment;

b. Uniform instructions for reagent preparation, control,
storage, use and shelf life (including appropriate labeling
and dating);

c. Proper selection of glassware, plastic containers and other
analytical equipment and supplies;

d. Regular calibration of equipment (with standards trace-
ability to National Bureau of Standards where necessary
and available);

e. Uniform and consistent procedure for taking, controlling,
preserving and using samples (including identification
labels with dates and time, type and amount of preservative,
and control number for all record purposes);

f. Provisions for control of procurement, storage and use of
all chemicals used in analytical proccdures;
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g. Provisions for analysis of duplicate samples, including
standards and blanks where such procedures are required.

h. Independent selective review &nd checking of calculations,
curves or other analysis of results.

i. Standardized logs and analysis record sheets for recording
sample identification, procedure used, results, and independent
checks where required.

REV-2 5.1.2 quality Assurance Surveillance

The spiked sampling program and the Q.A. Audit program provides
an adequate assurance that the CEP Q.C. Program/Q.A. Plan is
being adequately implemented. Therefore, deletion of the Q.A.
surveillance requirements has been made from the CEP Q.C. Pro-
gram/Q.A. Plan.

5.1.3 Quality Assurance Audit

Certain audit-related requirements will be implemented directly
in the work procedures; other audit functions will be developed
as part of the preparations for conducting Quality Assurance
Audits as provided in Section 6.0 of this Q.A. Plan. The
following basic methods will be used for auditing:

a. Introduction of spiked samples (contents unknown to Controls
for Environmental Pollution, Inc.'s staff);

b. Laboratory intercalibration by use of split samples with
client's laboratory;

c. Independent review of results of selected analyses (including
spiked samples);

d. Direct inspection of laboratory and audit of work and records.
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5.2 Particular Work Methods

The following basic methods shall be followed to accomplish
the objectives of this Q.A. Plan.

5.2.1 Chemistry (Water guality)

All Water Chemistry personnel shall follow the Water
Chemistry Procedure Manual approved by management. All
analytical results shall be recorded on approved forms
after each test and signed by the Laboratory Supervisor.

On a monthly basis, spiked samples of ions commonly tested
during the week shall be introduced into the laboratory
operations by the Quality Control Officer. On a quarterly
basis, water samples with various ion concentrations shall
be presented for analyses, from a source independent of
Controls for Environmental Pollution, Inc. laboratory.
All such monthly and quarterly results shall be reviewed
independently and, where necessary, corrective action shall
be recommended to the laboratory management, with a copy to
the President.

5.2.2 Radiobioassay

All Radiobioassay personnel shall follow the Radiochemistry
Procedure Manual approved by management. All analytical
results shall be recorded on approved forms after each iso-
tope analysis and signed by the laboratory supervisor.

On a daily basis, all counting equipment in regular use
shall be checked using blanks and standards on each instru-
ment. Less frequently used equipment shall be similarly
calibrated prior to use. On a monthly basis, unknown spiked
samples shall be sent to the Controls for Environmental
Po., ution, Inc. laboratory for analysis. All such results
shall be reviewed independently and, where necessary, cor-
rective action shall be recommended to the laboratory man-
agement, with a copy to the Operations Manager and Director
of Quality Control.

In addition to preventive maintenance, each instrument in
regular use shall be checked weekly. Less frequently used
instruments shall be calibrated prior to use. If any irregu-
larity is detected in the calibrations or counting perform-
ance of any instrument, no analysis shall be performed on
that instrument until it is functionirn prooeriv.
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5.2.3 Environmental Chemistry

Environmental samples are analyzed in a low background
laboratory which deals primarily with trace level radio-
chemistry.

Environmental samples shall be collected and analyzed in
the manner and on a schedule as necessary to comply with
the Client's Specifications.

Results shall be formally reported to the management
monthly, within ten (10) days following the end of the
reporting period. Unusual, unexpected or anomalous results
shall be reported imnediately to the Quality Control Officer,
who shall initiate appropriate action to review and evalu-
ate the results and take corrective action if indicated.

5.2.4 Gas Chemistry

Gas Chemistry analyses shall be conducted in accordance with
the Analytical Instruments Procedures Manual approved by the
management.

The checks given .in paragraph 4.5 of this Q.A. Plan shall be
performed at the frequency indicated. Complete records shall
be maintained of these checks, including the gas supplier's
certification of references standards and the basis for that
certi ficati on.

5.3 New Procedures

When a procedure is not available, the requirements will be
evaluated and a suitable analytical method established. After
satisfactory verification that the procedure provides the necessary
sensitivity, accuracy and selectivity, a formal procedure will be
approved by the supervisor and Director of Quality Control and
included in the appropriate Procedure Manual.

6.0 PROCEDURE REQUIREMENTS

As indicated in Section 5.0 of this Q.A. Plan, the Quality Control
and Quality Assurance Surveillance procedures are incorporated into the
analytical work procedures and laboratory administrative procedures and
instructions.

Quality Assurance Audits (QA.A's) shall be performed as follows,
with the numbering shown to be used for record purposes. Scheduling
of these audits will be as deemed necessary by the director of QA.
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CEP-QA-3 Quality Assurance Audit, Water and Organic Chemistry

CEP-QA-4 Quality Assurance Audit, Radiobioassay

CEP-QA-2 Quality Assurance Audit, Environmental Chemistry

CEp-QA-5 Quality Assurance Audit, Nuclear Measurements

Reports of these QAA's shall describe the particular activities
audited; the basis and procedures for examination and evaluation
of records; procedures for verifying validity and consistency of
results; procedures for evaluating adequacy of Q.C. and Q.A.
Surveillance Activities; and deficiencies and implementing
corrective action.

7.0 REPORTS AND RECORD REQUIREMENTS

7.1 Chemistry (Water Quality)

Records and reports of analytical results of the various
samples, including quantities and chemical constituency, shall
be retained as permanent records.

7.2 Nuclear Measurements

All records and logs relative to data and radioactive
materials prepared shall be kept as permanent records.

7.3 Radiobioassay

Records and reports shall be retained as permanent records.

7.4 Environmental Chemistry

Detailed analytical records and quarterly reports shall be
retained as permanent records. Records and reports shall be
prepared as directed by CEP clients.

7.5 Gas Chemistry

Records and reports shall be retained as permanent records.
In addition, records of all certified reference standards, and
their correlation with analytical results, shall be retained for
the time period established by the client.
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7.6 Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance records shall consist of all logs, reports,
results, deficiency reports and the like which are generated in
the course of carrying out the requirements of the Q.A. Plan.
Such Records shall be retained as permanent records in accordance
with CEP's administrative requirements.

8.0 ATTACHMENTS

None

9.0 REVIEW, APPROVAL AND DISTRIBUTION

9.1 Quality Assurance Plan and Procedures

The first drafts of the completed Quality Assurance Plan and
Procedures for Environmental Chemistry, Nuclear Measurements,
Radiobioassay, Water Chemistry, and all subsequent drafts or
changes to these Plans and Procedures shall be distributed for
review, comment and approval as follows:

Manager of Nuclear Measurements

Manager of Radiobioassay

Manager of Environmental
Monitoring

Operations Manager

Manager of Water Chemistry

Director of Quality Assurance

1 Copy (For review and comment)

I Copy (For review and comment)

1 Copy (For review and comment)

1 Copy (For review and comment)

I Copy (For review and comment)

1 Copy (For approval)

A marked-up copy of the Plan and Procedures, or a comment
letter incorporating all comments from the reviewers, shall be
returned to the issuer (Quality Control Officer) within ten to
fifteen days.

After resolution of all comments, and completion of signatures
required on the signature sheet, the Director of Quality Assurance
will approve the Plan and Procedures and distribute copies to the
controlled distribution.
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9.2 Quality Control Inspection Procedures

Any Quality Control Inspection Procedures foun: to be
necessary shall be reviewed by the Director of Qua"ity
Assurance, or his assignee.

Applicable, up-to-date OCIP's shall always be available at
the Quality Control Office for use by personnel assigned
specific QC duties.

A complete set of current QCIP's shall always De readily
available at the Quality Control Office.



QA MANUAL CHECKLIST

CEP-QA-l

CEP-QA-2

CEP-QA-3

CEP-QA-4

CEP-QA-4A

CEP-QA-5

CEP-QA-6

CEP-QA-7

CEP-QA-8

CEP-QA-9

CEP-QA-1O

CEP-QA-I1A

CEP-QA-l I

CEP-QA-12

CEP-QA-13

CEP-QA-14

CEP-QA-15

CEP-QA-16

CEP-QA-17

CEP-QA-18

CEP-QA-19

CEP-QA-20

CEP-QA-21

CEP-QA-22

CEP-QA-23

CEP-QA-24

CEP-QA-25

CEP-QA-26

CEP-QA-27

CEP-QA-28

CEP-QA-29

CEP-QA-30

CEP-QA-31

CEP-QA-32

Quality Assurance Program

Environmental Chemistry OC Audit
Water Chemistry 0C Audit

Radiobioasby QC Audit

Radiation Control Manual for Laboratory Personnel
Nuclear Measurements QC Audit

Standard Operating Procedure Quality Assurance Instrument an.1 History
Records

Quality Assurance Audit Checklist - Laboratory Area

Standard Operating Procedure Quality Assurance Instrument and History
Records

Radionuclide Issuance Procedure

Definition of Terms

Quality Control

Counting Techniques and Data Handling

Training Program for New Employees

Procedure for Filling Sample Ledger Sheets for Reactor Account
Nuclear Measurements Instrument Loading and Unloading Procedure

TLD Ledger Sheets Procedure

Sample Storage Procedure

Quality Assurance Spike Program for Environmental Department
Quality Assurance Plan for Waste Water
Waste Water Chemistry Audit Procedure

Quality Control in Waste Water

Quality Control of Laboratory Services

Quality Control of Glassware in Waste Water Chemistry (see QA-37)
Instrument Calibration and Maintenance Procedure for Water Quality
Water Quality Data Handling and Reporting

Importance of Quality Assurance in Water Quality Department
Glossary of Terms used in Water Quality
Spike Program for Radiobioassay Department
Spike Program for Water Quality Department

Spike Program for Waste Water Department

Training Program for New Employees in Water Quality and Waste Water
Personnel Bioassay Monitoring

Soil Sampling Procedure



CEP-QA-33 Air Sampling Procedure

CEP-QA-34

CEP-QA-35

CEP-QA-36

CEP-QA-37

CEP-QA-38

CEP-QA-39

CEP-QA-40

CEP-QA-41

CEP-QA-42

CEP-QA-43

CEP-QA-44

CEP-QA-45

CEP-QA-46

CEP-QA-47

CEP-QA-48

CEP-QA-49

CEP-QA-50

CEP-QA-51

CEP-QA-52

CEP-QA-53

CEP-QA-54

CEP-QA-55

CEP-QA-56

CEP-QA-57

CEP-QA-58

CEP-QA-59

CEP-QA-60

CEP-QA-61

CEP-QA-62

CEP-QA-63

Grab Water Sampling for Radioactivity

Grab Water Sampling Procedure for Water Quality Analysis

Vegetation Sampling Procedure

Quality Control of Glassware in Water Chemistry

Sampling and Preservation of water for compliance with National Interim
Primary Drinking Water Regulation 40 CFR 141

Quality Control Program for Water Chemistry

Quality Control Program for Organic Chemistry (Pesticides)

Quality Assurance Operating Procedure for Recording Temp. of Freezer,
Refrigerator, Ovens and Incubators

QA Operating Procedure for Verification of Accuracy of Thermometers
QA Standard Operating Procedure for Verification of Accuracy of Mettler
Analytical Balances

Same as 43 but for Top Reader

QA Standard Operating Procedure for the Calibration of Wide Beta Systems
QA Standard Operating Procedure for Determining Efficience of Detectors
for Wide Beta II and Low Beta II Systems

QA Standard Operating Procedure for Calibration of Low Beta II Systems

QA Standard Operating Procedure for frequency of Calibration maintenar-ce
& efficiency determination of Beckman Low Beta II and Wide Beta II
Systems

Quality Control Program for Organic Chemistry
Protective Clothing for Non-Radiological Work

Responsibilities to insure Proper Contamination Control of all Personnel
Involved in Toxic Work

Safety Records, Logs, and Reports

Training Program for Field Personnel

Medical Assistance Programs at CEP's Facilities

Bottom Sediment Sampling for Rivers

Procedure for Analytical Performance of Radioanalytical Lab.

Quality Control of Counting Equipment (Radiochemistry)

Importance of Quality Control in Radioanalytical Laboratory

Preparation of Precision Control Charts

Preparation of Accuracy Control Charts

Phytoplankton and Zooplankton Sampling Procedure

Sampling Procedure for Water at Epilimnion, Thermocline and Hypolimnion
in a lake

Standard Operating Procedure for Loading and Unloading Wide Beta II,
Instrument Ill



CEP-QA-64

CEP-QA-65

CEP-QA-66

CEP-QA-67

CEP-QA-68

CEP-QA-69

CEP-QA-70

CEP-QA-71

CEP-QA-72

CEP-QA-73

CEP-QA-74

CEP-QA-75

CEP-QA-76

CEP-QA-77

CEP-QA-78

CEP-QA-79

CEP-QA-80

Standard Operating Procedure for Loading and Unloading Wide Beta I,
Instrument #1 or #11

Standard Operatinq Procedure for Loading and Unloading Low Beta II,
Instrument #2, #15 or #18
Standard Operating Procedure for Loading and Unloading Low Beta II,
Instrument, New Low Beta

Bottom Sediment Samplinq in Lakes

Standard Operating Procedure for Loading and Unloading NMC PC-3T and
PC-4

Standard Operating Procedure for returning NMC PC-3T and PC-4 to
operation after a power failure

Control of Incoming Reagents and Chemicals

Quality Assurance Plan - Organic Chemistry

Standard Operating Procedure for returning Beckman Wide Beta and Low Beta
to operation after a power failure
Standard Operating Procedure for returning Northern #8 to operation after
a power failure
Standard Operating Procedure for returning ND Alpha Spec to operation
after a power failure

Standard Operating Procedure for returning Northern Econ II to operation
after a power failure

Standard Operating Procedure for returning LS-1O0 and LS 11OC to oper-
ation after a power failure

Procedure for Receiving Reagents and Chemicals

Standard Operating Procedure for returning Gamma System to operation
after a power failure

Verification of Analytical Data in the Event of Nuclear Instrument
Malfunction

Procedure for receipt of samples
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NENDRANIUM FOR: T. T. Martino Director
Division of IEngieering and

Techmical Programs
Regvon I

FROM:

SUBJECT:

R. 6. Pee% , Chief
Uranism Fel Licensing Branch
Division of Fvel Cycle and

Material Safet. IKSS

REqUEST FOR CDWIKATORY SURVEY OF TAS
INS7,UMENTS6 tNC.0 PROPV.TY, SNI-23

By letter dated November 2, 1982. Texas Instruents, Inc. (TI), submitted the
results of their radiological srveys of Ws'ldings 3, 4, and the remInder of
Building 10 (outsid, the fo r WU ama) that had been used a nuier of
years ago for radioactive material processing at the TI Attleboro site in
support of an application to terminate Special Nuclear Noterial License No.
SINH-23. We have revid the results of their survey and request your assistance
in making a confirmatory survey to verify that the facility end equipment have
been decontaminated to acceptable levels.

A copy of the TI Novemier 2, 192. submittal Is enclosed.

The results of the confirmatory survey and your recom-ndations on this matter
should be submitted to the Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch, Division of Fuel
Cycle and Materiel Safety. Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
so that we my take appropriate action.

The results of the confirmatory survey of the former HFIR area In Building 10
were reported in your Inspection No. 70-00033/82-03.

Rf. Q. Pal Chief
Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch
Division of Fuel Cycle and

Material Safety, NMS

Enclosure: TI letter dated 11/2/82
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0IO4RAMXU FOR: R. W. Starostecki. Director RGPage
No. 2, Division of Resident andProject Inspectien
Region I

FROM: L6. G. payes Chief
Uranium Fel Licensing Branc
Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety. OWSS

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR COUFIRMATORY SURVEY OF TEXAS
INSTRUNENTS9 INC., PRWOERTY SIN-23

By letter dated May 17. 1982, and supplements dated June 24. and July 9, 1982.
Texas Instrumnts. Inc. (TI). submitted the results of their radiological
survey of Building 10 In support of an application to terminate Special
Nucler Material License No. SN4-23. We have reviewd the results of their
survey and request your assistance in making a confirmatory survey to
verify that the facility and equipment have been decontaminated to acceptable
levels.

Copies of the TI May 17. June 24, and July 9. 1982, submittals are enclosed.

The results of the confirmatory survey and your recomendations on this
matter should be submitted to the Uranlu Fuel Licensing Branch, Division
of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards so that we m.y take appropriate action.

r0t1gn Signed by
Ralph G. Page

R. G. Paget Chief
Urantim Fuel Licensing Branch
Division of Fuel Cycle and

Material Safety. NMSS

Enclosures: TI letters dated
5/17/82. 6/24/82. and
7/9/82
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